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MESSAGE CABLED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE Í.O.C.
Chicago III. 7-7-962

Jean Ketseas-Dion Areopagitou 27 Athens
Salute to Olympic Academy on inauguration second
sessions and welcome greeting participants — what an experience to spend some days and nights in this serene ambiance absorbing philosophy of Olympic movement inspired
by solemn beauty of these dignified ruins which speak
of ancient glories. You are the ones to carry on noble traditions of golden age. I send best wishes for success.
Avery Brundage.

TELEGRAMME DU PRESIDENT DU C. I. O.

Je salue l'Académie Olympique à l'occasion de l'inauguration de la deuxième session et souhaite la bienvenue à
tous les participants. Quelle expérience va être la votre
pendant quelques jours dans cette sereine ambiance vous
nourissant de l'esprit du mouvement Olumpique inspiré
par la beauté solonelle de ses ruines grandioses qui parlent
des anciennes gloires. Vous êtes ceux qui vont continuer les
belles traditions de l'âge d'or. Je vous envoie mes meilleurs
souhaits de grand succès.
Avery Brundage.
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THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY
The Headquarters of the Olympic Academy are situated in ancient
Olympia, just across the road from the recently excavated Stadium,
and within a stone's throw of the Cronion Hill whence of old Zeus,
Father of Gods and Men, and God of Hospitality, was reputed to have
watched the Games.
The proposal for the International Olympic Academy was first
submitted by Mr. Jean Ketseas to the meeting of the International
Olympic Committee held in Rome in 1949. In 1961 the Hellenic Olympic
Committee acquired the site and a first tentative summer session was
held in July of that year. The second annual summer session, with which
the present report is concerned was held from the 9th to the 21st of
July 1962.
The keynote of the life at the Academy is intended to be that of
simplicity. So far the participants have been encamped in tents, but
plans have been approved for buildings which will house up to 500
participants and lecturers. There will be edifices also for offices, a refectory, lecture amphitheatres, gymnasia and training grounds. Provision is also being made for a pertinent library and a museum. The meetings will not be confined to the annual summer sessions.
OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY
The extracts from an address delivered in Athens on June 16, 1961,
by Mr. Avery Brundage, President of the International Olympic Committee illustrate better than anything else the objectives of the Academy:
"We have many problems" Mr. Brundage stated, "due to the astonishingly rapid growth of the Games, since there has not been time with
our organization of volunteers to educate everyone in Olympic principles"
"The International Olympic Committee was placed in charge of the
Olympic Movement, with the duty to maintain its ideals and defend its
principles. We must restate and clearly define our objectives and draft
our rules accordingly, and there is no better place to accomplish this than
in Greece, a truly Olympic country with an Olympic champion as Crown
Prince".
"The objectives of the Olympic Movement as designed by the
Baron de Coubertin, are a broad and comprehensive development for
men, in which sport, emphasizing grace, beauty and its moral qualities,
play a part but only a part. Athletic Games and competitions are not
a career - they are incidental to symmetrical and harmonious physical,
7

mental and spiritual development, a supplement and not a goal".
The lectures delivered at the 1962 session of the International Olympic
Academy, some of which are necessarily given in abridged form in this
report, will show how in reviving the Olympic Games, Pierre do Coubertin had a far deeper objective than the resurrection of them as an
end in itself. Coubertin visualised a happier and healthier humanity and
conceived, with remarkable clarity and insight that the revival of the
Games was the most effective method of translating his ideology into
practice. The International Olympic Academy is intended to be a nursery
for that ideology.
THE ANNUAL SESSIONS OF THE ACADEMY
The general activities embrace lectures, seminars and debates,
while attention is also paid to physical training and recreation. The
subject matter of the lectures are chosen from:
1. The History of the ancient Olympic Games.
2. The true spirit of the Olympic Idea.
3. The contribution of Baron de Coubertin and other personalities
in the revival of the Olympic Games. The history and evolution of
modern sports.
4. The contribution of sports and Games to the education of youth.
The philosophy of the Games, its influence on the Arts and Social
Sciences, and its evolution.
5. The moral principles of sports and the creation of spiritual values
through them (Amateur aspect).
6. The evolution of the theory and technique of coaching and
training in the various sports.
7. Scientific subjects related to athletics (Psychology, Education,
Medicine, Biology, Biophysics, etc.)
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REPORT OF THE
1962 SUMMER SESSION OF THE I.O.A.
The lecturers and participants for the 2nd annual summer session
foregathered in Athens during Sunday the 8th of July. That evening
the Hellenic Olympic Committee held a reception and dinner at the
outdoor terrace of the Athens Tennis Club, to which notabilities of the
Greek world of Sport and pertinent members of the diplomatic corps
had been invited to meet the guests from overseas. Mr. Achilles Gerokostopouios, Undersecretary of State of the Ministry of the Presidency was
present, being responsible in the Government for the Press and for Sports.
The President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, H.R.H. The
Crown Prince Constantine, an Olympic Gold Medalist, who had originally graciously signified His intention of attending,was obliged to cancel
His visit owing to untoward obligations - of a military nature - preventing Him from doing so. His message of greetings, which was read at
the reception, is given in Appendix I, (page 173).
IN HONOUR OF PROF. CARL DIEM
The above reception was marked by the presentation of a medal to
Prof. Carl Diem, by the President of the International Olympic Academy,
Mr. Jean Ketseas, a Vice President of the H.O.C. and delegate of the
I.O.C. to the H.O.C. The medal was presented on behalf of the Hellenic
Olympic Committee to the distinguished professor to commemorate his
80th birthday and almost a lifetime devoted to the interests and propagation of Sports in general and the Olympic Spirit in particular. It is pleasant to note that both the donor and recipient were the two who together
had fostered the formation of the Olympic Academy which the former proposed to the Rome session of the I.O.C. in 1949, and who were now,thirteen
years later,rejoicing at the fruition of their past efforts and endeavours.
THE JOURNEY TO OLYMPIA
We might interpose here the fact that during the whole of the session
of the Olympic Academy, as is entirely normal at this time of the year
in Greece, there was no sign of rain and programmes could be made in
advance with full assurance of sunny warm weather, and cool evenings.
The Lecturers, participants and staff of the International Olympic
Academy set out in three motor coaches on Monday morning, early,
July the 9th. The route taken was intended to give an opportunity for
11

as much sightseeing as possible during that day. The first part was
along the shores of the Saronic Gulf to the Isthmus of Corinth, which
was crossed and the road taken thence pierced southwards into the
Péloponnese towards Argos. Shortly before that ancient City a short
deviation was taken to enable a visit to Mycenae, the pre-classical
capital of King Agamemnon made so famous in the Homeric descriptions of the Trojan wars of some twelve centuries B.C.
The road was continued to nearby Argos and thence, branching
eastwards, passing by most ancient Tiryns and Nauplia, proceeded to
the Sanctuary of Asklepios, (Aesculapius in Latin), the God of Healing,
where the magnificent ancient theatre was admired. This open air
tiered theatre in antiquity held some 17,000 spectators, and to-day
not far short of that number. It is in a very good state of preservation
and its acoustics are so perfect that the slightest sound, even the lowest whisper, can be heard without loss at the furthermost distant tier.
In summer the ancient tragedies are revived here. At the Sanctuary,
known as Epidaurus from the nearby ancient haven, the ancient stadium
as well as the theatre and the museum, was also seen.
From Epidaurus the party was taken back to lunch at the Xenias
hotel at Nauplia. After lunch the coaches resumed their journey into
the interior of the Péloponnèse, passing again through Argos. Most
of the journey onwards, well over a further 100 miles, continues at an
elevation of some 3,000 feet. In the late afternoon a halt was taken at
Vytina, some 4,000 feet high, among fir trees. From here onwards the
road descends gently through wild, rugged picturesque country of broad
vistas. Olympia was reached just after dusk had given way to nightfall,
obliterating the scenery, and leaving its enjoyment for the morrow.
THE RETURN JOURNEY
The return to Athens on the 21st was by a different route in order
to give an opportunity for further sightseeing. The route taken was
northwards through Elis to the Gulf of Patras and along the southern
shores of the Gulf of Corinth as far as Aegion. Thence, after lunch,
the ferry boat was taken across to the haven of I tea on the northern
shores, at the foothills of mighty Mount Parnassus, the abode of old
of Eros (Cupid). The party ascended from Itea to Delphi at some 3,000
feet and visited the awe-inspiring site of the ancient Pythian Oracle
of Apollon. Apart from the Art treasures of the museum and fine and
extensive ruins, Delphi boasts of a stadium, with tiered seats, unlike
the stadium of Olympia. Here every four years the Pythian Games,
second only in importance to those of the Olympic Games were held.
The party returned to Athens by nightfall the same evening.
12

THE 1962 SUMMER SESSION OF THE Ι.Ο.Λ.
Up to three talks or seminars were held each day at the Olympic
Academy, except on Sunday the 15th July when an excursion was made
to the seaside Spa of Kaïfa some 60 kilometres distant, for seabathing,
while the afternoon was left for leisure. Two other excursions by motor
coach were held on the mornings of the 11th and the 19th. The first was
to the Cyllene holiday camp where lunch was held after sea bathing, and
the second to the sands of St. Andrea beach.
The normal procedure of the camp was that of morning exercises
conducted by the participants, followed by breakfast and one or two
lectures during the morning, starting around 8.30. a.m. They were held
at the natural amphitheatre atop one of the two hillocks, the other of
which was crowned by the mast flying the Olympic flag. Lunch was held
daily around one o'clock after which time was allowed for a siesta until
lectures were resumed at 5.30 p.m. Most of the participants availed themselves of this free time to bathe in the near-by cool clear and inviting
waters of the Alpheus. The evening lecturers were held close to the slopes
of the Cronion Hill, which unlike the amphithheatre offers its fringe
of golden green pines to the west, providing welcome eventide shade.
After dinner, held at 8. p.m., under the roof of the outdoor shed,
films connected with Sport were shown, including some magnificent
ones from the Olympiads of Berlin, London, Helsinki, Melbourne and
Rome. On two nights Mr. Geoffrey Dyson, former British chief Olympic
coach, delivered lively talks with demonstrations and loop films for
which the hours of darkness were required. One night was devoted
to a camp fire which gave many participants the opportunity to show
a variety of talents. On the eve of departure a special dinner was held
during which Prof. Diem delivered a valedictory speech (for which see
Apendix 2 page 174).
THE TALKS
Translations were made of the lectures into English or French,
if given in any other language. These two languages are the official
ones of the I.O. Academy. Unfortunately some of the texts of the lectures
were sent too late and it was not possible to cope with absolutely all
the translations on the spot in time.
The list of the talks is given in the "Contents" on page 5.
During the second week the Curator introduced discussions and
seminars. This proved successful and it is intended to give more atten13

t ion to this aspect in future sessions. A first endeavour was also made for
the Academy to deliberate in a manner that it was hoped might prove
of some informative use to the I.O.C.
In the present report the talks have been abridged. In general
this has been done on the basis of the importance attached to the nature
of the talks in relation to the objectives of the Academy and not on the
interest of the talks. Other elements taken into consideration were as
to whether the subject matter has been published elsewhere, and whether
the subject had already been covered to any extent. It must be stressed
that the International Olympic Academy does not necessarily agree
or disagree with any of the statements or opinions of the distinguished
lecturers. In some cases a divergency of views can prove of great value
and constructive, such for instance as the lively discussion which followed the talk on the pentathlon by Mr. Calforentzos, of the Greek
Ministry of Education.
THE PARTICIPANTS
Nominees from twenty one National Olympic Committees participated (See Appendix 3. page 175). Most of them were either lecturers
of students of physical culture. It is regretted that of these only three
were ladies, for they proved to be invaluable and exemplary members,
whose contribution was much appreciated. The Olympic Academy
would like to stress that its objectives embrace equally both sexes
and it is therefore desirous that in future the fair sex should be represented more adequately.

THE CENTENARY
OF
PIERRE DE COUBERTIN
The International Olympic Academy is particularly
happy that the publication of its report on the 1962
session at Olympia should coincide with the centenary
of Pierre de Coubertin, who was born on January 1st
1863.
The I.O.A. joins with the whole world of Sport in
celebrating the occasion and expressing its deepest
and affectionate tribute to the indelible memory of
a man who contributed so exceeding much to the formation of a better and happier world.
The I.O.A. considers itself especially fortunate to
have had Monsieur Paul de Vialar, that distinguished
French sportsman and writer and compatriot of Pierre
de Coubertin to deliver two talks to the 1962 session.
These two talks were rightly the opening of the
session and are rightly given the first place in this
report and in full, in French and English. History is
mostly concerned with those who write their name
in it by the sword, but these are rarely the most bénéficient for mankind, nor are they those who make
the deepest imprint on the history, the often unwritten
history, of mankind. The two talks by Mon. Paul
Vialar, may we be permitted to recommend, that you
should read, for they throw a spotlight on one of the
least known of the greatest of men. They are an example to all of man's great asset: "The courage of his
convictions".
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PIERRE DE COUBERTIN
Two talks by
PAUL VIALAR
President of the Sports Writers of France, etc. etc.,
(translated from the French).
I
The Man - The Games
I am very happy to be the first to speak in this wonderful and
memorable environment of Olympia, especially as it is a Frenchman
who is to speak about the life and work of De Coubertin. It is indeed
pleasant that it should be a Frenchman who renders homage here to
the man who wished to revive the Olympic Games. One of these very
Frenchmen - not me, I hasten to add - nearly rendered true the words
of Pierre de Coubertin:
"When I wanted to revive the Olympic Games, they thought that
I was mad."
He was not mad. He had imbibed and had been fed with the knowledge and admiration of Greece, had willed and had succeeded in this
great work, for which all men and Frenchmen in particular should be
grateful.
"No one is a prophet in his own country", this is well known but
this alone cannot explain the difficulties, the lack of understanding
and even the hate that Pierre de Coubertin had to face. There is more
to it: every man dedicated to an ideal and who wants to create something
clashes with those who have neither the same faith nor the same vision
of the future as himself, with those whom I like to call "the small people",
that is those that doubt. We have seen in many cases how these "small
people" can obliterate by the weight of their numbers giants who are
unable to resist them.
Pierre de Coubertin was, in his way, a giant, through his spirit,
his will power, his altruism and especially through that faith that was
innate in him, which blossomed forth and made him even greater than
the rest. This is the picture that we retain of him through his human
silhouette. But this man, this future giant, whence came he, even if
we already know his destination?
Pierre de Coubertin was born in Paris in Oudinet Street, in the
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family home, on the 1st of January 1863. You see that it is exactly
one hundred years ago, and France that knew so little of him while
he was alive, even ignored him, is now preparing to celebrate his centenary. We can SLOW consider, through the dissemination of his work
through the world, that Pierre de Coubertin lives on, and more intensely
since he passed away. Too many people among the living, through the
fashion of the moment or the pretences that they assume, usurp positions
that they believe that they will hold for ever. A man like Coubertin,
however, who only wished for the triumph of an idea, takes his place
across time and place through the force of events and the reappraisal
of values, which in the long run form the substance of glory.
The house he was born in, in Paris, I have already told you, belonged to his parents. Who were they? What was his family?
He was born of an old French family, which, however, had some of
its roots in Italy. On his father's side we can go back to the Fredis,
established in Viterbo near Rome, in the estate of one of his ancestors
where Felice de Fredi found the statuary of the Laocoon, which he
presented to Pope Julian II and which has since become one of the
main treasures of the Vatican.
One branch of the family emigrated to France where its representatives were to be found in the Court of Louis XI. One of their descendants married a Miss Radegonde Plâtrier, daughter of a wealthy
merchant, and he himself also became a merchant in spices. It was
this descendant who purchased the estate of Coubertin, located some
six kilometres distant from Versailles, which has remained the family
property. A lawyer in Parliament, a naval officer, merchants - one of
whom made a fortune in the India Company, and from his profits built
the Coubertin castle and married a niece of the famous Cyrano de Bergerac - an incurable inventor, a counselor in the Court des Aides in
Paris, who married the daughter of an artillery officer, another who
married the daughter of an old Norman family which had distinguished
itself in the crusades, a consul of Napoleon, a violonist, a painter who
painted an historic picture depicting his ancestor discovering the famous
statuary of the Laocoon, and precisely in whose very home, the chateau
de Mirveille, which belonged to him and where Pierre de Coubertin,
his son, would spend his holidays for thirty years. This is the origin
of the man who revived the Olympic Games and this is what no doubt
explains his make-up: the aristocracy of his spirit, his faith in an idea,
his liking for writing and his ability to take action, his love of the Arts
and his knowledge of humanity through knowing himself.
Nobody could put it better than his biographer, Dr. Diem, when
he wrote:
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"The origin of Coubertin is deeply rooted in the soil of Franco,
but as he mentions himself in his souvenirs, he could feel the old Norman
blood inside him. High on the old cliffs where rose his castle he heard
the Call."
He was born indeed in Paris at 28,0udinet Street, in the house which
was to become his own and which he was to keep nearly all his life
since he was not to leave until 1922, when he transferred his residence
to Switzerland, as he considered himself bound to do. Also facing the
wild seas of the Channel from the heights of the steep cliffs,which Doctor
Diem has mentioned, Pierre de Coubertin looked beyond the horizon
with a more penetrating vision than that of others and let his glance
almost touch that land of England, which faced him and from which,
through a work he had read when he was young, as so many others
had done, the spark was to come, which was to ignite his inspiration.
This inspiration was the outcome of understanding and study. Coubertin,
a man of Nature, searched in it for all it could contain and thus loved
it. The sense of beauty and Art induced him at first to a leaning for the
study of literature and history, but later was to be led in the direction
he had set himself, gradually towards the problems of sociology and
education. From the moment that he had thus given, in this manner,
a meaning to his life, he no longer deviated therefrom but progressed
straight forwards to his goal, which at first he only half saw but which
later he fixed for himself and from which he never strayed, renouncing
careers which could easily have been open to him(in the church or the army)
and also refusing to become a politician, in order to become a teacher and
educator, in his own way, and only in his own way, the way that he
considered, and rightly, up to the end of his life to be the correct one.
Coubertin was born in 1863. What was France, his country, at the
time that he attained manhood?
France was at that time courageously recuperating from its defeat
of 1870. She had paid for it in every manner but had emerged crushed
from the disaster. She had gone through, in less than a century, three
monarchies, two empires and three republics. Coubertin, solicitous for
the destiny of his country, wrote as follows: "This is too much even for
a resourceful people". Coubertin, from his early years deliberated and
the educational urge captivated him.
He thought of making his country something different from that
which it had become,in order that he might help it to recuperate and he
searched for means to carry it out through necessary re-education. He
therefore set himself the following line of conduct: "To see far ahead,
to be outspoken, to act firmly". He looked at the youth and thought
of what could be done through it if it were to be "educated" as it should
18

THE BARON PIERRE DE COUBERTIN
6. 1st January 1863 - d. 2nd September 1937

be. Later on he refused to become a Member of Parliament and explained the reason as follows: "As a Member of Parliament I could have
become aware of the technical deficiencies, yet none the less I had the
feeling that it was only in this direction that an effective remedy was
to be found: in a modified education, transformed and able to create a
collective calm, sagacity, and considered strength". From that moment
onwards the target appeared to him spotlighted as also the sure means
of attaining it.
Ernest Seillière, who was not a man of Sports, wrote about Coubertin and was at once seized with admiration for the man he had to
study. He tried to discover the sources from which Pierre de Coubertin
derived his inspiration and the reason why he was prompted with the
idea of educating his countrymen "in collective calm, sagacity and considered strength". I would like to quote him, as my friend Robert Hervet, the General Secretary of the French Association of Sports Writers,
of which I am President, did, which shows that the French intellectuals
now know that intellectuality cannot exist without training of the body.
Hervet also happens to be the Secretary General of the Coubertin Society of which I am also a member:
"It seems to us that the origin of the paedagogical vocation which
very early showed itself in Pierre de Coubertin, - says Ernest Seillière might be traced to his youthful impressions. At an age of disinterested
enthusiasms he must have read "Tom Brown's schooldays" a story
translated from English (coming from those lands of England, which
although Pierre de Coubertin could not see from the cliffs of his parental home, he none the less daily faced),a story printed for the second time
in the "Journal de la Jeunesse" in 1874. All young Frenchmen to whom
this pleasent school novel was addressed received a very vivid impression.
The story depicted youth treated as men and almost equals, by their
masters in the small town of Rugby, outside of London. The existence
of these young men in long troussers and top hats (very lively drawings
illustrated the work) appealed to the sentimental schoolboys as singularly free from the material aspect, yet remarkably high from the moral
viewpoint.
The schoolboys of Rugby, of goodwill and good hearted, returned
to their board school after the holidays with joy and willingly, sure
that pleasures of all sorts awaited them at almost all hours in this atmosphere of comradeship, as often as not fraternal, in this paradise
of team games and in adventurous expeditions into the fresh countryside of Britain. At the termination of their studies they did not leave
their old boarding school with sorrow only but also so obviously armed
to face life with rectitude and healthy energy so that they appeared
21

like Homeric Gods to the fascinated eyes of their junior schoolfellows.
This little book, written without aspirations, for British readers,
was to prove a moral influcence far beyond British frontiers and of which
its anonymous author did not suspect the importance. The author
had been brought up himself at Rugby under the headmastership of
Dr. Thomas Arnold, who, during fourteen years, 1828 - 1842, presided
over the destinies of this college with an exceptional authority, exercising a considerable influence upon English paedagogy. This disciple,
imbued with gratitude, only had the aspiration to relate his boyhood
recollections in a lively and amusing manner in "Tom Brown's Schooldays", and judging by the fact that he would pay homage to the memory
of his headmaster by pointing out the results of his educational methods.
Besides, Pierre de Coubertin mentioned Tom Brown repeatedly in his
educational treatises with obvious sympathy: we would indeed say that
Thomas Arnold was the source of his most important inspiration. It
would seem to us, therefore, that through an unconscious memory
he gave to young Frenchmen, in 1883, the honest, frank, cordial and
sympathetic schoolboy of Rugby as a model.
"Unconscious memory", as Seillière calls it, because he needed
to recapture in a personal and direct manner the favourable impressions
which this reading had left with him before being led to define Arnoldism in France. He had - as one day he admitted - no intention of initiative, no apologetic tendencies, when for the first time he set foot
on English shores. The steamer that had carried him over had carried
on board a thoughtless Anglophobe who, very soon, was to become
a fervent Anglophil.
Hippolyte Taine, no doubt, at this time so largely and rightly
influential on youthful spirits, contributed to reanimate in his mind,
open to all suggestions of the period, the recollections of Tom Brown.
The chapter on Education in his "Notes on England" contains in
essence the greatest part of the ideas of Pierre de Coubertin, which he
was to get his generation to accept, and the memories of the Rugby
schoolby make their ample contribution. Whatever may have been his
initial mistrust regarding English education, the young traveller of
1883 did no take long in casting it aside for ever. He has spoken to us
with emotion regarding certain thoughts to which he gave himself
of an evening in the loneliness of the old Gothic Chapel which arises
centrally among the buildings of Rugby. There, with his eyes fixed
on the tombstone where the venerated name of Thomas Arnold is incised without any other epitaph, he dreamed of the influence of this
eminent man on the destinies of his country, he detailed in his mind
the loans that France could and should borrow from this excellent
22

educator in order to prepare its sons for a manly life. It is here that
the directions for his active life were born.
Regardless of what the motivations were that guided Mr. de Coubertin to the work of the generous reformer of the insular schools it is
intertwined from the outset with the outlook of Sport as an education
in the colleges. To the educational system of submission, Arnold opposed
the principle of free and considered action under the emblem of an emancipation which offered individual responsibility towards one's conscience
and to society as a framework. The stimulant of this active method
which gave to collegiate life a foretaste for the hard struggles of life,
was Sports. And, no doubt, the practical result translated itself by the
famous saying of the good friend that Jean Giraudoux has been to me,
and who, within the framework of Sports Writers, of whom he was with
me some thirty five years ago, one of the first members of the Association and together with whom I participated in sports:
"It is the nations who have the best runners that reach the Poles
first."
Coubertin was still a young man yet thenceforth his vision was correct and unerring. Discussions were, besides,starting in France regarding
educational methods.They realised that their educational methods were
ridiculous and especially were absurdly balanced. Everywhere, and even
in the Medical Academy - they talked of "overloaded teachings" - and
the journalists of the period proposed that games should have a place
in educational programmes.
It was on the 23rd of August 1887 when Pierre de Coubertin wrote
an article in the "Le Français" which created a sensation and which
set a date to the formulation of his idea. He wrote in substance that
students disposed of enough time to cultivate their bodies, while also
cultivating their brains and that to do this, leisure hours should be
utilised in Sports. He announced the foundation soon of a "League
of Physical Education". In the following Spring, during the Congress
of Social Economy, he presented a scheme having as title "A remedy
for overloading of work and reform of the Lycées of Paris". It incuded
the establishment of three parks around Paris where the youth would
be able to come not only to breath fresh air, but also to obtain a sporting
education. At that moment was born the first "Committee for the propagation of school sports".
So here already is the starting point. But Pierre de Coubertin could
see further ahead. Certainly he thought of the students and of the
schoolboys of the French Lycées, yet this aristocrat about whom later
on they were to say that he had "strange" ideas for a man of his social
standing, looked further afield than his own country and thought of
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all mankind. How could he look beyond his own country without transcending his glance to a peak which should crystalise his ideas in a concrete form. He surrounded himself with distinguished personalities
whom he converted to or brought round to his ideas. He wanted - and
these are his* own terms - collaborators in high positions, and these
emanated through the statesman Jules Simon who was to become in
1888 the president of the "Committee for spreading of physical exercises in education", of Brouardel, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine,
included the astronomer Jules Janssen, Georges Picot, Victor Duray,
etc. They were going to try and introduce a sports movement to the
French Lycées and colleges. At this time the Coubertin plan appeared
which he was to define so well in his "A twenty-one years Campaign".
I too will choose a characteristic quotation which is as follows:
"Nothing in ancient history" says Coubertin, "had made me ponder
more than Olympia, this city of dreams, dedicated to a task strictly
human and material in form, but purified and magnified by the idea
of the fatherland which there possessed a reserve of vitalising forces
and which resurrected its colonnades and porticoes in my adolescent
thoughts. Long before I even thought of extracting renovation principles
I occupied myself in reconstructing in spirit and making its broad outlines relive. Germany ! (he was referring to the excavations of Curtius
who brought the Stadium to light and resurrected Olympia from the
past, after, we have to admit, a few "rudimentary" strokes of the
pickaxe - the expression is that of Coubertin - of a French mission
which had accompanied the expedition to the Morea. ) Yes! Why should
not France succeed in restoring its splendours. Thence came the project,
less glamorous but more practical and more fruitful, of re-establishing
the Games, and thenceforth it was not a long road, especially since the
hour had struck for the internationalisation of sports to be called to
play its role anew in the world.
The seed had been sown. Coubertin, however, not content that
he had caused it to be born, had to, and wanted to do more. From the
moment that the idea of the revival of the Games had come to him,
he adopted it and made it his life's task.
Certainly educational progress could already be noted and it was
thanks to him. The first inter-school athletic games were held in '89
and eight hundred schoolboys took part. in them. This was a first
and fruitful experience for Coubertin who desired that the emanation
of the games should be traced to the Ministry of National Education.
This was the first step to a greater project. Leaning on this reorganisation of the French Athletic Federation which he had willed, and
welcoming the school leagues, he visualised this time even further than
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Thomas Arnold and England. It was to the whole world that he turned,
a world traveller in spirit, and he spanned it in his own manner, simply
looking down from the peak, which for him was Olympia, a tangible
symbol and proof that the essential revival of the sporting spirit, at the
service of the intellect, was possible. Once more I shall borrow from
Coubertin himself the narration of the event which launched the action.
This is what Coubertin reports in his "Mémoires Olympiques":
"One evening of November 1892 ... to be precise Friday the 25th
of the month, it was in the great amphitheatre of the old Sorbonne -a
large rectangular hall, painted in lilac and decorated by two niches
from which the august noses of two prelates emerged, who must have
been Bossuet and Fenelon (behold the author of Telamachus !) It was
in this uncouth quarter that I had undergone written exams of one
of my courses of the baccalauréat and had endeavoured to find something to write about "creative imagination". But the "mugs" who were
present that evening had their minds on entirely different matters.
They were admiring, in the middle of the rostrum, the spotless jacket
and faultlessly cut suit of the most noteworthy member of society of
the time, the Viscount Leon de Gausé, whom I had created, a short
time earlier a "president of the Union of Athletic Sports", knowing
full well that he was not only a socialite, but also a man of excellent
good sense as well as of a dependable character. At his side stood the
dean of the University, Mr. Octave Greard, and Prince Obolensky,
grand Marshal of the Court of the Grand Duke Vladimir who had agreed
to bestow his patronage on this "jubilee" and was to come in person,
on the following day to the Bois de Boulogne, in order to present the
prizes to our young athletes. In honour of this the amphitheatre had
been decorated with Russian flags alternating with French. Jubilee
of what? The reason given was the celebration of the five years of the
"Union of Athletic Sports" by a series of festivities, fencing bouts, cross
country running, which was wound up by a magnificent banquet. So
we were celebrating the fifth anniversary of the U.S.F.S.A.! Don't you
believe it. The baby had been substituted! It was quite true that at
that same date, five years earlier, two small Paris clubs had been invited
and met to form, at a frugal dinner, "L'Union des Sociétés Françaises de
la Course à Pied", for running, and this was really a fine daring gesture
of Georges de St. Clair (the instigator of that meeting) since, after all,
the Stade Français had merely got permission to undertake races on
Sunday morning along the promenades of the Orangery of the Tuilleries,
while the concession of the racing club at the Croix Catelan was most
precarious.
It is said that Coubertin. wishing to confirm these concessions, wrote
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to the public authorities and got the reply that "the Society would be
permitted to establish on the ground but at the first demand they should
be ready to roll them up and leave".
"The soirée" Coubertin continued, "included besides the national
anthems, an ode for the occasion, a lecture, by three persons, on physical exercises (one was to refer to ancient times, one to the middle ages,
and the last to modern times). As regards my thesis, I had decided to
wind up by the announcement of an investigation to re-establish the
Olympic Games in the near future. Naturally I had foreseen everything
except what actually happened: Opposition? Irony? Indifference? Nothing of the sort! It was applauded, it was approved, I was wished a
great success, but no one had understood. It was the beginning of a total
lack of understanding. It was to last a long time.
No! Nobody had understood the deeper thoughts of Pierre de Coubertin. He says so himself. No one managed to "interpret this forgotten
thing, Olympianism, to draw out its soul and essence, its principles out
of the ancient forms that had enveloped them and which for 15 centuries
had descended into the tomb".
After this there was nothing else but lack of understanding, confusion, and irony.
"The big joke among the educated - or rather they considered it
as such - was to ask whether women would be admitted as spectators
at the new Games and whether, as in certain periods of antiquity, complete nudity would be enforced, the better to prohibit the access of the
feeble sex to the venue".
Coubertin had thrown forward the idea. They had applauded with
confidence, yet ignoring what its significance could and should be.
Nothing definite came out of this "launching" in spite of its spectacular
nature. Everything returned to oblivion, like one of those fireworks
which burn too quickly. The sky had been lit up for a moment only.
Everything was to be done. There was but one man who already knew what
had to be accomplished, and it was this very man that accomplished it.
How? Ah! It was not without pains, struggles and failures, yet he
never tired and continued the fight to its conclusion, up to fulfilment of
the moral task which he had set himself on that day.
Before this indifference which could not be assessed for the time
being, but which Pierre de Coubertin felt cruelly, how was he to react
to reach his ends?
Since 1890, in a lecture in Birmingham, Coubertin \et it be undestood
that he had been thinking of reviving the Olympic Games. Yet one could
also see that in his proposals he detailed the limitations of the State in
favour of individual freedom.
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Seeing things thus he was seeing things "internationally". In order
to see things more clearly and also more broadly he visited the United
States in 1893. Here too he clashed in his idea of reviving the Games
The same happened in London in 1894. So he used a subterfuge, if one
can call it thus.
It had been quite a while that they had wanted in France to settle
the question of the amateur status. A plan had already been submitted
to the U.S.F.S.A. Coubertin saw the possibility of utilising this as a
"screen" — it is his own expression. — He drew up a preliminary plan
which he got approved by the Congress of the U.S.F.S.A. In several
places one can see the points that he wished maintained. Ten to be
precise: "Definition of the amateur athlete", "Suspensions, qualifications
and disqualifications", "Differentiation between the various sports",
"Evaluation of the articles given as prizes", "Legality of funds from
entrance tickets", "Should the definition of the amateur status apply
to all Sports?", "About betting and the means for the limitation of its
development", and unexpectedly Article VII is seen to appear and was
quite simply conceived in the following manner:
"Regarding the possibilities of reviving the Olympic Games. Under
what conditions could they be re-established?"
In 1894 two more articles were added and these two do not seem
to have any importance, which shows clearly how the "screen" worked.
"Certain conditions to be imposed on competitors (naturally of the
Games). The Sports to be represented? Organisation. Intervals etc..."
And next :
Nomination of an international committee to prepare the re-establishment".
Thus, not having succeeded directly, Coubertin prepared his shot
for the revival "indirectly". He was followed. On the 16th and the 24th
of June they met in the Sorbonne and came to an agreement. But obstacles arose which necessarily should not be merely surmounted but
hewn down, since it was not easy to establish international meetings in
those days, though they have become so customary nowadays - and it
is not a little that we owe this fact to Coubertin. Finally 14 nations and
49 societies joined the movement and registered themselves through 79
delegates to hold a "Congress" for the re-establishment of the Olympic
Games" and, on the 23rd of June 1894, it was decided in the great
theatre of the Sorbonne, by unanimous decision of all present, to revive
the Games. Officially, at least, Pierre de Coubertin had won.
Yes, Coubertin had triumphed on that day. He succeeded in getting
his plan voted. It had been ripe since long ago and contained all the
principles of his idea and their application. An interval of four years
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between each holding of the Games. Regulations for holding the Games
in different places. Modern character of the Games. Exclusion of students.
Formation of an "International Committee" permanent in principle
and stable in its composition.
It was at that time that Coubertin formed definite links with Greece
which were so fruitful. The Greek, D. Vikelas, representative of the
"Panhellenic Society of Gymnastics" was president of the "Olympic
Commission" of the Congress which was held in Paris in 1894. It was
together with him that he decided - after having first considered inaugurating the first session in Paris - to make a symbolic tie with tradition
by choosing Greece. Thus Athens was chosen by acclamation.
I consider it proper to choose some extracts from Coubertin's closing
speech of that evening:
"The Greek heritage is of such a magnitude that all who have been
acquainted with physical exercise in any of its multiple aspects, could
legitimately call upon Greece as its source, which embraced them all.
Some viewed the inauguration in the light of "the defence of one's
country", others in the "quest for physical beauty and of health for the
perfection of the soul and body", and others still for that healthy intoxication of the blood which has been called the joie de vivre, which
exists nowhere else so intensely and exquisitely as in physical exercises.
At Olympia all this existed, but there was something else which
they had not dared formulate, since from the middle ages there floated
a sort of discredit on bodily qualities which had been divorced from the
qualities of the intellect. Recently the former have been allowed to
follow the latter, but they are still treated as slaves and, everyday, we are
made to feel their dependence and inferiority. This has been a tremendous
mistake of which, so to speak, the scientific and social consequences
cannot be calculated. In point of fact there are not two parts in man,
namely the body and the spirit, for there are three: the body, the intellect
and the character. Character is primarily not formed by the intellect
but by the body. The ancients knew this, our fathers forgot it and we
are now painfully re-learning it.
Could one formulate the "idea" more clearly, the reason for its
existence and the pure and simple philosophy deriving from it? We know
the development that followed the revival of the Games, and physical
exercises and sport throughout the world. Thanks to Coubertin, those
of my generation - intellectual as I was - have known the joys of living
and of transporting oneself at times beyond oneself. They have also
learnt the ethics of sports. They have been able, through Coubertin to
become better men.
The active office of the "International Olympic Committee" start28

ed functioning. The Greek,Vikelas,was living in Paris in Babylon Street.
In his little apartment were grouped together: American professor
Sloane - whom Coubertin met there - and Mr. Callot who together with
Coubertin represented France. The first printed medium which was to
be called "The Quarterly Bulletin of the International Committee of
the Games" and which served as a link, was born then. Vikelas who had
travelled with and for the "idea" could say to his friends that all people
whom he had met were talking with joy about the Olympic Games.
As for Coubertin, he was to say that five months after he had got the
Olympic Games proclaimed, he bacame aware, while resting on the
slopes of the Cronion, of the enormity of the task he had set himself.
It would be better, however, to choose from his "Mémoires" and quote
the passage where Coubertin explains on a different level and in another
manner how little the administrative and organisational difficulties
weighed in front or the glow of the future success, and explains the
deep reason for it:
"One evening of November 1894, I had just returned from Athens to
France via Italy, having realised the results that had been obtained and
the terrible fate that awaited in front of me along the road that I had
to follow. I remember ascending the winding path on the small hill
on which the museum and the hotel were situated. A pure air redolent
with pleasant scents wafted upwards coming from the banks of the Alphaeus. The moon's light for a moment enlivened the vague landscape
and the starlit night fell upon the two thousand years whose emotional
contact I had come to make. The next morning I awaited the sunrise
from my window and so soon as the first rays had spread over the valley
I hastened, alone, towards the ruins. Their smallness resulting on the
one hand from the smallness of the buildings, and on the other from
their close agglomeration (this lack of broad spaces so characteristic of
the Greek and Roman civilisation and so much in contrast to the Persian
concepts) neither surprised nor disappointed me. It was a normal architecture from which I had to cull the teachings and this magnified
all the dimensions. My meditation lasted all morning, alone and with
only the sound of the bells of the herds on the road to Arcadia,to disturb
the silence".
That was the poetry. There were unfortunately also difficulties.
The Greek Government which was then struggling amidst financial difficulties, even if in favour of the idea, was perforce to think of what
it would cost. It was both part of its duty and of its worry. The dates
for the Games were fixed, regardless of "wind or tide" for between the
5th and the 15th of April 1896 (24th of March to 3rd of April according
to the old calendar then prevalent in Greece). The Duke of Sparta fortu31

nately helped Coubertin with all his prestige. He, anyhow, had faith in
it. A public collection was started. The marble stadium of Pericles was
reconstructed thanks to the donation of a rich Greek, George Averoff,
who did not wait for the results of the collection and advanced the necessary credits. The work started in April 1895. They would be ready
for the date foreseen.
In Paris they carried on as if nothing were happening. The movement
was ignored. The final Committee, however, was nominated with Monsieur de Courcel as Chairman. Finally the moment sounded, the most
important and supreme one for the man who had "willed". Yet once
again we should refer to his "Mémoires" in order to recall and appreciate
the moment:
Finally the hour struck in the restored stadium, resplendently white,
and the crowds were admitted while King George I put the seal on the
revival of the Olympic Games by making the sacramental announcement:
"I proclaim the opening of the Games of the First Olympiad of the modern
era". Immediately guns roared and a release of pigeons filled the stadium
with their joyful flight, a chorus sang the beautiful anthem composed
by the Greek Samaras and the events started. The events were taking
their place in history. The Committee around the Crown Prince assured
the permanence of the undertaking and the international character that
I was determined to give to it at all costs. In opposition popular nationalism arose, intoxicated by the thought of seeing Athens become the permanent seat of the Olympic Games, with the influx every four years
of a crowd of flattering and useful visitors. An idea let loose among a
populace that suddenly found itself confronted by a living vision arising
from its most glorious past... (one can see that despite its success Coubertin never lost sight, nor was he ever to lose sight of the "international"
aspect).
The performances had naturally broken no records, nor surpassed
any expected results. All that was gained as a new element was the collaboration of various sports (once more this idea is definitely defined),
yet all this was tremendous since a vast fruture was to emerge. When I
stated that nothing sensational had taken place, I must except the
Marathon. It was the result of the initiative of a member of the Institut
de France, Mr. Breal, who in his enthusiasm had written to me, the day
following the re-establishment of the Olympic Games, that he would
offer a cup as a prize for this event which surpassed the audacities of
the period. It was an enormous distance - between 42 and 44 kilometres
and such as to be reckoned as unreasonable, even by experts. We had
hesitated to include such an event in spite of the fact that it had been
so handsomely endowed, but it was not possible to avoid, once the an32

nouncement had been made. The Greeks had few runners. None of us
imagined that the winner would be one of them, and all the moro so
an improvised competitor. Spyridon Louys was a magnificent shepheard.
garbed in the popular foustanella and foreign to all practices of scientific
training. He prepared himself by fasting and praying, and so it it said
he passed the last night before the event in front of icons in the light of
wax candles. There were sixty thousand spectators packed at the stadium entrance. He appeared without any visible fatigue and when the
princes Constantine and George, by a spontaneous gesture took him in
their arms to carry him to the King, standing in front of his marble
throne, it seemed as if the whole of Greek antiquity was entering with
him. An incredible acclamation arose. It was one of the most extraordinary spectacles that I can remember. I retained an impression which
since then has persuaded me that psychic powers play a much more
effective role in sports than usually attributed to them. This belief has
been confirmed in me since 1896, yet even with the help of medical
science such a fact continues to be obscured and the practical conclusions
cannot yet be deduced.
This is of course no reason to neglect scientific data and in Athens
even a further proof was furnished by a second incident. The American
University of Princeton, where Mr. Sloane taught, had sent five selected
athletes. One of these, Robert Garret, who had never thrown the discus,
had been attracted by this event and had had such a success that he
confided his desire to me to participate in the Olympic trials. He was
afraid that he might be considered "vain and ridiculous". I encouraged
him. He managed to pull off a prize. This was due to the perfection of
his general bodily training. A few years earlier I had seen a young Canadian who had not been a rider, take a place among the winners in an
equestrian contest. Thus together with the "psychic" value, the value of
general methodic training confirmed itself: fruitful data suitable to enlighten future progress.
One could already see the importance of the revival of the Olympic
Games and its continuation into the future. The fact that the improvement of world performances has not ceased is a good confirmation. Without the Games and international emulation created by them would the
various countries have taken an interest in anythingg connected with the
development of athletics and sport? And would they have come to the
point of considering them as essential in education? I should also like
to add this quotation of Coubertin which explains the above:
"Throughout the provinces and the Greek Islands, however, the
little boys, on leaving their schools amused themselves at playing "0lympic Games".After having, for fun, jumped and thrown stones, they
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formed themselves into processions and the elder ones among them,
becoming serious, handed over an olive branch to the others. This symbolic act, performed anew in Athens, after so many centuries gave them
an unconscious contact with their great yet vaguely felt past. This poetic
game in the divine Greek countryside was my last vision of the first
Olympiad ».
This last vision and the projection it had, we know. Or rather, a
first vision which was joined to that of the past, so rich in forgotten
lessons. The vision of Pierre de Coubertin, which, through him, was to
become the vision of the future world, in which men thanks to him and
to that Greece which he never ceased to evoke, would take conscience
of themselves, of their responsibilities and of their true worth.
And since then, every four years, Kings and Heads of State, pronounce the sacramental phrase announcing the opening of the Games.
Men compete on the tracks by the worth of their bodies, their spirit
and their character. Olympianism now lives on, in spite of what Balfour,
who in 1923, could say that "this small growing plant (or was it regrowing) was not fit to live". There was everything also which attempted
to disfigure the idea, commerce that tried to marry international exhibitions to it, with unhappy consequences, and men, who, elsewhere than
in the stadia, were to enter into most deplorable rivalries. The Catholic
Church, at first cautious, finally came around through the voice of Pope
Pius X, when Coubertin managed to secure an audience with him in 1905.
And then in 1906, in Paris, 60 writers and well known artists got
together and proposed to the I.O.C. that there should be five contests
in architecture, sculpture, music, painting and literature, inspired by
the idea of athletics, and to which it agreed. These contests were thenceforth to be held during the celebrations of each Olympiad.
This was carried out, but later forgotten. On behalf of the "Sports
Writers", so soon as I became their President, I asked the I.O.C. to reestablish these contests of the intellect. I obtained the promise that
they would consider them for the next Olympiad, since there had not
been enough time for the Games of Rome. I would wish that sight
should not be lost of the re-establishment of these contests, since they
might bind even tighter, I believe, the links that join the intellectuals
(no, the word is not the appropriate one, we had better say the artists),
a sport without which they would not be exactly that which they might be.
Coubertin dedicated his life to the Games. We must recall his tenacity, his untiring work and his faith which alone enabled his work to
be fulfilled. We owe him the whole general organisation of the Games,
born in his brains through the needs of Youth. The Chart and the Olympic Protocol emanates from him as also the admirable Oath of the athletes
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of which he had the inspiration in 1906, as well as the opening and closing
ceremonies. We must also remember that up to 1925 he personally prosided at the Olympic Committee and undertook personally, by himself yes, you must realise it-by himself-all the administrative and financial costs.
One cannot discuss the details of the evolution of the Games, nor
of the acts that caused them to develop and spread,such as the adoption
of the Pentathlon, or of the shooting prize, in order to arrive at the
proposal of a Charter for athletic reform. I will return to this subject
in a second talk, embracing the Work and Writings of Pierre de Coubertin,
regarding the progress and the philosophy of his idea.
"This work" he said, "when I undertook it, no one wanted to understand it. They believed that it was a phantasy behind which there was
no practical aim and which took no account of the actual state of the
world. May we bring to life the actual words: Was it not infantile and
unreasonable to revive an institution, old of several thousand years,
and the memory of which hardly survived in the text books? But criticisms of this kind left me completely indifferent, since I had already foreseen them and considered them completely without scope. Of all the
forces which move the modern world and fertilise its civilisation there
is none, to my mind, in which we can put more trust than in Sports.
It is a force that responds to all modern needs".
There was the war. There were other minor wars. The revolution
took place - the Russians for instance - Olympianism,recreated by Coubertin kept afloat through all these storms. The idea remained young, but
the man, inspite of his love for sport, was growing old. One day he
thought of retiring and handing over his place to others, younger if
possible, more suitable by their age, to carry on. He went to Switzerland
and resided there. In Lausanne, in 1932, his 70th birthday was celebrated and every one then applauded the unity of his work, its harmony,
its moral and social value. He was a person who had wanted to found,
based on the well trained, morally healthy individual, educated as highly
as possible, conscious of intellectual value, but also of the limitations of
his knowledge, a happier social life for everyone. This was to be within
the framework of the City, aware of its aims and finally having proper
international relations fit to safeguard peace.
We cannot think of him without calling to mind his portrait as
described by Paul Perret in the book of the "Olympic Jubilee":
"Those" he said, "who had the privilege of knowing him will never
forget this fine Frenchman of noble race who had kept surprisingly
young in body and mind, in spite of the weight of years which had hardly
diminished his agile and athletic gait. In order to form the Olympic
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Committee, which is renewed by cooption, he had chosen with groat
skill, from all countries, men belonging, as himself, to the most genuine
aristocracy. Sincere democrat withal - which he proved throughout all
his activities- he moved at ease in all circles. He liked simple people, he
knew better than any how to kindle enthusiasm and enthusiasm in the
young. Totally devoted, within the full meaning of the word, to the great
cause he had chosen, he talked about it with unflagging fervour. His
speech, elegant and precise, was bereft of all superfluities, went straight
to the point and to the crux of the matter, graceful, wise, and well
balanced. An unbending will could be guessed below his smiling ease, his
seductive simplicity and the captivating charm of his personality. Such
was Pierre de Coubertin. Such was the man that re-gave life to the
Olympic Games, who had this idea and made it triumph over time and
tide. He lives no more, but the idea lives on in all its creative and
regenerating power. Men can perish and Coubertin passed away on the
2nd of September 1937 while taking a walk in the park Des Eaux Vives
at Geneva - the great ideas that emanate from life are stronger than life
itself and stronger than death. He willed that his heart, which had
always found and refound itself in Olympia should return there. It is
there, at his wish, in a bronze urn within a marble stele. A stadium in
Paris bears his name, while his own country disputed the granting of
honours to him for which he never sought. Through his volition and
faith he went beyond the frontiers of his native France. He truly became
the international man who will remain, so long as there are men, worthy
of following, upon the tracks he showed and traced for them.

II
The man and his work
In my first talk which I devoted to Pierre de Coubertin, I showed
how the idea of the Revival of the Olympic Games had been born in
him and how through what difficulties and lack of understanding he
had to conclude a thankless and dificuult task which has as a result
the promotion of physical education and Sport in the world.
I would like today, to study with you the work of Pierre de Coubertin, not what his activities were, but the other side: the work of the author, for Pierre de Coubertin, a man of ideas, was an author, though
one of a particular essence, since his work contained the best of himself.
Was he a great author? If one were to judge purely from a literary
viewpoint, one would reply that above all he was a man who pondered
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over ever so many problems and wanted to place these, just l i k e his
thoughts, at the disposal of all those he wanted to touch. Very often he
sacrificed the quality of his writing and style to the necessity of expressing himself, but he was always clear, direct and without false literature,
knowing what he had to say with precision and without ambiguity.
One could find therein his sporting qualities, those of a man straight
to the point and of action which only too often was lacking in others
otherwise brought up, and who, under the pretext of saying many things,
do so in a form that render them confused and inaccesible to common
mortals, to whomsoever it might be and even perhaps to themselves.
We are not here, however, to enter into a literary controversy on
the creation of literature. From my point of view it must be simple,
clear and pure to be enduring. I am convinced that a great number of
writers of the whole world would be well advised to approach literary
problems in the same way as athletes approach those of the track in
order to win in the contest in which one must prove the strongest. I
believe that sport, that the new life,which has been that of men through
a civilisation, which perhaps has brought them comfort but also a confrontation with machinery and shown them the limitations of their own
possiblities, has been for many in the essential sporting activities which
through it have been imposed for them in the purification of their way
of seeing things and setting out from self expression. Also I believe that
Olympianism, admitted now by all, even by those who do not know
precisely what it means, has had a primordial influence on literature
of all countries, just as other new causes (let us take the Cinema, if you
wish) have given a different rhythm to progress, to the development of
the novel or the vigour of poetry.
Pierre de Coubertin had always thought of writing. In truth he had
always written. As soon as he started to think he had to put black on
white in order to make his ideas precise. He was not a creator of fiction,
but quite the contrary a narrator of history, even if when he was writing
his Universal History, it was always somewhat his own history.
I stated in the first part of my talk that Pierre de Coubertin was in
his manner a sort of giant. He proved it by his actions. His actions can
be found in their entirety in his written work. This is indeed rich in
foresight and lessons. One can find all manner of diverse works, having
as their subject education or sociology, these two sciences which not
only ever solicited his interest but also gave a meaning to his life and
additionally, as I was telling you, important historical works. Activating
in this manner Pierre de Coubertin was able, without doubt unconsciously, to link the past to the present, to testify to this "continuity"in which
he believed and which he proved necessary by giving life back to the
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Olympian Games. He looked back to the past yet it was so that he could
look better towards the future. We are part of that future and I regret
that our gratitude is not commensurable with what we owe to the man
and the author.
In the "Defence of Sport" which is the revue of studies and information issued by Pierre de Coubertin and which at the same time is
the organ of the Association of Sports Writers, which I strongly applaud,
because I view it as a symbol, Mr. Pierre Marie has devoted a pertinent
study to the texts of Pierre de Coubertin. I would like, by leaning upon
these, not to go through them, but by availing myself of part of them and
adding the fruits of my own personal researches and utilising the texts
of Coubertin, to tell who the writer was and especially what one can
discover in his work.
It is amusing, I fancy, to follow chronologically the progress of the
work itself and to recall the titles of his works written, or lectures spoken
by Pierre de Coubertin. I will not give them all to you but only the most
representative, which are like a graph, a temperature sheet of his work
and of its conclusion.
Pierre de Coubertin was born in Paris on the 1st of January 1863.
It was in 1886, he was 23 years old, that his first articles appeared
in the autumn on "English Education". (one may perhaps remember
what I said in my first talk on the influence that Thomas Arnold had
had on Coubertin).
In 1887 he delivered a lecture on the same subject at the "Société
Economique Social" a treatise on the role of sport on college life. That
was on the 18th of April. On the 30th of August of the same year he
wrote an article on the "overloading" in the French schools and announced the founding of a "League for Physical Education".
In 1888: A meeting for the starting of the "Committee for the
propagation of Physical Exercises in France in Education". The aim
was to create a sports movement in the French Lycées and colleges.
In 1889: "The Athletic Education" (The philosophy of athletics).
In 1890: Issue of the "Athletic Revue" with the objective of establishing through a monthly publication the contact between sportsmen
and intellectuals. A little later the reorganisation of the "French Societies
of Atheltic Sports".
In 1891: Report on the "Higher Council of Physical Education"
and in April, "Athletics, their role and their history".
In 1892: "Physical Exercises in the modern world" a lecture in
the Sorbonne followed by the announcement of the hoped for revival
of the Olympic Games.
In 1893, after having supported the thesis that the action of the
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Mr. John Ketseas, President of the Olympic Academy, Member of the I.O.C., and
Vice-President of the H.O.C., opens the session with messages of greetings from H.R.H.
The Crown Prince Constantine and Mr. Avery Brundage, President of the I.O.C.

The Opening talk is given by Mon. Paul Vialar, on Pierre de Coubertin. Seated behind,
(1. to r.) Messrs. J. Ketseas, Cl. Palaeologos, O. Misangyi, C. Diem, G. Dyson, O.
Szymiczek, X. Messinesi and G. Papastephanou.

A la
Jeunesse sportive de toutes les nations
Aujourd'hui, au milieu des ruines illustres d'Olympie, a
été inauguré le monument commémoratif du rétablissement des
Jeux Olympiques, proclamé voici trente-trois ans. Par ce geste
du gouvernement hellénique, l' initiative qu'il a bien voulu
honorer a pris rang dans l'histoire. C'est à vous de l'y maintenir.
Nous n'avons pas travaillé, mes amis et moi, à vous rendre les
Jeux Olympiques pour en faire un objet de musée ou de cinéma, ni
pour que des intérêts mercantiles ou électoraux s'en emparent.
Nous avons voulu, rénovant une institution vingt-cinq fois
séculaire, que vous puissiez redevenir des adeptes de la religion du
sport telle que les grands ancêtres l'avaient conçue. Dans le
monde moderne, plein de possibilités puissantes et que menacent
en même temps de périlleuses déchéances, l'Olympisme peut
constituer une école de noblesse et de pureté morales autant que
d'endurance et d'énergie physiques, mais ce sera à la condition
que vous éleviez sans cesse votre conception de l'honneur et du
désintéressement sportifs à la hauteur de votre élan musculaire.
L'avenir dépend de vous.

Letter from Pierre de Coubertin to the youth of the World.

Great Powers with regard to Greece had continually been too slow,
insufficient or negative, he wrote a letter to the "Journal des Debats"
entitled "Through athletics".
In 1894, on the 1st of June: "The Revival of the Olympic Games
(in the Revue de Paris). On the 23rd of June, in the Sorbonne: Revival
of the Olympic Games and the formation of the International Olympic
Committee. On the 16th of November "Neo Olympianism", an appeal
to Athenian public opinion.
In 1895: Lectures which point out the "international" objective;
"The Youth of France"; "The Oriental Question"; "The British Empire";
"The share-out of Africa"; "The Far East".
In 1896: In April, the "Preface to the Olympic Games" and, at
Athens, the Games of the First Olympiad (13 nations, 484 competitors).
Here one begins to discover the taste of de Coubertin for history,
history which does not exist for him without piegeonholing, and evolution of a modern world of which by comparison he can see the
defects and errors.
"The Formation of the United States"; "French evolution under the
Third Republic" (History of Contemporary France : Fall of Napoleon
III to the Fall of Casimir Perrier).
In 1897: "The University aspect of America".
It was in this year that the first Congress of Sporting Pedagogy
was held at the Havre under the Presidency of Felix Faure.
In 1899: "The Urgent Reform" wherein Coubertin wished that the
Lycée should have returned to it the autonomy that it had lost, and a
little later "Education in Holland".
In 1900: A number of articles both historical and sporting, ranking
from "French viewpoint on the German Empire" to the "Psychology
of Sport" and the commencement of the publication, at the rate of one
volume a year, and which was to continue until 1907, of the "Chronique
de France" giving the French events of the previous year with the
purpose of making the life and evolution of France known to the great
foreign Universities.
In 1901: "The Problem of Central Europe" and some "Notes on
Physical Education".
In 1902: "National Strength and Sport"; "Fear and Sport"; the
"Record" and some historical studies.
In 1903: the institution of the"Committee of Utilitarian Gymnastics''
which had as its objective to put into practice the new method of sporting education detailed in the previous year, a Committee which later
was to be transformed into the "Society of Popular Sports". Addition
of choral songs to sporting manifestations.
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In 1904-1905: Always the Games and Sport as naturally also History.
Foundation of the League for the rapprochement of certain countries:
What a progress since Athens! It was then, in October that "A campaign
of Twenty-One Years" appeared (1887-1908) issued by the Library of
Physical Education and "No Change in England", while 1909 brought
"Everything has changed in Germany" and "A Modern Olympia"
with the introduction of the modern Pentathlon.
In 1910: "The Spurious Sportsman" an amusing essay in the manner
of "La Bruyère". And in July "The future of Sport from the points of
view of psychology, internationalism and democracy".
In 1911: "On the abuse of the number of championships".
In 1912: Vth Olympiad at Stockholm (28 nations, 3,282 participants).
In 1913: "Essay on Sporting Phychology".
In 1914: "Sport and Modern Society".
Then there was the war, but Coubertin does not give up on account
of it. "This will kill that" opposed sport to alcoholism. "Mutual Respect"
of which the title well explains what he wanted to say. And in 1916:
"The Ignorance which paved the way to the War and the Education
which will assure Peace".
In 1918: "What we can now ask from Sport" a lecture at the Greek
Liberals Association at Lausanne, and "Olympic Letters".
In 1919: Preparation and completion of the "Universal History"
upon which Coubertin had been thinking for a long time and which was
to have 4 parts. And then further discussions and lectures on Sport.
In 1920: "The Royalty of Sport and the means of maintaining it".
on the occasion of the Games of the VIIth Olympiad (the war with its
resulting loss of blood had resulted in a slight regression) (27 nations
taking part as against 28 and only 2,741 competitors).
In 1923: "Sport and Colonialism" and "A Thirty-Five Years Campaining".
In 1924: The inauguration at Chamonix of the first Winter Sports
Olympic Games (Skiing, snow sports) which acquired accepted legitimacy, and, on the 5th of July,VIIIth Olympiad, where this time 44 nations were represented by 3,385 participants.
In 1925: "Alexander the Great Recordman of his time". Coubertin
retraced in this the epoch of Alexander the Great and showed that he
had succeeded in securing the greatest number of conquests in the minimum of time. Yet if he was having fun, he did not forget his educational role, and returned to the subject in the "Educational Role of the
Modern City" and the "Formation of the French Spirit" at the same
time as the four volumes of the "Universal History" which were immediately circulated to the French Ecoles Normales.
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In 1927: The "Revival of the Greek Gymnasium" a lecture given
at the Parnassus Hall at Athens. Also further historical studies.
In 1928: "The Medicine of Sports and the Morbid Case". Then "The
rowing cure". Games in July of the IXth Olympiad at Amsterdam (46
nations, 3,905 participants).
In 1930: "Modern Greece"; "Sporting Reform Chart".
In 1932: "The assizes of the City of the future".
In 1933: "Anthology" which was offered to Pierre de Coubertin on
the occasion of his 70th birthday by the World Olympic Committees.
In 1935: "The philosophic assizes of modern Olympianism".
In 1936: A broadcast talk addressed to the runners from Olympia
for the Olympic Games of Berlin (52 nations, 3,950 participants).
And then death came, which overtook Pierre de Coubertin as he
was taking a walk in the park of "Eaux Vives" on the 2nd of September
1937.
A dry enumeration of what his work was, interspersed with the
Olympiads. An intentional enumeration since it tells better than anything else the preoccupations of a life entirely devoted to one idea. The
work represented the functioning of the idea just as both were the
functioning of the man. All these titles put end to end, since they contain
the elements of his preoccupations and unfailing will power, explain
the value of Pierre de Coubertin not only for the men of sport but for
the whole world.
Now that we have followed, through this whole life, the progres
of the man, his thoughts, his actions, his actions which were never
falsified and which were never stopped from the first day, let us, if you
are good enough cull from his work those things that it can best
bring us and which can depict better not only the silhouette but also
the soul of this great man who wrote. "One is capable of what one wills
so long as you will it long enough". You will see that it is real sporting
philosophy which will surge from the many pages that we owe to him.
It is expressed in thoughts, in aphorisms of which some were to figure
on the facades of many stadia where the purity of his thoughts was to
supercede nationalism, often exacerbated and where utilitarianism and
mercantilism were only too often advanced under the cover of disinterestedness.
"Nothing would be lacking for us of that which the Greeks utilised
to maintain their health, nothing from that intense faith, and that
absolute desire which animated them. When we shall have, in our turn
that health which is the supreme good, the effort towards it will be all
the more necessary and the means will not default us so as to adapt our
lives and subordinate our other cares".
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An advice of major importance, Mr. Pierre Marie stresses, for everyone to follow individually as also for his family and for his country and
which we are very wrong not to put into practice.
This advice dates from 1913 and emanates from the "Essays on
Sports Psychology" It is followed by an expression of certitude by the
author that the possibility of an enhanced physical value is not only
attainable well beyond adolescence, but in full mature age, since in a
way illness places its seat before the organism and thus is not the main
difficulty that the doctor encounters how to pass the victuals to the
besieged? Nothing is of equivalent value to the reserves which everyone will have wisely brought in during the course of his virile life to the
provisions which education and nature had endowed him".
A truth which has its value not only beyond adolescence and ripe
age, but even far beyond. I only require as testimony of this the physical
appearance and the possibilities for sport which are still those of a man
like my friend Jean Borotra, whom I saw only the other day playing
on a tennis court in a manner that many young people would envy.
Jean Borotra is of the same age as myself. He was born in 1898, on the
same month as myself. Every morning he takes exercises and cultivates
his body systematically. At the age of sixty four he is able to play three
sets, and what is more, play them well, in the same way as I am able,
an inveterate gun, to wander in the moors and swamps for twenty kilometres a day without trouble. Neither he nor I have ever ceased to indulge in physical training. Believe me, the method set out in detail by
Coubertin in 1913 is a paying one.
I would like to collect, now, from the works of Pierre de Coubertin
some reflections well chosen by Robert Hervet or by others.
"To know oneself, to govern oneself, to conquer oneself: the eternal
beauty of Sport, the fundamental aspirations of the true sportman and
the conditions for his success"
"Order and method established by the spirit react on the body in
the same way that hygiene and physical bearing react on the spirit".
He thinks of the past and of the future and says:
"Not to destroy anything that might be of use; not to compromise
in anything that has been usefully acquired".
Yet none the less he does not forget habits and routine which will
paralyse for so long his efforts though already he sees that:
"One can do so many things even with mediocre resources when one
has deliberately cast off the absurd and heavy cloak of administrative
routine, of paper work, of useless documents and the unbearable yoke
of what he calls "typing pedantery".
A curious expression coming from the pen of a man who was to
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write so much hut who no doubt already knows that it will not be useless and that for him typing will only be the means of fixing his thoughts
and making them known to his contemporaries.
And how fair a man, also:
"Between our duties and our rights there is the same disproportion
as there is between a mountain and a molehill. That is why no equality
ran be called upon between the one and the others".
Is not the spirit of Sport apparent through such words?
"Sport is not" he adds, "an object of luxury, an activity of leisure,
any more than it is a muscular counter-equivalent of mental work. For
all men it is a source of eventual internal perfectioning not affected by
work or profession. It is the property of all to the same degree without
it being possible to do without it.
"Sport is a voluntary cult - he strongly stresses the word - and a
customary one of intensive muscular exercise whetted by the idea of
progress and which is not even afraid of taking a risk".
"The modern athlete has, in the precarious civilisation in which
he lives, two enemies which are more dangerous to him than they were
to his predecessors: haste and the mob. Let him beware. Modern sport
will endure, if it knows how to be, by the name that the Koreans - poor
lorn Korea, since then in the name of the struggle of civilisations! formerly gave to their country: "The Empire of the calm morning".
Here the notion of equilibrium is introduced, that of the health
of the intellect through the health of the body. It joins the sentence
that I quoted in the first talk in which Coubertin defined that "the only
remedy against technical deficiencies of French upbringing was to be
found in an altered education, transformed and capable of producing
a collective calm, sagacity and considered strength". It is already of a
whole vision of the future and of the future world that he is yearning
and for which, for him, the equipoise depends on equilibrium, and from
the calmness of human beings, a calmness and an equilibrium of which
he can only foresee through the establishment of sport, judiciously
conceived as also judiciously applied.
This he stated by the use of a picture.
"The work that the adult must follow as regards himself is that
of the sculptor working on a block already thinned out and delivered
to him by the supplier. It is henceforth impossible to modify the size
or the state, its attitude, its general shape, though the chisel in attacking
the details can perfection it little by little.
Yes! Perfectioriment comes by the work of man upon himself, but
it is necessary that the man should previously have been well "thought
out", "willed", and conceived as he should be and this "education"
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thenceforth, for Coubertin, becomes the basis of the creation of a just
world, of the re-creation of this world, which he perceives to be necessary
and to which he will contribute by his volition to have the Games revived, and through them to grant new morals and a new reason for living
to human beings in the image of which the Greeks of yore were animated and rendered greater.
"To guide you and support you, so that a triple will exists within
you: the will to physical joy which is derived from intense physical
effort, excessive even and violent, the will to altruism, open, complete
and continuous... since know it well, future society will either be altruistic or it will not exist at all: One will have to choose between that
and chaos".
And calm, always calm.
"The modern athlete has, through the precarious civilisation in
which he lives, two enemies which are more formidable to him than to
his predecessors: haste and the mob, as I quoted a little while ago, but
further on he added: "precisely because in the new world which is arising
sport can play a pre-eminent role for progress and for social rapprochement, and we want it to be more pure, more knightly and more transparent... and yet once more he added: more calm..."
He started by thinking of his own country: France. Very quickly
he saw beyond its frontiers. He made contacts everywhere throughout
the world with his equals and especially with those he felt could become
his peers. He concluded that he owed much to his cosmopolitan friendships and that these would certainly in no way harm the cult of his own
country. He already let his glance wander further:
"There are two places in the world towards which my thoughts
wander continuously. The one is that famous plain where vegetation
and clouds spread into the solitude and the ruins, piously exhumed from
the City which once was the most ardent and enduring hearth of Hellenic
civilisation: Olympia. The other is the neo-Gothic chapel of a school in
England, where, in front of the altar, on the smooth stone which bears
alone his name, rests the great Englishman who was called Thomas
Arnold.
This avowal is one of gratitude. I said in my first talk and 1 must
repeat it, and quoting Coubertin here, that without Thomas Arnold,
Coubertin would never have been Coubertin. To wit? The idea, his
starting point was at least there. Yet a "Couberin how many can possibly
exist in a generation in the world? Coubertin intentionally modest does
not tell us. It was not for him to do so. It is thus up to us to render to
him that which is his due.
Yes indeed, to celebrate the Olympic Games is to call upon history,
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but it is more than that it is seeing higher and further towards that
future of man without which no future can exist neither for one's fatherland nor for all the inhabitants of the globe. Coubertin well knew if
people had never so much travelled around the world and had never
before "made so many contacts" and "exchanged points of view", if
they had never before made use of so many reunions, congresses and gettogethers, as well as banquets and communicated with each other in
their "warmth" they did none the less undestand each other the better
between trades and professions, consciences and individuals. It is to
this getting - together in the stadium that he quite naturally allocates the virtue of uniting men together. Yes, it is here that they will
wrestle among themselves and will take stock of those who opposed
them. They will at last know their worth and especially that of their
character and their moral value. They will join together in a same cult
of the beautiful, of truth and of that which does not deceive, since
here both victory as also defeat are constructive elements with the same
rank and better forge a soul than by all other exchanges by virtue of
comparison and confrontation.
"The Olympic Games are not just simple championships, but are
indeed the four yearly festivals of universal youth of "Human Spring",
the feast of impassioned efforts, of multiple ambitions and of all forms
of activity on the threshold of life. The motto thus came to his pen
"Citius, Altius, Fortius" ever faster, higher, stronger.
Pondering and looking back at himself, he learnt to think. For him
music and sport were always the most perfect "isolators", the most
perfect instruments for reflection and vision and simultaneously the most
powerful incitements to perseverance as if they were the "massages
of will power".
He took refuge in himself and in his deep faith in man, yet he also
knew how to judge him:
"Healthy people include rare contemplators who, seated upon
the slopes of mountains, gaze upon life rolling by at their feet and in
the quietude analyse the spectacle that they are witnessing. When
the mountains become covered with a host of prophets, aesthetes, and
speechifiers, one must fear lest national thought has become gangrenous
and that it loses its balance and harmony. Then "the critic" reigns,
that chamberlain of Mediocrity who furbishes his brains with the ideas
of others, kills the genius by and exalts insufficiency in a couple of sentences".
How accurately he saw, he who had to suffer so much from mediocrities, incapable men and faithless. What will power he required for
his idea to triumph over these parasites, his idea which they sapped as
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best they could, they who never had had any ideas.
Of all his thoughts, to which I will permit myself to add certain
comments which make them more precise and give them a proper place
in time, the philosophy of the whole work of Coubertin surges clearly.
One cannot better tell of what he wanted and what he did than by
questioning him and receiving from him the replies. And if the rest of
his work completes what I have brought out here, the essential will
have already been said, and by him alone.
He said: "I write for tomorrow". He did better: he thought and
acted for the morrow. And when, in the Novel of a "Rallié" he made
his hero speak, it is himself who is speaking when he says:
"Life is simple since the struggle is simple. The good wrestler withdraws but he does not lose hope. He bends but he does not give in
If the impossible appears before him, he goes around it and progresses
further. If he loses his breath, he rests and waits. If he is knocked out
of action he encourages his brothers by his words and his presence. Even
when everything crumbles around him despair does not enter his soul.
Life has solidarity because the struggle has solidarity. On my
victory other victories will depend on which I will never know the time
and the circumstances and my defeat would bear with it others the
consequences of which would get lost in the abyss of hidden responsibilities. The man who was in front of me attained, towards the evening,
the place whence I had set out this morning, and the one who comes
after will profit from the peril which I thrust aside or the ambushes
about which I gave warning.
Life is beautiful because the struggle is beautiful: not the bloodthirsty struggle, outcome of tyranny and evil passions, those which are
engendered through ignorance and routine, but the healthy struggle
of souls searching for truth, light and justice."
Should we try to penetrate deeper into the life of Pierre de Coubertin? Should we talk in more detail of the moralist, of the historian, of
the educator? It seems to me that all these persons are constituted of
one and one only, him alone. Certainly ke knew how to be humorous in
his mocking sketches when he wrote "in the manner of La Bruyère"
and gave us a revengeful portrait of the spurious sportsman, that he
knew so well.
"Callimatias - this is the name he gave to the spurious sportsman concluded that from the moment that sports were in fashion he could
not remain a stranger to them. That is why he hastened to don the various
costumes and speak their jargon. One might see him from early morning
in a riding habit with breeches of the most recent cut, with leg boots
polished so that one could see one's reflection in them and with formid48

able spurs. He awaited, thus garbed, a horse that was never brought to
him, and which he would have been very embarassed to mount had it
been brought"... He is also seen entering a sports hall, fitted out with
swords, foils, boxing gloves and punch balls. He is ever in some state of
deploring some sprain or torn ligament, in a word an accident that
was caused in a recent sporting exploit regarding which he hastens to
narrate pleasantly the details... in point of fact he had come to the
conclusion that the get-up for boxing did not suit him, in view of the
fact that it showed up his body disadvantageously as too boney and
his thorax and arms as too skinny!! And then, one morning, Callirnatias
sees himself forced to mount a horse. He did not know how to manage
it. He became sunk in the ridiculous. Coubertin concludes his portrait
by saying: "One heard no more talk of Callimatias in the world of sports.
But it is reported that he is now devoted to the cult of the arts and
chisels some delightful statuettes of a grace and elegance that recall
those of Tanagra. Anyhow no one so far has been invited to enter his
studio".
A mockery that was well detached and light. A mockery without
heavy pedantry or hate but only impregnated with that aristocratic
disdain by Coubertin, a man who liked other men provided they were
simple, and who was against all deceivers, all cheats, all imposters
and all the "critics" capable only of existing through the interposition
of someone else. It is from this that one recognises the creator, the athlete,
the virile man who is neither a pretender nor a light talker, since he wrote:
"Fight as little as possible bodily, but on the moral side you will never
have fought enough".
And now, to conclude, it is of the paedagogue that I would like to
talk.
Of him there is much to say if only it were because for what we have
to thank him. I explained in my first talk how this taste for educating
had come to him through Thomas Arnold, the Englishman, and no doubt,
as Seillière has said, through a small work written for children and told
what the life of the schoolboys at Rugby was like. A simple idea perhaps,
yet in fact nothing more was needed once the seed had been cast to
the winds for it to wax and grow to an extent that only a great man
would know how to give it. Coubertin had to fight against routine, but
also against parents who were afraid for their children regarding the
physical accidents which might occur in the practice of sports, and
against the bigotted medical body which carried on a violent campaign
against school sports. They did not want that a nation, according to
the dictum of Herbert Spencer should be composed only of "good animals". They invoked the spirit of intelligence up to the day when the
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worst opponents realised that it would pay them to take the lead of a
movement that was irresistible. Then they set out to find "a rational
physical culture" and they vied to create "the human thoroughbred".
They talked, discussed and reasoned, yet all this time Coubertin continued his work and pursued his thoughts, a lover of simplicity, as I
said for simplicity and clearness were his qualities.
For him it was Sport first of all, but "educational" Sport. Yet
Sport which means nothing when separated from education, and this
education he saw as the remedy of all evils, whether they might be
social or individual.
"The Games cause a healthy emulation to be born among the
players: they engender a freely accepted discipline as well as the habit
thereof. One has often spoken of the sturdy muscles formed by the English games yet the character of the players gains much more in solidity
and this latter result is much more desirable than the former."
It is of importance anyhow to distinguish beforehand the games
which are simply recreational from the games which are specifically
educational so as to relegate the first to young children and to recommend
the latter to the activities of adolescence.
To participate in the games which are purely recreational one does
not have to devote much energy nor much of that internal agility of
muscles which makes them capable of responding to the most unforeseen commandments.
To be outstanding in the educational games one must bring to bear
that rapidity of a glance, that spirit of decisiveness and of obstinacy,
that will power which creates an incontestible school of perfectionment
and of social apprenticeship, since initiative, perseverance, courage, selfpossession are called upon for unremitting contribution.
The young man who will have practiced corporeal and mental discipline for a long time at such a school will find himself incontravertibly
better prepared than any other for this enlarged game of football of
which active life consists within the social framework."
That which I quote here, I would well wish to stress, with the date
of 1892: Coubertin was not yet thirty years old yet already his thoughts
were precise, clear and educational. Fifteen years later Coubertin was
taking stock of the results obtained:
"My physical exercises have introduced practical sociology into the
intellectual sphere of young people who had hitherto found no occasions
to take exercise. Certainly for an onlooker with but little foresight, the
physical consequences of the sporting movement are primarily those
that are most clearly visible and the only ones that they will agree to
contemplate with a good grace. Here, however, is only a superficial
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aspect of reality. In counting the moral and social benefits even more
than the muscular ones these initiators were not mistaken in their
foresight. By their care, tendencies to boldness, initiative and spirit of
enterprise have never ceased to be stressed in the ranks of French youth,
and the advancement that one has the right to hope for in this field is
far from having yet reached its end.
This is so far all quite lineal, but thought develops with the time that
passes. He studied the "Popular Universities" and saw their shortcomings since they only aimed at making the life of the manual worker
more joyful. He wanted more and better and he was right. He points
out "the students of a Labour University (which consists of adults)
have not only to acquire knowledge: they must also develop certain
faculties and become familiar with them, and what is more, with that
which one might call the indispensable media for intellectual progress.
He drew up a "Chart for the reform of Pedagogy" and in his deep study
of history (he was to write and propose another chart, that of the tracing of history) which allowed him to see things from above,from afar
and from the past. He knew that nothing had yet been done and that
everything still was to be done. He was to devote himself to the work
until his dying breath.
And yet it was in 1925, during a press conference that Coubertin
announced his resignation from the Olympic Committee, and, to a certain
extent, his retirement. He was not to depart without leaving what he
called his "sporting testament". The reason of his departure? He gave
it and it fits in with what I said a little while ago:
"I want to regain from now the liberty of my efforts to the service
of popular teaching since I am persuaded that present society will not
be able to resurrect itself from the accumulated ruins caused by its
ambitions and its injustices and that new social forms will soon be
imposed. I perceive in the prior dissemination of culture the sole guarantee of general progress".
For thirty years I fought for sport. I found supports, I formed
friendships, I met hostile resistance, I had to fight against hate. I reached
the result, however, that the Olympic Committee at present numbers
fifty two members distributed from among forty one states of Europe,
Africa, America and Asia, that it is truly global and that its authority
has never been more soundly established nor more justified.
It is up to you,Gentlemen, to understand well your role and to sustain sport in all that it has of noble and healthy. There have been three
periods, throughout the centuries in which sport has played a considerable role in the entirety of civilisation: in antiquity through the Greek
Gymnasium, in the middle ages through knighthood, and in modern
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times in the present revival now sixty years old.
The Greek period was the most fertile. The first Olympiad dates
from 776 B.C. During one thousand and two hundred years the Olympiads were celebrated with a regularity which even the most serious events
in no wise disturbed. The Olympic Games were suppressed by an edict
of the Emperor Theodosius in 394 A.D. Triumphant Christianity saw
a pagan institution in them. But one must admit that one thousand
years do not roll by without bringing profound alterations in morals
and customs. From the success of the Games complication and specialisation had resulted from which professionalism and corruption had
emerged. Sport was reborn in the middle ages and that was the time of
popular games: the paume (shuttlecock), the soule, the wrestling matches.
This period lasted for two centuries. Popular passion, frank and healthy
fed sports. But the people were dispersed and detached and these sports
disappeared.
Professionalism on the one hand and the indifference of the masses
on the other, such were the causes of the collapse of sports in antiquity
and in the middle ages. At the present moment I put you on guard
against the professionalisation of sports. It must be fought at all costs.
The duration of a strong tide, such as the one which exists in our days
can only be assured with the pertinence with which it will be fed and maintained and above all by the sagacity with which on occasion one will
know how to contain and restrain it. Professionalism, here is the enemy.
When the regulations of amateur status will have been renovated
from the top to bottom, a very large number of problems connected
therewith will lose their complications. It will no longer be possible for
managers, foreign to sport, to utilise sporting groups as stepping
stones to assure the satisfaction of their personal ambitions.
I shall also tell you that it is essential to link sports to the social
movement. It is from the masses and the people that you can extract
the greatest sporting resources. The people always play an honest game
and take little notice of professional machinations. Do not forget the
first and the social cogs upon which sport functions and the co-operation
(and he quotes football). On the other hand sporting co-operation makes
social distinctions cheaper. A point at which sport touches the social
question is that of the appeasing character which distinguishes it. Sport
relaxes among men the springs made taunt through anger.
That the bourgeois youth and the youth of the proletariat should
drink at the same source of muscular pleasure, that is the essential.
From this source will flow, for the one equally as for the other, good
social relationships, so long as they are not blotted by professionalism".
He concluded by saying:
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"Ιn spite of certain disillusionments, I still believe in the pacific
and moral virtues of sport. There are no more political friends and foes
on the fields of sport, nor social, only men who are taking part in sport
remain in the presence of each other".
Here then, from texts from his own hand, Pierre de Coubertin
portrayed his own work. His written work was considerable. He lived
for it and still lives though it. In my first talk I showed the man and how,
through his will power and tenacity, his sporting obstinacy in the idea,
he had reached his targets. A material work has remained from him:
the revival of the Olympic Games. Through him there also remains that
which I have given in synopsis by using his writings and which spread
out, construct and make his thoughts live on.
We have seen it, Coubertin was an apostle, a reformer of the upbringing of youth, a non-conformist who went ahead without worrying
about other things than the goal to be attained, a man who was often
not understood but whose work was finally understood in practice. A
writer? Undoubtedly, even if it were only through some of his aphorisms
which I have quoted and which contain all his philosophy. A human
being, preoccupied above all else with human beings, his brothers, for
whom he did that which he did, and was that which he was;
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PIERRE DE COUBERTIN
Par
PAUL VIALAR
I
L'homme - Les Jeux
Je suis particulièrement heureux d'être le premier à prendre la
parole dans cet admirable et mémorable cadre d'Olympie, et que ce
soit un Français qui vienne vous entretenir de la vie et de l'oeuvre de
"Monsieur de Coubertin".
En effet, il est bon que ce soit un Français qui rende hommage ici
à celui qui voulut rétablir les Jeux Olympiques, un de ces Français pas moi, je vous le dis tout de suite, mais d'une même nationalité - qui
ont bien failli rendre vraie la parole de Pierre de Coubertin:
"Quand j'ai voulu rétablir les Jeux Olympiques, on m'a pris pour
un fou".
Il n'était pas fou, bien au contraire, celui qui, tout imprégné, nourri,
magnifié de la connaissance et de l'admiration de la Grèce, a voulu et
réussi cette grande oeuvre dont tous les hommes, et les Français en
particulier, doivent lui être reconnaissants.
"Nul n'est prophète en son pays", on le sait bien, mais cela seul
n'expliquerait pas les difficultés, les incompréhensions, les haines même
auxquelles fut en butte Mr de Coubertin. Il y a plus: tout homme qui
est épris d'idéal, qui veut faire une oeuvre, se heurte aux autres qui n'ont
ni la même foi, ni la même vision de l'avenir que lui, aux "petits hommes" j'appelle ainsi ceux qui doutent - et l'on a vu bien souvent ces "petits
hommes" justement faire disparaître sous le poids de leur nombre des
géants incapables de leur résister.
Pierre de Coubertin fut, à sa manière, un géant: par l'esprit, la
volonté, l'altruisme, et surtout par cette croyance qui naquit en lui, s'y
épanouit et le fit plus grand que les autres. Voila l'image que nous conservons de lui a travers sa silhouette humaine. Mais cet homme, ce futur
géant, d'où venait-il si nous savons déjà où il allait?
Pierre de Couberlin naquit à Paris, rue Oudinet, dans une maison
appartenant à sa famille, le 1er Janvier 1863. On voit qu'il y a juste
cent années de cela et la France, qui l'a si peu connu de son vivant,
méconnu même, s'apprête à fêter ce centenaire. On peut juger, dès à
présent, et par le prolongement de son oeuvre dans le monde, que Coubertin vit toujours et plus intensément depuis qu'il a disparu. Trop de
vivants usurpent, par la mode qui les porte ou les faux-semblants dont
ils usent, des places qu'ils croient tenir pour toujours. Un Coubertin
qui n'a voulu que le triomphe d'une idée, prend la sienne dans le temps
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et l'espace par la force des choses et cette remise en place des valeurs
qui est en définitive la seule et vraie gloire.
Cette maison dans laquelle naquit à Paris Pierre de Coubertin
appartenait, je vous l'ai dit, à ses parents. Quels étaient ils et quelle
était sa famille?
Il descendait d'une vieille famille française qui, cependant, prenait
certaines de ses racines en Italie. En ligne mâle on peut remonter jusq'aux
Fredi, fixés à Rome, et c'est près de Viterbo, dans une propriété d'un
de ses ancêtres, que Felice de Fredi trouva le groupe du Laocoon, dont
il fit cadeau au pape Jules II et qui est devenu depuis un des joyaux
du Vatican.
Une branche de la famille emigra en France où on en retrouve des
représentants à la cour de Louis XI. L'un des descendants de ceux-ci
épousa une demoiselle Madegonde Plâtrier, fille d'un riche marchand
et devint marchand d'épices lui-même. Ce fut lui qui acheta la seigneurie
de Coubertin qui se trouvait à quelque six kilomètres de Versailles et
qui est restée propriété de la famille.
Un avocat au parlement, un officier de marine, des commerçants
dont l'un fait fortune à travers la Compagnie des Indes - celui-ci fait
construire de ses derniers le beau château de Coubertin et épouse une
nièce du fameux Cyrano de Bergerac, cet inventeur impénitent - un
Conseiller à la Cour des Aides de Paris qui s'allie à la fille d'un officier
d'artillerie, un autre qui épouse la descendante d'une vieille famille
normande qui s'est distinguée dans les croisades, un Consul, enfin, de
Napoléon, un joueur de violon et un peintre qui peindra un tableau historique montrant son ancêtre découvrant le groupe fameux du Laocoon et chez lequel, justement, dans ce château de Mirville qui lui appartient, Pierre de Coubertin, son fils, passera pendant trente années
ses vacances, voici d'où vient le Rénovateur des Jeux Olympiques et ce
qui explique, sans doute, à la fois tout ce qui le compose: l'aristocratie
de l'esprit, la foi en une idée, la goût d'écrire, celui aussi de l'action, l'amitié pour les Arts, la connaissance de l'homme enfin à travers celle
de soi-même.
Et l'on ne peut mieux dire que son historiographe, le Docteur Diem,
quand celui-ci écrit:
"Les origines de Coubertin sont profondément ancrées dans le sol
de France mais, comme il le dit lui-même dans ses souvenirs, il sentait
en lui le vieux sang normand. Du haut des vieilles falaises où s'élevait
le château de ses grands-parents, il a entendu l'Appel".
En effet, né à Paris, 29 Rue Oudinet, dans cette maison qui sera
la sienne et qu'il conservera presque sa vie durant puisqu'il ne s'en séparera qu'en 1922 lorsqu'il pensera devoir se fixer en Suisse, c'est face
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à cette rude mer qu'est la Manche, du haut de ces falaises dont parle le
Docteur Diem, que Pierre de Coubertin, regardant plus loin que l'horizon, laissera son regard plus perçant que d'autres toucher presque
cette terre anglaise qui lui fait face et d'où lui viendra, à travers un ouvrage qu'il lut jeune comme beaucoup d'autres jeunes, l'étincelle qui
déclenchera son inspiration. Cette inspiration sera faite de compréhension
et d'étude. Coubertin, homme de la Nature et qui cherche en elle tout
ce qu'elle peut contenir et qu'elle lui fait aimer: le sens de la beauté
et de l'Art, penchera vers les études littéraires ou historiques d'abord
puis sera amené, par cette formation qu'il s'est peu à peu donnée, vers
les problèmes de la sociologie et de la pédagogie. Et à partir du moment
où il aura, de cette manière, donné un sens à sa vie, il n'en démordra
plus, il ira tout droit son chemin vers le but que d'abord il entrevoit,
que par la suite il se fixe, sans s'écarter jamais de la ligne qu'il s'est
tracée, renonçant aux carrières qui auraient pu, familialement, s'ouvrir
à lui (la robe ou l'épée), refusant aussi la carrière politique, pour se faire
enseignant, éducateur, mais à sa manière, à sa manière seulement:
celle qu'il croira, à juste raison et jusqu'à la fin de ses jours, la bonne.
Coubertin nait en 1863. Qu'est cette France, son pays, au moment
où il devient un homme?
La France se relève alors courageusement de sa défaite de 1878.
Elle a payé, de toutes les manières, mais elle est sortie de la débâcle
meurtrie. Elle est passée, en moins d'un siècle, par trois monarchies, deux
empires et trois républiques et - Coubertin, soucieux des destinées de
son pays écrit ceci - c'est beaucoup, même pour un peuple de ressources.
On le voit, Coubertin, dès son jeune âge, réfléchit et le souci éducatif
s'empare de lui. Il pense déjà à faire de son pays autre chose que ce qu'il
est devenu, à l'aider à se reprendre, et il cherche les moyens de cette
nécessaire ré-éducation. Il se fixe alors cette ligne de conduite: "Voir
loin, parler franc, agir ferme. Il regarde vers la jeunesse et songe que
d'elle tout peut venir si elle est "éduquée" comme elle doit l'être. Il
a refusé, plus tard, de devenir parlementaire, et il s'explique: "Député, j'aurais pu difficilement me rendre compte des défectuosités techniques de la pédagogie française, mais j'avais le sentiment que, là
seulement se trouvait un remède efficace: dans une éducation modifiée,
transformée, capable de produire du calme collectif, de la sagesse et
de la force réfléchie". Et lumineusement, apparaît dès cet instant le
but à atteindre et les moyens qui y mèneront inéluctablement.
Ernest Seillière, qui n'était pas un sportif, écrivit sur Coubertin
et fut, aussitôt, saisi d'admiration pour celui qu'il eût à étudier. Il
tenta de découvrir où et comment Pierre de Coubertin puisa son inspiration et les raisons qui le menèrent à penser à éduquer les siens "dans
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The evening talks were given in the shade of a western hillock. (The morning talks were
given in the natural amphitheatre on the hillock behind the central cypress trees. The
refectory shed is top right.

'Stop me and buy one" finds appreciative ice-cream amateurs in the afternoon warmth

le calme collectif, la sagesse et la force refléchie". Je voudrais le citer,
comme l'a fait dans son ouvrage si clair consacré à Coubertin. mon ami
Robert Hervet, qui est à la fois le secrétaire général de cette Association
Française des Ecrivains Sportifs que je préside et qui montre que les
intellectuels Français savent maintenant que l'esprit ne peut exister
sans l'éducation du corps, et qui est également secrétaire général du
Comité Coubertin Français dont je suis un des membres:
"Il nous parait que l'origine de la vocation pédagogique qui s'est
de bonne heure affirmée chez Pierre de Coubertin — dit Ernest Seillière pourrait être cherchée dans une de ses impressions d'adolescence. A
l'âge des enthousiasmes désintéressés, il a dû lire "Les années de collège
de Tom Brown", un récit traduit de l'anglais (venant de cette Angleterre dont, des falaises de la propriété de ses parents, Pierre de Coubertin n'apercevait pas les côtes mais à laquelle, chaque jour, il faisait
face) récit imprimé pour la deuxième fois dans "Le journal de la Jeunesse", en 1874. Tous les jeunes Français auxquels s'adressait l'aimable
roman scolaire en reçurent une très vive impression. Il leur montrait,
dans une petite ville de la banlieue londonienne, Rugby, des enfants
traités en hommes, presque en égaux, par leurs maîtres. L'existence de
ces jeunes messieurs en pantalons longs et chapeaux haute forme (de
très vivants dessins illustraient l'ouvrage) se révélait au collégien sentimental, à la fois comme singulièrement libre au point de vue matériel
et comme remarquablement élevée au point de vue moral. Ecoliers de
bonne volonté et de bon coeur, les Rugbéens regagnaient leur internat
avec joie à l'issue des vacances assurés qu'ils étaient de retrouver des
plaisirs de toutes sortes, presque de toute heure, dans cette atmosphère
de camaraderie le plus souvent fraternelle, dans ce paradis des jeux
collectifs et des expéditions hasardeuses à travers la fraîche campagne
britannique. A la fin de leurs études ils ne s'éloignaient pas sans regret
du vieil établissement universitaire et ils le quittaient si visiblement
armés pour la vie de droiture et de saine énergie qu'ils appraissaient comme
des dieux homériques aux regards éblouis de leurs plus jeunes condisciples.
Ce petit livre, écrit sans prétention pour des lecteurs britanniques,
devait exercer bien au delà des frontières anglaises une action morale
dont son auteur anonyme ne soupçonnait certainement pas l'importance. Il avait été élève de Rugby sous la direction du docteur Thomas
Arnold, qui, durant quatorze années, de 1828 à 1842, présida aux destinées de ce collège avec une autorité exceptionnelle, exerçant sur la
pédagogie anglaise une cosidérable influence. Ce disciple, pénétré de reconnaissance, ne prétendait qu'à consigner sous une forme amusante et vivante, dans "Tom Brown", ses souvenirs d'enfance, jugeant qu'il rendrait hommage à la mémoire de son maître en faisant toucher du doigt les
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résultats de sa méthode. Or, Pierre de Coubertin a parlé de "Tom Brown"
à plusieurs reprises avec un« visible sympathie dans ses écrits pédagogiques: nous dirons en outre que Thomas Arnold a été son plus efficace
inspirateur. Il nous parait donc vraisemblable qu'il soit venu, par un
souvenir incoscient, à donner aux jeunes Français pour modèle, vers
1883, l'honnête, le franc, le cordial, le sympathique écolier de Rugby.
Souvenir incoscient, précise bien Seillière, car il lui fallut retrouver,
sous une forme personnelle et directe, les impressions favorables que lui
avait laissées sa lecture, avant d'être conduit à préconiser l'Arnoldisme
en France. Il n'avait - a-t'-il avoué certain jour - aucune intention
initiatrice, aucune propension apologétique lorsqu'il aborda pour la
première fois le rivage britannique, et le paquebot qui l'emmemait
n'avait alors à son bord, or sa personne, qu'un anglophobe irréfléchi
qui se mua bientôt en un persuasif anglophile.
Sans doute Hippolyte Taine, à cette heure si largement et si justement influent sur les jeunes esprits, contribua-t-il pour une part à raviver dans ce cerveau, ouvert à toutes les suggestions de son temps, le
souvenir de "Tom Brown". Le chapitre sur l'éducation, dans les "Notes
sur l'Angleterre", contient en germe la plupart des idées de Pierre de
Coubertin, celles qu'il devait faire accepter de sa génération et les souvenirs de l'écolier de Rugby y sont mis à contribution de façon très
ample. Quels qu'aient été les motifs de sa méfiance initiale à l'égard de
l'éducation anglaise, le jeune voyageur de 1883 ne tarda guère à déposer
ces préventions pour jamais. Il nous a parlé avec un accent ému de
certaines méditations auxquelles il s'abandonnait, le soir, dans la solitude de la vieille chapelle gothique qui se dresse au centre des bâtiments
de Rugby. Là, les yeux fixés sur la dalle funéraire où s'inscrit,sans autre
épitaphe, le nom vénéré de Thomas Arnold, il songeait à l'action de cet
homme eminent sur les destinées de son pays, il précisait dans se pensée
les emprunts que la France pouvait et devait faire à cet éducateur excellent pour préparer ses fils à une âme virile. Là furent marquées les prochaines directions de son activité vitale".
Quels que soient donc les mobiles ayant guidé Mr de Coubertin vers
l'oeuvre du généreux réformateur des écoles insulaires, il aboutissait à
l'introduction, dans les collèges, du Sport considéré comme élément de
l'éducation. A la pédagogie de la soumission, Arnold opposait le principe
de l'action libre et réfléchie, sous le signe d'une émancipation offrant
pour cadre, à l'indépendance humaine, la responsabilité individuelle
envers la Conscience et la Société. Le moteur de cette méthode active,
donnant à l'existence collégiale un avant-goût des âpres luttes de la vie
sociale, c'est le Sport. Et le résultat pratique se traduit sans doute par
l'aphorisme célèbre de cet ami que fut pour moi Jean Giraudoux et avec
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lequel, dans le cadre des Ecrivains Sportifs, dont il fut avec moi, il y
a trente cinq ans, un des premiers membres, je pratiquai le sport: "Ce
sont les Nations qui ont les meilleurs coureurs à pied qui sont arrivées
les premières aux deux pôles".
Coubertin est encore un jeune homme, mais il voit juste et ferme
dès ce moment. On commence, du reste, à discuter, en France, des méthodes d'enseignement. Les programmes d'éducation sont absurdes, on
s'en rend compte, et surtout absurdement équilibrés. Partout - et même
à l'Académie de Médecine - on parle du "surmenage scolaire" et les
journalistes de l'époque suggèrent déjà de faire une place aux jeux dans
les programmes d'éducation.
S'est le 23 Août 1887 que Pierre de Coubertin écrit dans "Le Français" un article qui fait sensation et fait prendre date à son idée. Il y
dit en substance que les étudiants ont assez de temps pour éduquer
leur corps en éduquant leur esprit et qu'il faut pour cela, employer
"sportivement" les recréations. Il annonee la prochaine fondation d'une
"Ligue de l'Education Physique". Et dès le printemps qui suit, durant
le Congrès d'Economie Sociale, un plan est présenté qui a pour titre
"Remède au surmenage et transformation des Lycées de Paris". Il
comporte la création, autour de Paris, de trois parcs où la jeunesse
viendra non seulement respirer mais s'éduquer sportivement. Et nait,
à ce moment, le premier "Comité pour la propagation des sports scolaires".
Voici donc le point de départ. Mais déjà Pierre de Coubertin voit
plus loin. Certes il pense aux étudiants, aux lycéens français, mais cet
aristocrate dont on dira, plus tard, qu'il avait des idées "bizarres" pour
un homme de sa classe sociale, voit plus loin que sa patrie et pense à
tous les hommes. Et comment verrait il plus loin que sa patrie sans s'arrêter son regard, cette fois, sur un sommet qui concrétise sa pensée.
Il s'entoure d'hommes eminente qu'il convertit ou amène à son idée.
Il veut - ce sont ses termes - des collaborateurs haut placés et ceux-ci
vont de l'homme d'Etat Jules Simon qui présidera en 88 le "Comité pour
la propagation des Exercices Physiques dans l'Education", au doyen
de la Faculté de Médecine, Brouardel en passant par l'astronome Jules
Janssen, Georges Picot, Victor Buruy, etc... On va tenter de lancer
dans les lycées et collèges français un mouvement sportif. Et apparait
à ce moment le plan de Coubertin qu'il définira si bien dans "Une campagne de vingt et un ans"
Je choisirai, moi aussi, un passage caractéristique qui est le suivant:
"Rien, dans l'histoire ancienne, dit Coubertin, ne m'avait rendu
plus songeur qu'Olympie, cette cité de rêve consacrée à une besogne
strictement humaine et matérielle dans sa forme, mais épurée et grandie
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par la notion de la patrie qui possédait là, en quelque sorte, une réserve
de forces vitales, dressait sans cesse, devant ma pensée d'adolescent,
ses colonnades et ses portiques. Bien avant de songer à extraire de ses
ruines un principe rénovateur, je m'étais employé en esprit à rebâtir,
à faire revivre, sa silhouette linéaire. L'Allemagne (il faisait allusion
aux fouilles de Curtius qui mit à jour le stade et fit resurgir Olympie
du passé, après il faut le dire, quelques coups de pio che "rudimentaires"
- l'expression est de Coubertin - d'une mission française qui avait accompagné l'expédition de Morée). Oui, pourquoi la France ne réussirait
elle pas à en reconstituer les splendeurs? De là au projet moins brillant,
mais plus pratique et plus fécond de rétablir les Jeux, il n'y avait pas
loin dès lors, surtout que l'heure avait sonné où l'internationalisme
sportif paraissait appelé à jouer de nouveau son rôle dans le monde".
Le germe était lancé. Mais non content de l'avoir fait naître, Coubertin devait, voulait faire plus. A partir de l'instant où l'idée de la rénovation des Jeux lui apparût, il la fit sienne, il en fit sa vie.
Certes, educativement des progrès se faisaient déjà, et grâce à
lui. Les premiers concours inter-scolaires sportifs avaient lieu et huit
cents étudiants y participèrent en 89. Première et fructueuse expérience
pour Pierre de Coubertin qui avait voulu que l'organisation en partit
"du Ministère de l'Education Nationale". Premier pas vers un projet
plus grand. Appuyé sur cette réorganisation qu'il avait voulue, des
Sociétés Françaises de Sports Athlétiques, y acceuillant les associations
scolaires, il voyait cette fois plus loin que Thomas Arnold et que l'Angleterre. C'était vers le monde qu'il se tournait, cosmonaute de l'esprit,
et il le survolait à sa manière, y jetant simplement son regard du haut
de ce sommet qu'était pour lui l'Olympie, symbole et preuve que la renaissance indispensable de l'esprit sportif mis au service de l'esprit tout
court était possible. Et je veux emprunter une fois de plus à Coubertin
lui-même le récit de l'événement qui décloncha l'action.
Voici ce que, dans ses 'Mémoires Olympiques", rapporte Coubertin:
"Un soir de novembre 1892... exactement le vendredi 25, le grand
amphithéâtre de l'ancienne Sorbonne: vaste rectangle teinté de lilas
sale et orné de deux niches carrées d'où saillaient les nez augustes de
deux prélats qui devaient être Bessuet et Fénelon (tiens: l'auteur du Télémaque). En ce lieu maussade j'avais passé l'écrit d'un de mes baccalauréats et cherché quelque chose à dire sur "l'imagination créatrice".
Mais les potaches présents à la Sorbonne en cette soirée de 1892 pensai
ent à toute autre chose. Sur l'estrade, ils contemplaient, au centre, le
plastron immaculé et l'habit de coupe impeccable du plus en vue des
mondains d'alors le vicomte Léon de Janzé, dont j'avais fait, peu
avant, un Président de "L'Union des Sports Athlétiques", sachant fort
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bien qu'il n'était seulement un mondain, mais un homme de grand sens
et de caractère sûr. A ses côtés se tenaient le Docteur de l'Université,
Mr Octave Gréard, et le Prince Obolensky, maréchal de la cour du
Grand Duc Vladimir, lequel avait accepté de patronner ce "jubilé" et
devait venir en personne au Bois de Boulogne, le surlendemain, distribuer des Prix à nos jeunes athlètes. En foi de quoi l'amphithéâtre était
orné de drapeaux russes alternant avec des drapeaux français. Jubilé
de quoi? Soi disant, on célébrait le cinquième anniversaire de "L'Union
des Sports Athlétiques" par une série de fêtes, assauts d'escrime, cross
country, qui s'était terminée par un magnifique goûter. Donc, on célébrait le cinquième anniversaire de l'U.S.F.S.A.? N'en croyez rien. Le
bébé avait été substitué. Il est bien exact qu'à la même date, cinq ans
plus tôt, deux petites sociétés parisiennes avaient été convoquées pour
former, à l'issue d'un déjeuner frugal, "L'Union des Sociétés Françaises
de Course à pied". Et c'était déjà là un bien joli geste d'audace de la
part de Georges de Saint Clair (promoteur de cette réunion) car, enfin,
le Stade Français avait tout juste la permission de courir le dimanche
matin sur la terrasse de l'Orangerie, aux Tuilleries, et la concession du
''Racing Club,, à la Croix Catelan, était plus que précaire.
Anectodiquement, Coubertin voulut fixer ces concessions, écrivit
aux pouvoirs publics, et il lui fut répondu que "la société serait admise
à établir des pistes sur le terrain mais qu'à première réquisition elle
devait toujours être prête à les rouler et à les emporter".
"La soirée, continue Coubertin, comprenait outre les hymnes nationaux, une ode de circonstance, une conférence en tryptique sur les
exerciees physiques (l'un parlerait de l'antiquité, l'autre du moyen-âge,
et moi-même des temps modernes). Or, mon exposé, j'avais décidé de
le terminer en forme sensationnelle par l'annonce de provoquer le prochain rétablissement des Jeux Olympiques. Naturellement j'avais tout
prévu sauf ce qui arriva. De l'opposition? De l'ironie? De l'indifférence?
Point du tout. On applaudit, on approuva, on me souhaita un grand
succès, mais personne n'avait compris. C'était l'incompréhension totale,
absolue, qui commençait. Elle devait durer longtemps
Non, personne n'avait saisi la pensée profonde de Pierre de Coubertin. Il le dit lui-même, on ne parvint pas à "interpréter cette chose
oubliée: L'Olympisme, et à en séparer l'âme, l'essence, le principe... des
formes antiques qui l'avaient enveloppée et étaient, depuis quinze
cents ans, descendues dans la tombe".
Et il n'y eut pas, par la suite, que l'incompréhension, il y eut la
confusion, et aussi l'ironie:
"La grande plaisanterie des gens cultivés-ou tout au moins qu'on
pensait tel - était de s'enquérir si les femmes seraient admises parmi
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les spectateurs aux nouveaux Jeux et si, comme à certaines périodes de
l'antiquité, la nudité générale serait imposée pour mieux défendre l'accès de l'enceinte au sexe faible".
Coubertin avait jeté l'idée. On avait applaudi de confiance mais
on ignorait ce que pouvait et devait être sa signification. Rien ne sortit
de concret de ce "lancement" pourtant spectaculaire. Tout retombe
dans l'oubli, comme une de ces fusées trop vite brûlées de feux d'artifices. Le ciel n'avait été illuminé qu'un court instant. Il restait tout à
fait si déjà un homme savait ce qui devait être accompli. Et ce fut cet
homme qui le fit.
Comment? Ah! ce ne fut pas sans peines, sans luttes, sans déboires,
mais jamais il ne se lassa et mena jusqu'au bout le combat, jusqu'à l'ac
complissement de la tâche morale qu'il s'était ce jour là, imposée.
Devant cette indifférence, pour le moment encore sans calcul mais
qu'il ressent cruellement, comment Pierre de Coubertin va-t-il procéder
pour parvenir à ses fins?
Dès 1890, dans une conférence faite à Birmingham, Coubertin à
laissé prévoir qu'il pensait à la rénovation des Jeux. Mais également on
percevait que, dans son propos, il préconisait la limitation des droits
de l'Etat au profit de la liberté individuelle. Voyant ainsi il voyait
"internationalement" et, pour y voir plus clair et plus largement encore,
il visite les Etats Unies en 1893. Ici encore il se heurte à une réserve
envers son idée de Rénovation des Jeux. De même à Londres en 1894.
Alors il use, si l'on peut dire, d'un subterfuge.
Il y a longtemps que l'on désire régler, en France, la question de
l'amateurisme. Un projet a même été déposé à l'U.S.F.S.A. Coubertin
y voit la possibilité d'user de celui-ci comme d'un "paravent" - c'est
sa propre expression-. Il rédige un programme préliminaire qu'il fait
approuver par le congrès de l'U.S.F.S.A. On y trouve les notions à arrêter
développées en plusieurs points. En dix pour être précis: "Définition
de l'amateur" - "Suspensions, qualifications, disqualifications" - "Distinctions entre les différents sports" - "Evaluation de la valeur des
objets donnés en prix" - "La définition de l'amateur doit elle s'appliquer
à tous les sports?" - "Du pari et des moyens d'en arrêter le développement". Et soudain on voit poindre un article VIII qui est tout simplement conçu de la façon suivante:
"De la possibilité du rétablissement des Jeux Olympiques. Dans
quelles conditions pourraient ils être rétablie".
Et, on 1894 s'ajoutent deux articles qui, eux non plus, n'ont l'air
de rien et qui montrent bien comment joua le "paravent".
"Conditions à imposer aux concurrents (des Jeux bien entendu)
Sports représentés? Organisation matérielle. Périodicité etc..."

Puis:
"Nomination d'un comité International chargé d'en préparer le
rétablissement".
Ainsi, n'ayant pas réussi "directement", Coubertin amorce "indirectement", sa rénovation. On le suit. Les 16 et 24 Juin, on se réunit
à la Sorbonne et l'on se met d'accord. Mais les obstacles surgissent qu'il
va falloir non seulement franchir mais bien souvent abattre car il
n'est pas facile d'établir des contacts internationaux à cette époque
alors qu'ils semblent si faciles de nos jours où ils sont - et n'est ce pas
un peu à Coubertin qu'on le doit? - entrés dans les moeurs. En définitive 14 nations et 49 Sociétés adhèrent au mouvement et s'inscrivent
à travers 79 délégués pour tenir un "Congrès pour le rétablissement
des Jeux Olympiques" et, le 23 Juin 1894, dans le grand amphithéâtre
de la Sorbonne, il est décidé par tous les présents à l'unanimité de faire
renaître les Jeux: Officiellement tout au moins, Pierre de Coubertin a
gagné.
Oui, Coubertin triomphe ce jour là. Il fait voter son plan, mûr
depuis longtemps et qui contient tous les principes de son idée comme
de son application: intervalle de quatre années entre chaque manifestation sportive des Jeux. Régies des Jeux itinérants. Caractère moderne
des concours. Exclusion des scolaires. Désignation d'un "Comité International" permanent dans son principe et stable dans sa composition".
C'est à ce moment que Coubertin noue des relations définitives et
combien fructueuses avec le Grec D. Vikelas, délégué de la "Société Panhéllenique de Gymnastique" et président de la "Commission Olympique"
du Congrès de 1894 qui s'est tenu à Paris. C'est avec lui qu'il décide après avoir pensé d'abord inaugurer le premier cycle des Jeux à Paris de renouer symboliquement avec la tradition en choisissant la Grèce.
Athènes est alors désignée par acclamations.
Et je crois bon de choisir dans le discours de clôture de ce mémorable congrès ce que dit ce soir là Coubertin:
"L'héritage grec est tellement vaste que tous ceux qui ont connu
l'exercice physique sous un de ses multiples aspects ont pu légitimement
se réclamer de la Grèce, qui les comprenait tous. Les uns ont vu l'enchaînement pour la defence de la patrie,les autres la recherche de la beauté
physique et de la santé par le parfait équilibre de l'âme et du corps, les
autres, enfin, cette saine ivresse du sang qu'on a dénommé la joie de
vivre et qui n'existe nulle part aussi intense et aussi exquise que dans
l'exercice physique.
A Olympie il y avait tout cela, mais il y avait quelque chose de plus
qu'on na pas osé formuler parce que, depuis le Moyen Age, il plane une
sorte de discrédit sur les qualités corporelles et qu'on les a isolées des
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qualités de l'esprit. Récemment les premières ont été admises à suivre
les secondes, mais on les traite encore en esclaves et, chaque jour, on
leur fait sentir leur dépendance et leur infériorité. Cela a été une erreur
immense dont il est pour ainsi dire impossible de calculer les conséquences
scientifiques et sociales. En définitive il n'y a pas dans l'homme deux
parties: le corps et l'âme, il y en a trois: le corps, l'esprit et le caractère.
Le caractère ne se forme pas par l'esprit, il se forme surtout par le corps.
Les anciens savaient cela: nos pères l'ont oublié et nous le rapprenons
péniblement".
Pouvait on mieux et plus clairement formuler "l'idée", sa raison
d'être et la pure et simple philosophie qui découle d'elle? On sait le développement, depuis la rénovation des Jeux, des exercices physiques,
du sport à travers le monde. Grâce à Coubertin ceux de ma génération,
intellectuels comme j'étais, ont connu la joie de vivre et celle aussi de
se transporter, à certains instants, au dessus d'eux-mêmes. Ils ont appris
aussi la morale du sport. Ils sont, par Coubertin, un peu mieux devenus
des hommes.
Et le bureau actif du "Comité International Olympique" commence
ses travaux. Le Grec Bikelas gite, à Paris, rue de Babylone. Dans son
petit appartement voici groupés le professeur américain Sloane - que
Coubertin a connu là-bas - Mr Callot avec Coubertin pour la France.
Nait alors le premier organe de liaison qui s'appelera "Bulletin trimestriel
du Comité International des Jeux". Et Bikelas, qui a voyagé avec et
pour "l'idée", peut dire à ses amis que tous ceux qu'il a rencontré parlent
des Jeux Olympiques avec joie. Quant à Coubertin, il dira comment
cinq mois après avoir fait proclamer le rétablissement des Jeux, il a
pris conscience, sur les pentes du mont Kronion, de l'énormité de la
tâche qu'il était assigné. Mais il vaut mieux, dans ses "Mémoires" choisir
ce passage qui di, sur un autre plan et d'une autre manière, combien
les difficultés administratives et d'organisation pesaient peu devant
l'illumination de la prochaine réussite et en expliquent la raison profonde:
"Un soir de Novembre 1894, j'étais arrivé d'Athènes rentrant en
France par l'Italie, conscient tout à la fois des résultats obtenus et des
aléas terribles qui m'attendaient sur la route à suivre. Je me souviens du
sentier qui montait en serpentant vers la petite colline où se trouvent
le musée et l'hôtel. Un air pur, embaumé de senteurs, soufflait des rives
de l'Alphée. Le clair de lune anima un moment le paysage vaporeux,
puis la nuit étoilée tomba sur les deux mille ans dont je venais chercher
l'émouvant contact. Le lendemain, de ma fenêtre, je guettai le lever
du soleil et, dès que ses premiers rayons eurent traversée la vallée, je
me hâtai seul vers les ruines. Leur petitesse provenant, d'une part, de
la proportion restreinte des édifices et, de l'autre, de leur entassement
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(cette absence d'espaces libres si caractéristique de la civilisation grecque
et romaine et à laquelle s'opposent, en un contraste saisissant, les conceptions perses) leur petitesse donc ne me surprit ni ne me déçut. C'est une
architecture morale dont j'avais à recueillir les enseignements et celle-là
magnifiait toutes les dimensions. Ma méditation se prologea tout le
matin, tandis que, seul, le bruit des clochettes -des troupeaux sur la
route d'Arcadie troublait le silence".
Cela c'était la poésie. Il y avait malheureusement aussi les difficultés. Le gouvernement grec, qui se débat alors dans des difficultés financières, s'il est favorable à l'idée est bien obligé de calculer ce que celle-ci
coûtera. C'est son devoir et son souci. La date des Jeux est cependant,
contre vents et marées, fixée du 5 Avril au 15 Avril (24 Mars - 3 Avril,
style grec). Le duc de Sparte, heureusement, aide Coubertin de toute
son autorité. Il y croit, lui. On ouvre une souscription publique. Le stade marmeréen de Périclès est reconstruit grâce à un riche Grec nommé
Georges Averoff qui n'attend pas le résultat de la souscription et avance
les indispensables crédits. On commence les travaux en Avril 1895.
On sera prêt pour la date prévue.
A Paris, on fait comme si rien ne se passait, on ignore le mouvement.
Le Comité définitif est cependant créé et Mr de Courcel est son président. L'heure enfin sonne, la plus importante et la plus haute de l'homme
"qui a voulu". Et une fois de plus il faut faire appel à ses Mémoires pour
l'évoquer et la comprendre:
"L'heure enfin sonna où, dans le stade restauré et resplendissant de
blancheur, la foule fut admise à pénétrer et où le roi Georges scella
le rétablissement des Jeux Olympiques en prononçant la formule sacramentelle: "Je proclame l'ouverture des Jeux de la première Olympiade
de l'ère moderne". Aussitôt le canon tonna, un lâcheur de pigeons emplit
le stade de ses vols joyeux, des choeurs entonnèrent la belle cantate composée par l'artiste grec Samara et les concours commencèrent. L'oeuvre
entrait dans l'Histoire. Le Comité formait auprès du prince royal la
pérennité de l'entreprise et le caractère international que j'étais décidé
à maintenir sans défaillance. En face se dressait le nationalisme populaire
grisé par la pensée de voir Athènes en devenir le siège permanant et
recevoir tous les quatres ans ce flot de visiteurs, flatteur et avantageux.
Une opinion déchaînée, un peuple se retrouvant tout à coup devant une
vision vivante empruntée à son plus glorieux passé... (On voit que malgrès la réussite, Coubertin ne perd pas de vue, ne perdra jamais de vue
son idée "internationale").
Les performances n'avaient, bien entendu, abattu aucun record ni
dépassé les résultats attendus. Tout l'acquis, le nouveau de la chose,
résidais dans le fait de la collaboration des différents sports (voici encore
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l'idée qui, ici, est précisée définitivement) mais tout cela était énorme
car tout un avenir en découlerait. Quand je dis que rien de sensationnel
ne s'était produit, il en faut excepter la course de Marathon. Issue
de l'initiative d'un membre de l'Institut de France, Mr Breal qui, dans
son enthousiasme m'avait écrit le lendemain du rétablissement des
Jeux Olympiques qu'il offrait une coupe pour cette épreuve qui dépassait
les audaces de l'époque. C'était une distance énorme - entre 42 et 44
kilomètres - et propre à être jugée déraisonable, même per les techniciens.
Nous avions hésité à créer une telle épreuve, bien qu'elle fut dotée si
glorieusement, dès avant sa naissance, mais il n'était guère possible le
mot prononcé, d'éviter la chose. Les Grecs avaient peu de coureurs. Nul
de nous ne pensait que le vainqueur serait l'un d'eux et surtout un
"improvisé". Spiridon Louys était un magnifique berger vêtu de la fustanelle populaire et étranger à toutes les pratiques de l'entraînement
scientifique. Il se prépara par le jeûne et la prière et passa, dit on, la
dernière nuit devant les icônes parmi la clarté des cierges. A l'entrée
du stade où se pressaient soixante mille spectateurs, il se présenta sans
épuisement et quand les princes Constantin et Georges, par un geste
spontané, le prirent dans leurs bras pour le porter jusqu'au roi, debout
devant son trône de marbre, il sembla que toute l'antiquité hellénique
entrait avec lui. Des acclamations inouïes montèrent. Ce fut un des
spectacles les plus extraordinaire dont je me souvienne. J'en conservait
l'empreinte en ce que, dès lors, je fus persuadé que les forces psychiques
jouaient en sport un rôle bien plus effectif qu'on ne leur attribue; d'autres
expériences ont confirmé cette conviction en moi depuis 1896, mais la
science médicale aidant, une telle vérité démeure obscurcie et l'on n'en
déduit pas encore les conséquences pratiques.
Ce n'est pas pour cela qu'il faille négliger les données scientifiques
de l'entraînement et, à Athènes même, la preuve en fut fournie par un
second épisode. L'Université Américaine de Princeton, où enseignait
Mr Sloane, avait envoyé cinq athlètes de choix. L'un d'eux, Robert
Garett, qui n'avait jamais lancé le disque, s'éprit de cet exercice et y
réussit tellement bien qu'il me communiqua son désir de s'inscrire pour
les preuves olympiques. Il craignait que ce ne fut jugé "prétentieux et
ridicule". Je l'encourageai. Il s'y comporta au point de remporter un
prix. Il le dut à la perfection de sa préparation corporelle générale. Peu
d'années avant j'avais vu un jeune Canadien non cavalier, prendre ainsi
rang parmi les gagnants d'un concours de voltige. Ainsi à côté de la valeur
du psychisme, s'affirmait celle de l'entraînement méthodique général:
données fécondes propre à éclairer la route future.
On voit déjà l'importance de la résurrection des Jeux Olympiques
et le prolongement de celle-ci dans le futur. L'amélioration des perfor68

manees mondiales, qui n'ont cessé de croître, en est une juste preuve.
Sans les Jeux et l'émulation mondiale qu'il créent, croit on que les
différents pays s'intéresseraient en quoi que ce soit au développement de
l'athlétisme et du Sport, on seraient venus aujourd'hui à les considérer
comme essentiels dans l'éducation? Et je voudrais aussi cette citation
de Coubertin qui, par ceci, explique cela:
"Cependant, à travers les provinces et les îles grecques, les petits
garçons, au sortir de l'école s'amusaient à "jouer aux Jeux Olympiques".
Après avoir, pour rire, sauté, lancé des cailloux, ils se formaient en procession et le plus grand d'entre eux devenu grave, remettait aux autres
une branche d'olivier. Ce geste symbolique accompli de nouveau à Athènes, après tant de siècles écoulés, leur rendait un contact inconscient
avec leur grand passé vaguement pressenti. Ce jeu poétique dans les
campagnes divines de la Grèce, fut ma dernière vision de la première
olympiade".
Dernière vision qui eut les prolongements que l'on sait. Première
vision plutôt qui rejoignait celle d'un passé riche en enseignements oubliés. Vision de Pierre de Coubertin qui devient, à travers lui, vision
du monde futur où l'homme prendra, grâce à lui et à cette Grèce qu'il
n'a cessé d'évoquer, conscience de lui-même, de ses possibilités et de
sa valeur vraie.
Et depuis, tous les qutres ans, les rois, les chefs d'Etat lancent la
phrase sacramentelle qui annonce l'ouverture des Jeux. Des hommes
confrontent sur des pistes la valeur de leur corps, de leur esprit et de
leur caractère. L'Olympisme est maintenant vivant malgrès les Balfour
qui disaient, en 1923, que cette petite plante naissante (ou plutôt renaissante) était impropre à vivre. Il y eut aussi tout ce qui tenta d e déformer l'idée, le commerce qui voulut la marier aux expositions universelles, ce qui eut de fâcheux résultats, les hommes qui, ailleurs que sur
les stades, se lancèrent dans de bien déplorables rivalités. L'Eglise catholique, d'abord méfiante, se rallia enfin, par la voix du Pape Pie X,
quand Coubertin réussit à se faire recevoir par celui-ci en 1905.
Et puis, en 1906, à Paris, se réunirent une soixantaine d'écrivains
et d'artistes notoires qui proposèrent au C.I.O. qui accepta la création
de cinq concours d'architecture, de sculpture, de musique, de peinture
et de littérature, pour toutes les oeuvres inédites directement inspirées
par l'idée sportive, ces concours devant être désormais annexés à la
célébration de chaque olympiade".
Cela fut fait mais oublié par la suite. J'ai, pour les Ecrivains Sportifs,
dès que j'en pris la présidence, demandé au C.I.O. le rétablissement de
ces Jeux de l'esprit. J'ai reçu la promesse qu'on les envisagerait pour
la prochaine olympiade, le temps ayant été trop court pour les Jeux de
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Rome. J'aimerais bien qu'on ne perdît pas de vue le rétablissement de
ces concours qui peuvent resserrer un peu plus encore, je le crois, les
liens qui unissent les intellectuels (non, le mot est faux, disons les artistes) un sport sans lequel ils ne seraient pas tout à fait ce qu'ils peuvent être.
Coubertin a voué sa vie aux Jeux. Il faut évoquer sa ténacité, son
travail inlassable, sa foi qui seuls permirent que fut réalisée son oeuvre.
Nous lui devons toute l'organisation générale des Jeux nés dans son
esprit, des besoins de la Jeunesse. La charte et le protocole olympique
sont de lui, comme l'admirable serment de l'athlète dont il eut l'idée
en 1906, comme le cérénioniel d'ouverture et de clôture. Il faut rappeler
aussi que, jusqu'en 1925, il présida personnellement le Comité Olympique
et en assuma seul - vous entendez bien: seul - toutes les charges administratives et financières.
On ne peut entrer dans le détail de l'évolution des Jeux ni dans
celui des actes qui les firent se développer, s'étendre, tels que l'adaption
du Pentathlon, du prix de chasse, pour en arriver à une proposition de
Charte de la réforme sportive. Je reviendrai, dans une seconde causerie
et à travers l'oeuvre et les écrits de Pierre de Coubertin, sur la marche
et la philosophie de son idée.
"Cette oeuvre, a-t-il dit, lorsque je l'ai entreprise, personne d'abord
n'a voulu la comprendre. On a cru à une fantaisie derrière laquelle ne
se cachait aucun dessein pratique et qui ne tenait aucun compte de
l'état actuel du monde. Fait-on revivre les morts? N'était ce pas puéril
et déraisonnable de prétendre rétablir une institution vieille de plusieurs
milliers d'années et dont le souvenir revivait à peine dans les manuels
d'histoire? Mais de pareilles critiques m'ont laissé tout à fait indifférent
parce que je les avais prévues et les considérais tout à fait sans portée.
De toute les forces qui remuent le monde moderne et fécondent sa civilisation, il n'en est pas, à mon sens, auxquelles on puisse se fier mieux
qu'au sport. Car le sport, est une force qui répond à toutes les nécessités
d'aujourd'hui".
Il y eut la guerre. Il y eut d'autres petites guerres. Il y eut la révolution - la Russie par exemple - l'Olympisme, recréé par Coubertin,
passa le cap de toutes les tempêtes. L'idée demeurait jeune mais l'homme,
malgré son amour du Sport, vieillissait. Un jour il songea à la retraite
et à laisser sa place à d'autres, plus jeunes - s'il est possible - plus aptes
par leur âges à la continuer. Il s'en alla en Suisse et y demeura. A Lausanne, en 1932, on fêta son soixante dixième anniversaire, et tous reconnurent alors l'unité de son oeuvre, son harmonie, sa valeur morale
et sociale. Il fut celui qui voulut fonder sur l'individu physiquement
bien dressé, moralement sain, instruit dans la mesure où il peut l'être,
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conscient de sa valeur intellectuelle mais aussi des limites de son savoir,
une vie sociale plus heureuse pour tous dans le cadre de la cité, une vie
nationale disciplinée, consciente de ses buts et, finalement, des rapports
internationaux propres à sauvegarder la paix.
Et, on ne peut songer à lui, sans évoquer le portrait que faisait de
lui, dans le livre du "Jubilé Olympique" Paul Perret:
"Ceux - disait celui-ci - qui ont eu le privilège de le connaître n'oublieront jamais ce Français de belle race, resté étonnament jeune de
corps et d'esprit, malgré le poids des ans qui avait à peine ralenti son
allure souple de sportive. Pour composer le Comité Olympique, qui se
renouvelle par co-optation, il avait fort habilement choisi, dans tous les
pays, les hommes appartenant comme lui, pour la plupart, à la plus
authentique aristocratie. Sincèrement démocrate avec cela - il l'a prouvé
dans toute son activité - il se mouvait avec aisance dans tous les milieux.
Il aimait les gens simples, il savait mieux que personne, susciter l'enthousiasme et l'énergie des jeunes. Entièrement consacré, dans toute la
force du terme, à la grande cause qu'il avait choisie, il en parlait avec
une ferveur continue. Sa parole, élégante et précise, dépouillée de tout
ornement superflu, allait droit à l'essentiel, au joint de la question. Tout
en lui était équilibre, sagesse, élégance et mesure. Mais une volonté intraitable se devinait sous l'aisance souriante, la séduisante simplicité,
le charme prenant de sa personne.
Tel fut Pierre de Coubertin. Tel fut l'homme qui redonna vie aux
Jeux Olympiques, eut cette idée et la fit triompher contré vents et
marées. L'homme n'est plus, mais l'idée demeure, dans toute sa force
généretrice et régénératrice. Les hommes peuvent disparaître - et Coubertin s'éteignit le 2 Septembre 1937, alors qu'il se promenait dans le
parc des Eaux-Vives; à Genève - les grandes idées qui engendrent de la
vie sont plus fortes que la vie même et surtout que la mort. Il a voulu
que son coeur qui s'y était toujours trouvé et toujours retrouvé revint
à Olympie. Il s'y trouve, par sa volonté, dans une urne de bronze scellée
dans une estele de marbre. Un stade, à Paris, porte son nom, alors que
son propre pays lui a disputé des honneurs qu'il n'a pas recherché. Par
sa volonté, par sa foi, il a dépassé les frontières de sa France. Il est bien
devenu l'homme international qu'il voulait être et qu'il demeurera aussi
longtemps qu'il y aura des hommes dignes de le suivre sur la voie qu'il
leur a montrée et qu'il leur a tracée.

PIERRE DE COUBERTIN
Par
PAUL VIALAR
II
L'Homme et son Oeuvre
Dans la première causerie que j'ai consacrée à Pierre de Coubertin,
j'ai montré comment était née en lui l'idée de la résurrection des Jeux
Olympiques et comment, à travers quelles difficultés et quelles incompréhensions, il avait mené jusqu'au bout une tâche ingrate et difficile
qui a eu pour conséquence la promotion de l'éducation physique et du
sport dans le monde.
Je voudrais, aujourd'hui, étudier avec vous l'oeuvre de Pierre de
Coubertin, non pas celle que fut son action, mais l'autre: l'oeuvre de
l'écrivain, car Pierre de Coubertin, homme d'idées, en fut un mais d'une
essence particulière, cette oeuvre contenant le meilleur de lui-même.
Fut-il un grand écrivain? Si on veut le juger d'un point de vue purement littéraire, on répondra qu'avant toute chose il fut un homme qui
réfléchit sur bien des problèmes et voulut mettre ceux-ci, comme sa
pensée, à la portée de tous ceux qu'il voulait toucher. Bien souvent il
sacrifia l'écriture, le style, à la nécessité de s'exprimer, mais toujours il
fut clair, direct, sans fausse littérature et sut dire ce qu'il avait à dire
avec précision et sans ambiguïté. On retrouve là ces qualités "sportives",
d'homme direct et d'action qui manquent trop souvent à des auteurs
eduques différemment et qui, sous prétexte de dire beaucoup de choses
le font sous une forme qui rend celles-ci confuses et inaccessibles au commun des mortels, si tant est qu'elles le soient à qui que ce soit et peut
être à eux-mêmes.
Mais nous ne sommes pas ici pour entreprendre une controverse
sur la création littéraire. Pour moi, celle-ci doit être simple, claire, pure,
pour être durable. Et je suis persuadé que bon nombre d'écrivains du
monde entier auraient intérêt à aborder de face les problèmes littéraires
comme l'athlète aborde ceux de la course à gagner ou du concours dans
lequel il faut être le plus fort. Je crois que le sport, que la vie nouvelle
qui a été celle des hommes à travers une civilisation qui leur a apporté
peut être le confort mais aussi une confrontation avec la machine et
montré la limite de leurs propres possibilités, a été pour beaucoup dans
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la sportivité indispensable qui leur a été, à travers elle, imposée dans
l'épurement de leur façon de voir et partant de s'exprimer, et que l'Οlympisme, admis maintenant par tous et même par ceux qui ignorent
ce qu'il est exactement, a eu une influence primordial sur la littérature
de tous les pays comme d'autres raisons nouvelles (prenons le Cinéma, si
vous le voulez) ont donné un rythme différent à la marche du roman ou
à la vigueur du poème.
Pierre de Coubertin avait toujours songé écrire. En vérité il a toujours écrit. Dès qu'il a commencé à penser il lui a fallu mettre noir sur
blanc afin de les préciser ces idées qui lui venaient. Il n'a pas été un
créateur de fiction mais bien tout le contraire d'un raconteur d'histoire
si celle qu'il a écrite - et même quand il écrivait son Histoire Universelle
- a toujours été un peu le sienne.
J'ai dit dans ma première causerie que Pierre de Coubertin avait
été, à sa manière, une sorte de géant. Il l'a prouvé par son action. Et
son action se retrouve tout entière dans son oeuvre écrite. Celle ci est
riche, en effet, de prévisions et d'enseignements. On y trouve des ouvrages tout à fait divers, ayant trait à l'éducation ou à la sociologie,
ces deux sciences qui ont toujours sollicité non seulement son intérêt
mais on donné un sens à sa vie et aussi comme je vous le disais, d'importants travaux historiques. Oeuvrant de cette manière, Pierre de Coubertin est parvenu, sans doute inconsciemment, à relier le passé au présent,
à faire la preuve de cette "continuité" à laquelle il a cru et qu'il a prouvée nécessaire en redonnant vie aux Jeux Olympiques. Il a regardé vers
le passé mais c'a été pour mieux voir vers l'avenir. Cet avenir, nous en
faisons partie et je regrette que notre reconnaissance ne soit pas à la
mesure de ce que nous devons à l'homme et à l'écrivain.
Dans "Défense du Sport" qui est la revue d'études et d'information
publiée par le comité Pierre Coubertin et qui est en même temps l'organe d'expression de l'Association des Ecrivains Sportifs ce dont je me
loue fort car j'y vois comme un symbole, Mr. Pierre Marie a consacré
une pertinente étude aux textes de Pierre de Coubertin. Je voudrais,
m'appuyant sur celle-ci, non pas la parfaire mais user d'elle en y ajoutant le fruit de mes recherches personnelles et, me servant des textes
de Coubertin, dire ce que fut l'écrivain et surtout ce que l'on découvre
dans son oeuvre.
Il est amusant, je crois, de reprendre chronologiquement la marche
de l'oeuvre elle-même et le rappel des titres des ouvrages ou des conférences faites par Pierre de Coubertin - je ne vous les donnerai pas tous
mais seulement les plus symptomatiques - qui sont comme un graphique,
un feuille de température de sa vie, de son oeuvre, et de l'aboutissement
de celle-ci :
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Pierre de Coubertin nait à Paris, le 1er Janvier 1863.
C'est en 1886 - il avait 23 ans - que paraissent à l'automne, ses
premiers articles sur "l'éducation anglaise" (On se souviendra peut être
de ce que j'ai, dit dans ma première causerie sur l'influence qu'avait eu
Thomas Arnold sur Coubertin).
En 1887: conférence sur le même sujet à la "Société d'Economie
Sociale": discussion sur le rôle du sport dans la vie scolaire, ceci le 18
Avril. Le 30 Août de la même année article sur le "surmenage" dans le
Français et annonce de la fondation d'une "Ligue de l'Education Physique".
1888: Réunion d'ouverture du "Comité pour la propagation des
exercices physiques en France dans l'éducation". But: créer un mouvement sportif dans les lycées et collèges français.
1889: "L'éducation athlétique" (philosophie de l'athlétisme).
1890: Sortie de la "Revue Athlétique" destinée à établir, par une
publication mensuelle, le contact entre sportifs et intellectuels. Un peu
plus tard réogarnisation des Sociétés Françaises de Sports athlétiques.
1891: Rapport sur "le Conseil Supérieur de l'Education Physique",
et en Avril: "L'Athlétisme, son rôle et son histoire".
1892: "Les exercices physiques dans le monde moderne" conférence en Sorbonne suivie de l'annonce du rétablissement souhaité des
Jeux Olympiques.
1893: Après avoir soutenu la thèse que l'action des Grandes puissances à l'égard de la Grèce fut constamment trop tardive, insuffisante ou
négative, il envoie une lettre au Journal des Débats intitulée: "A travers l'athlétisme".
1894: 15 Juin. Le rétablissement des Jeux Olympiques (Revue de
Paris). 23 Juin: en Sorbonne: Rétablissement des Jeux Olympiques
et fondation du Comité International Olympique. 16 Novembre "Le
Neo Olympisme", appel à l'opinion athénienne.
1895: Conférances qui montrent le but "international": La Jeunesse
de France; La question d'Orient; l'Empire Britannique; le Partage de
l'Afrique; l'Extrême Orient.
1896: Avril: "La préface des Jeux Olympiques". Et, à Athènes,
Jeux de la 1ère Olympiade (13 nations, 484 concurrents).
Et ici l'on commence à découvrir le goût de Coubertin pour l'Histoire, cette histoire qui ne va pas, pour lui, sans la rem ise en place,
l'évolution, d'un monde moderne dont, par comparaison, il aperçoit les
défauts et les erreurs:
"La formation des Etats Unis"; "L'évolution française sous la
Troisième République" (Histoire de la France contemporaine, de la
chute de Napoléon III à la chute de Casimir Perier).
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A talk in the amphitheatre which many follow through translations.

The east side of the amphitheatre.

In the distance the broad Alpheus flows by in summer laziness. In between the sun bathes
the smiling vineyards. On the hillock a morning lecture absorbs.

In the morning lecture natural amphitheatre, in the shade of the pines. (1. to r.) : Dr.
Misangyi, Mr. Cl. Palaeologos and Admiral Lappas, Hon. Sec. of the H.O.C.

1897: "L'Amérique Universitaire".
C'est cette année là que se tient, au Havre, sous la présidence do
Félix Faure, le premier "Congrès de Pédagogie Sportive".
1899: "L'urgente réforme" dans laquelle Coubertin veut qu'on
rende au lycée une autonomie qu'il a perdue et, un peu plus tard;"L'éducation en Hollande".
1900: Nombreux articles aussi bien historiques que sportifs, allant
de "Point de vue français sur l'empire Germanique" à "La physchologie
du Sport" Et, début de la publication à raison d'un volume par an et
qui durera jusqu'en 1907 de "la Chronique de France" qui, relatant
les événements français de l'année écoulée, est destinée à faire connaître
la vie et l'évolution de la France dans les grandes universités étrangères.
1901: "Le problème de l'Europe centrale" et des "Notes sur l'éducation physique".
1902: "La force nationale et le sport". "La peur et le sport"; "le
record" et des études historiques.
1903: Institution du "Comité de la gymnastique utilitaire" qui a
pour but de mettre en pratique la nouvelle méthode d'éducation sportive
préconisée l'année d'avant, Comité qui se transformera par la suite en
"Société des Sports populaires". Adjonction du chant choral aux manifestations sportives.
1904-1905: Toujours les Jeux, et le Sport, et aussi l'Histoire, bien
entendu. Fondation de ligues pour le rapprochement de certains pays
(France-Roumanie, 1906). Projet d'un "collège modèle" rédigé sur le
désir de Leopold de Belgique.
1908: C'est la IVème Olympiade. Déjà! 23 nations engagées, 2.184
participants: quel progrès depuis Athènes! C'est alors que parait, en
Octobre, "Une campagne de vingt et un ans" (1887-1908) à la Librairie
de l'Education Physique et "Rien de changé en Angleterre" alors que
1909 nous apporte "Tout est changé en Allemagne" et "Une Olympie
moderne" avec l'institution du Pentathlon moderne.
1910: "Le faux sportsman" un amusant essai "d'après La Bruyère".
Et, en Juin: "L'avenir du sport aux points de vue psychologique, international et démocratique:.
1911: "Sur l'abus du nombre des championnats".
1912: Veme Olympiade à Stockholm (28 nations, 3.282 concurrents).
1913: "Essai de psychologie sportive".
1914: "Le sport et la société moderne".
Il y a alors la guerre, mais Coubertin ne "lâche" pas pour cela "Ceci
tuera cela" oppose le sport à l'alcoolisme. "Le respect mutuel" dont le
titre dit bien ce qu'il veut dire. Et, en 1916: "L'ignorance qui a préparé
la guerre et l'éducation qui assurera la paix".
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1918: "(lo que nous pouvons maintenant demander au sport",
conférence à l'Association des Hellènes Libéraux à Lausanne, et "Lettres
Olympiques".
1919: Préparation et mise au point de "L'Histoire Universelle" à
laquelle Coubertin pense depuis longtemps et qui aura 4 parties. Puis
encore des discours et des conférences sur le Sport.
1920: "Royauté du Sport et moyen de la maintenir" à l'occasion
des Jeux de la VIIème Olympiade (la guerre et sa saignée ont amené
une légère régression" 27 pays engagés au lieu de 28 et 2.741 concurrents seulement).
1923: "Le sport et la colonialisation" et "Une campagne de 35 ans".
1924: Ouverture, à Chamonix, des premiers Jeux Olympiques
d'Hiver (le ski, les sports de neige, ont acquis droit de cité) et, le 5 Juillet,
VIIème Olympiade où, cette fois, 44 nations sont présentes avec 3.385
participants).
1925: "Alexandre le Grand recordman de l'heure." Coubertin retrace
ici l'épopée d'Alexandre et montre qu'il a réussi le plus de conquêtes
en un minimum de temps. Mais s'il s'amuse, il n'oublie pas son rôle
pédagogique, et y revient dans "Le rôle pédagogique de la cité moderne"
et "La formation de l'esprit français" alors que paraissent les 4 volumes
de "L'Histoire Universelle", placée aussitôt dans les Ecoles Normales
françaises.
1927: "Le rétablissement du gymnase grec" conférence au "Parnasse" à Athènes. Et aussi études historiques.
1928: "La medicine sportive et le cas morbide". Puis "La cure
d'aviron". Jeux, en Juillet, de la IXème Olympiade à Amsterdam
(46 nations, 3.905 athlètes).
1930: "La Grèce Moderne"; "Charte de réforme sportive".
1932: "Les assises de la cité prochaine".
1933: "Anthologie" qui est offerte à Pierre de Coubertin à l'occasion
de son 70ème anniversaire par les Comités Olympiques mondiaux.
1935: "Les assises philosophiques de l'Olympisme moderne".
1936: Allocution radiodiffusée adressée aux coureurs d'Olympie
pour les Jeux de Berlin (52 nations, 3.950 engagés).
Et la mort vient, qui prend Pierre de Coubertin alors qu'il se promène dans le parc des "Eaux Vives", le 2 Septembre 1937.
E numération sèche de ce qu'a été son oeuvre jalonnée par les Olympiades. Enumeration voulue car elle dit mieux que tout les préoccupations d'une vie entièrement consacrée à une idée. L'oeuvre a été fonction
de l'idée comme les deux ont été fonction de l'homme, et tous ces titres
mis bout à bout, par ce qu'ils contiennent de préoccupations et de volonté sans faille, expliquent l'importance non seulement pour les sportifs
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mais pour le monde entier, de Pierre de Coubertin.
Et à présent que nous avons suivi à travers toute une vie la marche
de l'homme, de sa pensée, de son action jamais démentie, jamais arrêtée
depuis le premier jour, si vous le voulez bien glanons dans cette oeuvre
ce qu'elle peut nous apporter de meilleur et ce qui peut préciser pour
nous aussi la silhouette que l'âme de ce grand honnête homme qui a
écrit: "On peut ce qu'on veut à condition de le vouloir longtemps". Et
c'est une véritable philosophie sportive qui, vous l'allez voir, va jaillir
des pages nombreuses que nous lui devons, elle s'exprime en pensées,
en aphorismes dont certains devaient figurer au fronton de bien des
stades où la pureté de l'idée devrait primer sur le nationalisme souvent
exacerbé ou l'utilitarisme et le mercantilisme trop souvent promus sous
le couvert du désintéressement.
"Rien ne nous manquerait de ce dont les Grecs se servaient pour
s'entretenir la santé, rien que cette foi intense, ce désir absolu qui les
animait. Quand nous aurons, à notre tour, découvert à nouveau que la
santé étant le bien suprême, l'effort vers elle est de tous le plus nécessaire,
les moyens ne nous feront pas défaut pour y accomoder notre vie et y
subordonner nos autres soucis".
Conseil d'une importance capitale, souligne Mr. Pierre Marie, pour
chacun pris individuellement comme pour sa famille et sa nation et que
l'on a bien tort de ne pas mettre en pratique.
Ce "conseil" date de 1913, des "Essais de Psychologie sportive"
il est suivi de la certitude pour l'auteur que la possibilité d'une plusvalue physique est réalisable non seulement bien au delà de l'adolescence,
mais en plein âge mûr, car la maladie met en quelque sorte le siège devant l'organisme et la principale difficulté que rencontre le médecin
n'est elle pas de faire passer des vivres à l'assiégé? Rien ne vaut les
réserves fraîches que chacun aura sagement apportées au cours de sa
vie virile, aux approvisionnements dont l'éducation et la nature l'avaient muni".
Vérité qui vaut non seulement bien au delà de l'adolescence et de
l'âge mûr, mais bien plus loin encore. Je n'en veux pour témoignage que
l'apparence physique et les possibilités sportives qui sont encore celles
d'un homme comme mon ami Jean Borotra, que je voyais, hier encore,
jouer au tennis sur un court et d'une façon que bien de jeunes lui enviaient. Jean Borotra a mon âge: il est né en 1898, le même mois que moi.
Chaque matin il "fait ses exercices", il entretient systématiquement son
corps. A soixante quatre ans il est capable de tenir trois sets et de bien
jouer encore, comme je le suis moi-même, grand chasseur, de faire dans
les labours, les guerets, les marais, vingt kilomètres chaque jour sans
peiner. Jamais ni lui ni moi n'avons cessé de nous entretenir physique79

ment. Croyez, moi, la méthode préconisée par Coubertin en 1913 est
payante.
Je voudrais, maintenant, cueillir dans l'oeuvre de Pierre de Coubertin
quelques réflexions justement choisies par Robert Hervet ou d'autres:
"Se connaître, se gouverner, se vaincre: beauté éternelle du sport,
aspirations fondamentales du vrai sportif et conditions de son succès".
"L'ordre et la méthode établis par l'esprit réagissent sur le corps
de même que l'hygiène et la tenue physique réagissent sur l'esprit".
Il songe au passé et à l'avenir, et il dit:
"Ne rien détruire de ce qui peut être utilisé; ne rien compromettre
de ce qui été acquis utilement".
Et pourtant il n'oublie pas les habitudes, la routine, qui le paralyseront si longtemps dans son effort et déjà il voit que:
"L'on peut faire tant de choses avec des ressources même médiocres quand on a délibérément rejeté le manteau absurde et pesant des
routines administratives, de la paperasserie, des documents inutiles et
le joug insupportable de ce qu'il appelle "la pédanterie dactylographique".
Mot curieux, sous la plume d'un homme qui écrira tant mais qui
sait sans doute déjà que ce ne sera pas inutilement et que, pour lui,
la dactylographie sera seulement le moyen de fixer sa pensée et de la
faire connaître à ses contemporains.
Et quel homme juste, aussi:
"Il y a entre nos devoirs et nos droits la même disproportion qu'entre
une montagne et une taupinière. C'est pourquoi aucune équivalence ne
peut être invoquée entre les uns et les autres".
N'est ce pas l'esprit du sport qui transparait à travers une telle
parole?
"Le sport n'est pas, ajoute-t-il, un objet de luxe, une activité d'oisif
non plus qu'une compensation musculaire du travail cérébral. Il est
pour tout homme une source de perfectionnement interne éventuel non
conditionnée par le métier. Il est l'apanage de tous au même degré sans
que son absence puisse être suppléée".
"Le sport est le culte volontaire - il souligne bien le mot - et habituel
de l'exercice musculaire intensif incité par le désir du progrès et ne
craignant pas d'aller jusqu'au risque".
"L'athlète moderne a, de par la civilisation trépidante au sein de
laquelle il vit, deux ennemis qui lui sont plus redoutables qu'à ses prédécesseurs: la hâte et la foule. Qu'il se garde. Le sport moderne durera
s'il sait être, du nom que les Coréeens - pauvre Corée déchirée, depuis,
au nom de la lutte des civilisations! - donnaient jadis à leur pays: L'empire du matin calme".
Voici introduite la notion d'équilibre, de santé de l'esprit par la
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santé du corps, elle rejoint la phrase que je citais dans ma première
causerie et dans laquelle Coubertin définissait que "le seul remède contre
les défectuosités techniques de la pédagogie française se trouvait dans
une éducation modifiée, transformée, capable de produire du calme
collectif, de la sagesse et de la force réfléchie". Et c'est toute une vision
de l'avenir et d'un monde futur que déjà il souhaite et dont l'équilibre
dépend, pour lui, de l'équilibre, du calme des humains, calme et équilibre
dont il ne voit l'établissement que par le sport judicieusemet conçu
et judicieusement appliqué.
Et ceci il le dit par une image:
"L'oeuvre que l'adulte doit poursuivre sur lui-même est celle du
sculpteur vis à vis du bloc déjà dégrossi que lui a livré le praticien.
Impossible de modifier désormais la taille de la statue, son attitude, sa
silhouette générale, mais le ciseau, et s'attaquant au détail, le perfectionne peu à peu".
Oui, la perfection vient du travail de l'homme sur lui-même, mais
il faut qu'avant l'homme ait été "pensé", "voulu", conçu comme il
doit être et cette "éducation" est, dès lors, pour Coubertin à la base
de la création d'un monde juste, de la re-crèation de ce monde, qu'il
aperçoit nécessaire, et à laquelle il contribuera par sa volonté de faire
revivre les Jeux et, à travers eux, de donner une nouvelle morale et une
nouvelle raison d'être aux humains, à l'image de celle qui animait et
rendait plus grands les Grecs d'autre fois.
"Pour vous guider et vous soutenir, qu'une triple volonté demeure
en vous: la volonté de la joie physique que procure l'effort musculaire
intensif, excessif même et violent, puis la volonté de l'altruisme franc,
complet, continu... car, sachez le bien, la société prochaîne sera altruiste
ou elle ne sera pas: il faudra choisir entre cela ou le chaos.
Et le calme, le calme toujours:
"L'athlète moderne a, de par la civilisation trépidante au sein de
laquelle il vit, deux ennemis qui lui sont plus redoutables qu'à ses prédécesseurs: la hâte et la foule, citais-je tout à l'heure mais plus loin il
ajoutait: précisément parceque dans le monde nouveau qui se lève, le
sport peut jouer un rôle eminent de progrès et de rapprochement social,
nous le voulons plus pur, plus chevaleresque, plus transparant... et une
fois encore il ajoute: plus calme..."
Il a commencé par penser à son pays: la France. Très vite il a vu
plus loin que ses frontières. Il a pris des contacts partout de par le monde
avec ses pareils et surtout avec ceux qu'il sent pouvoir devenir ses pairs.
Il constate qu'il doit beaucoup à ses amitiés cosmopolites et que cellesci, bien au contraire, ne nuisirent en rien au culte de son propre pays.
Déjà il laisse son regard aller plus loin:
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"Il est deux endroits dans le monde vers lesquels sans cesse ma
pensée me ramène. L'un est cette plaine fameuse où s'étende dans
la solitude des herbes et des nuages, les ruines pieusement exhumées de
la cité qui fut un des foyers les plus ardents et les plus durables de la
civilisation hellénique: Olympie. L'autre est la chápele néo-gothique
d'un collège d'Angleterre où, devant l'autel, sous la pierre unie qui porte
son simple nom, repose le grand Anglais qui s'appelait Thomas Arnold.
Cet aveu est celui de la reconnaissance. J'ai dit, dans ma première
causerie, et citant ici Goubertin je dois le répéter, que sans Thomas
Arnold Coubertin n'eut jamais été Coubertin. Voire? L'idée, son point
de départ tout au moins était là, mais un "Coubertin", combien en
existe-t-il par génération dans le monde? Coubertin, volontairement modeste ne nous le dit pas. Ce n'était pas à lui de le faire. Voici que c'est
à nous de lui rendre justice.
Oui, célébrer les Jeux Olympiques, c'est se réclamer de l'Histoire,
mais c'est aussi faire mieux et voir plus grand et plus loin, vers cet
avenir de l'homme sans lequel il ne peut y avoir d'avenir pas plus pour
les patries que pour tous les habitants du globe. Coubertin sait bien que
si on ne s'est jamais autant visité de par le monde, si jamais on n'a autant "pris contact" et "échangé des vues" si jamais on n'a fait autant
appel aux réunions, aux congrès, aux parlottes, aux banquets et à leur
"chaleur communicative" on ne s'en est pas plus ni mieux pour cela
compris, entre les professions, les consciences et les individus. Et c'est
au rapprochement sur le stade que, tout naturellement, il alloue la
vertu de réunir les hommes. Oui, ici ils lutteront entre eux, mais en même
temps ils prendront la mesure d'eux-mêmes et de ceux qui leur seront
opposés. Ils sauront enfin leur valeur et surtout celle de leur caractère,
leur valeur morale. Ils. se rejoindront enfin en un même culte du beau,
du vrai, de ce qui ne trompe pas ni ne déçoit, car ici victoire ou défaite
sont des éléments constructifs au même titre et forgent une âme mieux
que tous les autres échanges par la vertu de la comparaison et de la
confrontation.
"Les Jeux Olympiques ne sont point de simples championnats
mondiaux, mais bien la fête quadriennale de la jeunesse universelle,
du "printemps humain", la fête des efforts passionés, des ambitions
multiples et de toutes les formes d'activité juvénile de chaque génération
apparaissant au seuil de la vie. Et la devise lui vient sous la plume:
"Citius, Altius, Fortius: toujours plus vite, plus haut et plus fort.
Réfléchissant, faisant retour sur lui-même, il a appris à penser.
Pour lui, la musique et le sport ont toujours été les plus parfaits "isoloirs", les plus féconds instruments de réflexion et de vision, en même
temps que de puissants incitants à la persévérance et comme des "mas82

sages de volonté".
Il se réfugia en lui-même et en sa croyance profonde en l'homme,
mais il sait aussi juger celui-ci:
"Les peuples sains comptent de rares contemplatifs qui, assis au
penchant des montagnes, regardent la vie se dérouler à leurs pieds et
analysent dans le calme le spectacle dont ils sont témoins. Lorsque les
montagnes se couvrent d'une foule de prophètes, d'esthètes, de discoureurs, on doit craindre que la pensée nationnale ne soit gangrenée, qu'
elle ne perde son équilibre et son harmonie. Alors règne le "critique", ce
chambellan de la Médiocrité, qui meuble son cerveau avec les idées
des autres, tue le génie d'un mot et exalte l'insuffisance en deux phrases".
Comme il voyait juste, lui qui devait avoir tant à souffrir des médiocres, des impuissants et des incroyants. Quelle force de volonté il
lui a fallu pour faire triompher, contre ces parasites, son idée qu'ils sapaient de leur mieux, eux qui n'en avaient jamais eu.
De toute ces pensées, auxquelles je me permets d'ajouter certains
commentaires qui les précisent et les replacent dans le temps, jaillit
clairement la philosophie de toute l'oeuvre de Pierre de Coubertin. On
ne peut mieux dire ce qu'il a voulu et ce qu'il a fait qu'en le questionnant
et en recevant de lui la réponse. Et si le reste de son oeuvre complète
ce que j'ai fait ressortir ici, l'essentiel en est déjà dit, et par lui seul.
Il a dit: "J'écris pour demain". Il a fait mieux: il a pensé et agi
pour demain. Et quand, dans "le roman d'un rallié" il fait parler son
héros, c'est lui-même qui parle lorsque celui-ci dit:
"La vie est simple parceque la lutte est simple. Le bon lutteur recule, il ne s'abandonne point; il fléchit, il ne renonce pas. Si l'impossible
se lève devant lui, il se détourne et va plus loin. Si le souffle lui manque,
il se repose et il attend. S'il est mis hors de combat, il encourage ses
frères de sa parole et de sa présence. Et quand bien même tout croule
autour de lui, le désespoir ne pénètre pas en lui...
La vie est solidaire parceque la lutte est solidaire. De ma victoire
dépendent d'autres victoires dont je ne saurai jamais les heures ni les
circonstances et ma défaite en entraîne d'autres dont les conséquences
vont se perdre dans l'abîme des responsabilités cachées. L'homme qui
était devant moi a atteint, vers le soir, le lieu d'où je suis parti ce matin
et celui qui vient derrière profitera du péril que j'écarte ou des embûches que je signale.
La vie est belle parceque la lutte est belle: non pas la lutte ensanglantée, fruit de la tyrannie et des passions mauvaises, celle qu'entretiennent l'ignorance et la routine, mais la sainte lutte des âmes cherchant
la vérité, la lumirère et la justice".
Essayerons nous de pénétrer plus avant dans l'oeuvre de Pierre de
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Coubertin? Parlerons nous en détails du moraliste, de l'historiert, du
pédagogue? Il me semble que tous ces personnages n'en forment qu'un
seul qui était lui et lui seul. Certes il savait être drôle dans ses pastiches
moqueurs, alors qu'il écrivait des "à la manière de La Bruyère" et nous
donnait du faux sportsman une image vengeresse, lui qui connaissait
bien celui-ci:
"Callimatias - c'est le nom qu'il a donné au faux sportsman - estima,
dès le moment que les sports furent à la mode, ne pouvoir y rester étranger. C'est pourquoi il s'empressa d'en adopter les différents costumes et
d'en parler le langage. On le vit dès le matin en tenue de cheval avec des
culottes du dernier modèle, des bottes vernies à se mirer dedans et des
éperons formidables. Il attendait, vêtu de la sorte, un cheval qu'on ne
lui amenait jamais et qu'il eût été d'ailleurs fort embarassé de chevaucher si d'aventure l'animal se fut présenté"... Il le montre aussi, pénétrant dans une salle de sport, parée d'épées, de fleurets, de gants de boxe,
de ballons à frapper: "Il se trouvait alors, toujours avoir à déplorer
quelque foulure, ecchymose, froissement de muscle, en un mot un accident survenu au cours d'un récent exploit sportif dont il s'empressait
complaisamment à narrer le détail"... en réalité il avait constaté que la
tenue de boxe ne lui seyait pas, attendu qu'elle dessinait ses membres
trop grêles et accusait la maigreur de son thorax et des ses bras!! Et
Callimatias, un matin, se voit obligé d'enfourcher un cheval. Il ne sait
s'en tirer. Il sombre dans le ridicule. Et Coubertin termine son portrait
en disant: "On n'entendit plus parler de Callimatias dans le monde
des sports. Mais on rapporte qu'il est maintenant adonné au culte des
arts et sísele de charmantes figurines d'une grâce et d'une élégance rappelant Tanagra. Toutefois personne n'a été encore à pénétrer dans son
atelier".
Moquerie bien détachée et bien légère. Moquerie sans lourdeur et
sans haine, seulement empreinte de ce mépris aristocratique que Coubertin, homme aimant les autres hommes, fussent ils des simples, portait
à tous les trompeurs, à tous les truqueurs, à tous les imposteurs, à tous
les "critiques" capables seulement de vivre et de penser par personne
interposée. Et c'est à cela même qu'on reconnait le créateur, l'athlète,
l'homme viril qui n'est pas un pourfendeur ni un hâbleur puisque il
écrit: "Battez vous le moins possible au physique, mais au moral vous
ne vous battrez jamais assez".
Et c'est maintenant du pédagogue que je veux parler pour finir.
Il y a beaucoup à dire de celui-ci, ne serait-ce qu'à cause de tous
ce qui lui est dû. J'ai expliqué, dans ma première causerie, comment
lui était venu ce goût de la pédagogie à travers Thomas Arnold, l'anglais,
et sans doute, comme n'a dit Seillière, à travers un petit ouvrage destiné
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aux enfants et qui disait ce qu'était la vie des étudiants de Rugby.
Idée simpliste, même, mais en faut il plus pour que, semence jetée au vent,
celle-ci croisse et grandisse pour atteindre à des dimensions que seul
un grand homme peut savoir lui donner. Coubertin eut à lutter contre
la routine, mais aussi contre les parents qui craignaient, pour leurs
enfants, les accidents physiques qui pouvaient se produire lors de la
pratique des sports, contre le corps médical arriéré qui mena contre les
sports scolaires une campagne très violente. On ne voulut pas qu'une
nation, selon la parole malheureuse d'Herbert Spencer, fut composée
seulement de "bons animaux". On invoqua l'esprit, l'intelligence,
jusqu'au jour où les pires détracteurs comprirent qu'il valait mieux
pour eux prendre la tète d'un mouvement irrésistible. Alors on se mit
à rechercher une "culture physique rationnelle" on se targua de "créer
le pur sang humain". On parla, écrivit, discuta, ratiocina, mais pendant
ce temps Coubertin travaillait et suivait sa pensée, simpliste je l'ai dit,
mais simple et nette ce qui était sa qualité.
Pour lui: le sport d'abord, mais le sport "éducatif". Le sport qui
n'est rien en séparé de l'éducation et, cette éducation même, il la voyait
comme le remède à tous les maux quels qu'ils fussent, sociaux ou individuels.
"Les jeux font naître entre les joueurs une émulation salutaire: ils
favorisent une discipline volontairement acceptée et l'habitude de celleci. On a bien souvent parlé des muscles solides que forment les jeux
anglais, mais le caractère des joueurs gagne en solidité bien davantage
et ce résultat est plus désirable que le premier".
Il importe toutefois de distinguer au préalable les jeux simplement
récréatifs des jeux spécifiquement éducatifs, afin de laisser les premiers
à la petite enfance et de recommander les seconds seuls à l'activité des
adolescents.
Pour se livrer aux jeux simplement récréatifs, il ne faut ni beau
coup d'énergie, ni beaucoup de cette agilité interne des muscles qui les
rend capables d'obéir aux commandements les plus imprévus.
Pour se distinguer dans les jeux éducatifs il faut y porter au contraire
cette rapidité du coup d'oeil, cet esprit de décision et d'obstination,
cette force de volonté qui en font une indiscutable école de perfectionnement moral et d'apprentissage social, parceque l'initiative, la persévérance, le jugement, le courage, la possession de soi y sont mises à
contribution sans relâche.
Le jeune homme qui aura longuement pratiqué la discipline corporelle et mentale à cette école se trouvera sans conteste mieux préparé
que tout autre pour cette partie de football agrandie qu'est la vie active
dans le cadre social".
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Ce que je cite ici, je voudrai bien le souligner, date de 1892: Coubcrtiu
n'avait pas trente ans et déjà sa pensée était précise, claire, éducative.
Et quinze années plus tard Coubertin mesure les résultats sociaux obtenus:
"Mes exercices physiques ont introduit la sociologie pratique dans
la sphère intellectuelle de jeunes gens qui n'avaient trouvé jusque là
aucune occasion de s'y exercer. Certes, pour un spectateur peu clairvoyant, les conséquences physiques du mouvement sportif sont d'abord
les plus apparentes, les seules qu'il se plaise à constater de bonne grâce.
Mais c'est là une vue superficielle de la réalité. En escomptant les bienfaits moraux et sociaux plus encore que ses bienfaits musculaires, ses
initiateurs ne se sont pas trompés dans leurs prévisons. Par leurs soins,
la tendance à l'audace, à l'initiative, à l'esprit d'entreprise n'a cessé
de s'accentuer dans les rangs de la jeunesse française et le progrès qu'on
est en droit d'espérer sur ce terrain est encore loin de toucher son terme.
Tout ceci est encore linéaire, mais la pensée se développe avec le
temps qui passe. Il étudie les "Universités populaires" et voit leur
faiblesse alors qu'elles ne visent à rien d'autre qu'à égayer l'existence
du travailleur manuel. Il voudrait plus et mieux et il a raison. Il précise:
"Les étudiants d'une Université ouvrière (qui sont des adultes) n'ont
pas seulement des connaissances à acquérir: il leur faut développer en
eux certaines facultés et se familiariser, en outre, avec ce que l'on pourrait appeler les engins indispensables au progrès intellectuel. Et il rédige une "Charte de la réforme pédagogique" et c'est son étude approfondie de l'Histoire (il écrira et proposera une autre charte, celle de l'enseignement historique",) qui lui permet de voir les choses de haut,
de loin et depuis le passé. Il sait que rien n'est fait encore et que tout
reste à faire. Il s'y attachera jusq'à son dernier soupir.
Et cependant c'est en 1925 qu'au cours d'une conférence de presse,
Coubertin annonce sa démission du Comité Olympique et, en quelque
sorte, sa retraite. Il ne s'en ira pas sans laiser ce qu'il appelle son "testament sportif". La raison de son départ? Il la donne et elle rejoint ce
que je disais tout à l'heure:
"Je veux recouvrir dès maintenant la liberté de mon effort au
service de l'enseignement populaire car je suis persuadé que la société
actuelle ne se relèvera pas des ruines accumulées pas ses ambitions et
ses injustices et que des formes sociales différentes s'imposeront avant
peu; j'aperois, dans la diffusion préalable de la culture, l'unique garantie du progrès général".
Je me retire donc mais je voudrais, vous qui dirigez en quelque
sorte les destinées des sports et surtout de l'amateurisme en sport, vous
mettre un peu en garde contre le mouvement actuel qui semble accuser
une renaissance de ces sports".
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Pendant trente trois ans j'ai combattu pour le sport. J'ai trouvé
des appuis, j'ai noué des amitiés, j'ai rencontré des résistances hostiles.
j'ai dû lutter contre la haine. Mais je suis cependant arrivé à ce résultat
que le Comité Olympique compte actuellement cinquante deux membres
répartis entre quarante et un états d'Europe, d'Afrique, d'Amérique et
d'Asie, qu'il est véritablement mondial et que son autorité n'a jamais été
mieux assise ni plus justifiée.
C'est à vous Messieurs, à bien comprendre votre rôle et à soutenir
le sport dans ce qu'il a de noble et de sain. Il y a eu trois époques, dans
le cours des siècles, où le sport a joué un rôle considérable dans l'ensemble
de la civilisation: dans l'Antiquité par le gymnase grec; au Moyen-Age
par la chevalerie et dans les Temps modernes par la rénovation vieille
déjà de plus de soixante ans.
L'époque grecque fut la plus féconde. La première Olympiade date
de l'an 776 avant Jésus-Christ. Pendant mille deux cents ans, les Olympiades furent célébrées avec une régularité que ne troublèrent guère les
événements les plus graves. Les Jeux Olympiques furent supprimés
par un édit de l'empereur Théodose en 394. Le christianisme vainqueur
voyait en eux une institution paienne. Mais il faut convenir que mille
ans ne se passent pas sans apporter des modifications profondes dans les
moeurs et les coutumes. Le succès des Jeux avait développé la complication et la spécialisation d'où étaient sortis le professionalisme et la
corruption. Le sport renait au Moyen Age et c'est le moment des Jeux
populaires; la paume, la soûle, la lutte. Cette époque, dura deux siècles.
La passion populaire, franche et saine,alimentait les sports. Mais le peuple
fut écarté et détaché et ceux-ci tombèrent en déclin.
Professionalisme d'une part, indifférence de la masse de l'autre,
telles ont été les causes des débâcles sportives dans l'Antiquité et dans
le Moyen Age. Et je vous mets, à l'heure présente, en garde contre le
professionalisme sportif. Il faut à tout prix le combattre. La durée d'un
courant puissant, tel celui qui existe de nos jours, ne peut être assurée
que par l'a propos avec lequel il sera alimenté et entretenu et surtout
par la sagesse avec laquelle on saura parfois le retenir et le restreindre.
Le professionalisme, voila l'ennemi.
Lorsqu'on aura refait de fond en comble cette législation de l'amateurisme, un très grand nombre de problèmes, sans lien apparent avec
cette question, perdront de leur complexité. Il ne sera plus possible à
des dirigeants étrangers au sport de se servir du groupement sportif
comme d'un tremplin propre à assurer la satisfaction de leurs ambitions
personnelles.
Je vous dirai aussi qu'il est indispensable de lier le sport au mouvement social. C'est dans la masse, c'est dans le peuple, que vous puiserez
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les plus grandes ressources sportives. Le peuple joue toujours franc jeu
et se soucie peu des combinaisons professionnelles. N'oubliez pas que
le premier des rouages sociaux sur lequel le sport agit est la coopération
(et il cite Kequipe de foot-ball). D'autre part, la coopération sportivo
fait bon marché des distinctions sociales. Un point par lequel le sport
touche à la question sociale, c'est le caractère appaisant qui le distingue.
Le sport détend chez l'homme les ressorts tendus par la colère.
Que la jeunesse bourgeoise et la jeunesse prolétarienne s'abreuvent
à la même source de joie musculaire, voila l'essentiel. De cette source
découlera, pour l'une comme pour l'autre, la bonne humeur sociale, à
condition qu'elle ne soit pas entachée de professionalisme.
Et il termine disant:
Malgré certaines désillusions, je crois encore aux vertus pacifiques
et moralisatrices du sport. Sur le terrain de jeu il n'y a plus ni amis ni
ennemis politiques ou sociaux, seuls des hommes qui pratiquent un sport
restent en présence.
Voici donc, à travers des textes de sa main, Pierre de Coubertin
peint par son oeuvre. Cette oeuvre écrite a été considérable. Il a existé
pour elle et il existe maintenant par elle. Dans ma première causerie j'ai
montré l'homme à travers son action et comment, pas sa volonté et sa
ténacité, son obstination sportive dans l'idée, il était parvenu à ses fins.
Une oeuvre matérielle est demeurée de lui: le rétablissement des Jeux
Olympiques. De lui il demeure également ce que je viens de résumer
en me servant de ses écrits et qui étaye, construit, fait durer sa pensée.
On l'a vu, Coubertin fut un apôtre, un réformateur pédagogue, un
non-conformiste qui alla de l'avant sans se soucier d'autre chose que
du but à atteindre, un incompris bien souvent mais dont l'oeuvre, en
définitive, a été pratiquement comprise. Un écrivain? Sans doute ne
serait-ce que par certaines des aphorismes que j'ai cités et qui sont toute
sa philosophie, une philosophie du sport très simple, à base d'honnêteté
et d'humanité. Un humain, préoccupé avant toute chose des humains
ses frères pour lesquels il a fait ce qu'il a fait, été ce qu'il a été.
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Ideology and History

THE OLYMPIC IDEA
Three Talks
by
Prof. CARL DIEM
Rector of the Sporthochschule of Cologne
I
THE OLYMPIC IDEA AS MORAL CHALLENGE
The ancient Greeks had no need to draw up a statute for the Olympic Games defining their meaning and purpose.
Sport was something "inborn" in them, inborn for as long as the
sea had borne ships for the sailor or the earth crops for the farmer, or
the mines metals for the smith.
Nonetheless they marked a beginning — the beginning of human
culture. Its symbol was the Titan Prometheus, who plucked down fire
from heaven for mankind. To personify the supernatural origin of the
Games which seemed fitting to their religious instinct, they made Hermes
the founder of the school of wrestling (Palaestra), and said that the first
men had exercised there "in mud" (Pelos). This was perhaps "soft
ground" or "maltho" like that in the training-ground at Elis. In Chapter
16 of his book on gymnastics Philostratos gives the following reason for
this form of physical exercise: - "Because gymnastics makes bodies fit
and strong". A very rational 'reason for this form of training is thus
given. In what way a regularly recurring gymnastic festival then came
into being, is a question much discussed and entangled in every sort of
contradiction. We take the oldest account from Homer. His writings
may be placed somewhere in the 8th century B.C., although they profess
to be an historical account of the Trojan war. According to Schliemann's
archaeological findings, this war and the destruction in which it ended
may be dated about 1200 B.C.
The heroic poem "The Iliad" describes with splendid verse and
accurate sporting knowledge a festival in which the leaders of the besieging Greeks took part. It was organised by the greatest of them,
Achilles, on the occasion of the heroic death of his friend Patroclus, who
had fallen in combat with the Trojan hero Hector.
This sports-festival was thus held as a form of mourning, and indeed it was not the only instance; there are others, of which the saga
tells:"But come, hold funeral for thy comrade with games"(XXIII, 646)".
The Olympic Games too were a festival for the dead. They were
in honour of the ruler of the region, Pelops, who gave his name to the
whole peninsula and is said to be buried in Olympia. So Pausanias t e l l s
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us, and excavation at the spot he described revealed a tumulus with
an entrance, thus proving that the theory had a historical core. But
games dedicated to gods had to he of divine origin too. Hence there is
no lack of legends. Kronos himself, the father of Zeus, is said to have
founded the games. Pindar names Theban Heracles as their originator
- Pindar having himself been born in Thebes. Pausanias, on the other
hand, picks another Heracles - him of Ida, in Crete. Then we learn the
names of several renewers of the games - Clymenes of Crete, Endymiori
of Elis, Pelops, Amythaon, Neleus, son of Poseidon, after them Theban
Heracles, and lastly Oxylus, son of Heracles, who is said to have brought
his family to the Péloponnèse.
From this we can see that we have to do with a festival of great
antiquity. It was shrouded in legend and story. It was celebrated in
the pious belief that youthful contests were not a profane pastime, but
agreeable to the gods. They were part of the divine service, beginning
and ending with prayer and sacrifice. Participation was an honoured
right and an honoured duty. Victory ranked as the gift and favour of
the gods. In doubtful cases the holy oracle was consulted. The Pythia
of Delphi was held to be the voice of Apollon, she personally influenced
the form and meaning of the great festivals, and especially of the Olympic Games..
From her originated the four-year cycle of the Olympic Games, to
which the other festivals conformed. (They had at first had eight-year
cycles, and later two-year cycles as at Nemea and the Isthmus). In
the Greek language four-year and two-year cycles are called fifth-year
and third-year respectively. For the former the expression "Olympiad"
was used, but this did not stop them applying it on occasion to the
Games themselves, as did the poet Pindar. If Games took place in contravention of the rules, the legal supervisors of the. law-giving district
(at first probably Pisa, and after its destruction up to the end of the
Games, Elis) declared them an Anolympiad, i.e. a non-Olympiad. This
happened, for example, to the Games which the Roman Emperor Nero
postponed for two years in order to be able to take part in them himself.
It was the Ekecheiria which played the most important part in the
consecration of the Games. It made them a Festival of Mankind, and
still lends them to-day the impress of a holy purpose. When King
Iphitos of Elis was hard-pressed by revolt, civil strife, and plague, he
asked the Delphic Oracle what he should do, and received this answer:
"Protect your native land; keep it from war;
make friend with all the Greeks;
so long as you do this the year of joy will return to your Festival"
A consecration indeed! By virtue of it the whole region of Olympia
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was dowered with perpetual peace, and became rather like Switzerland
to-day. This peace was observed, though piety alone secured it, and
not force. Whenever it was infringed, as for example when Spartan
soldiers once entered the precincts of Elis, or when an Athenian traveller
was robbed on the way to Olympia, the States concerned were punished
by heavy fines. Until they paid up they were not allowed to take part
in the Olympic Games, nor could they receive a reply if they consulted
the Pythian Oracle in Delphi.
This is the same Oracle which framed humanitarian rules for warfare between the Greeks. Greek prisoners must not be sold as slaves;
fruit-trees and water-mains were not to be destroyed in conquered towns,
etc.
Contrast these rules with the inhumanity of war in the present-day
world.
The radiance of a higher humanity flooded the Games, and made
them immortal. But they focussed attention on another universal human
aspiration too. The Olympic and later the three all-Greek Games were
"wreath-bearing" and therefore sacred. That is to say the victors received none of the usual costly prizes, such as golden bowls, silver cups,
bronze tripods, expensive weapons, swords, shields, greaves, armour,
perfumed oil, painted earthenware, vessels, cloths, carpets, horses,
mules, water-jugs, the flesh of sacrificial animals, pots of barley - and
occasionally a lovely slave-girl too.
No thought of material gain must cloud the brow of the victors in
the sacred Games. They received the symbol of honour alone - a wreath
from the olive-tree in Olympia. Once, when the custom had been forgotten, it was revived at the express command of the Delphic Oracle for
the VIth Olympiad. The custom has survived in the holy wreath of Catholic church ritual. In Delphi it was a laurel-wreath, in Nemea a wreath
of ivy, in the Isthmus a beech-spray; sometimes plants were given which
were thought to have healing powers or to confer hardiness (resistance
against winter).
The victory-ode ranked as the highest distinction, and the poets
of the age felt called upon to compose it. In these odes the Olympic
Idea appeared in a durable raiment of words. "Queen of Truth" Pindar
baptised it in the VIIIth Olympic Ode. It is the contest in which before the eyes of all beholders, under rules applying to all, in the same
conditions, with the same period of acclimatisation, after living and
training together, victory is decided impartially and beyond all doubt.
The judges are instructed together with the athletes, sworn-in, trained,
boarded and lodged with them. They are active sportsmen like the runners, at the start, and this is why Pindar never wearies of praising the
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victors. His "Fame shines afar". He is "the high peak for all men",
"Pinnacle of fortune"! So it goes on up to Cicero and Horace: "Bear
the palm up to the gods" (Oly I, 95, 103; Isthm. VI, 13; Oly. VII, 10
I, 1, 3).
Not only victory but thorough training too was worthy of honour.
The judges and training-leaders of Elis had the right to award a wreath
to the athlete who had trained best.
These wreaths were only a loan-award, which the crowned athlete
after receiving it, wore in the temple of Zeus, until he returned home.
There he was led in triumph to the city temple, where he laid his wreath
down on the altar of God; for it was God who had given him the strength
for victory, and his muscles had been steeled in strife with the fellowsportsmen of his native city.
Victory thus belonged to his native land, to his friends, to the gods
and so it was for century after century, for more than one-and-a-half
millenia with hardly a break!
A holy place where men strove without weapons, where the idea
of Eternal Peace woke anew every four years; where those who were engaged in bloody struggle met as friends, where even in the memorialtablets no distinction was made among the deeds of the past.
What a pious discipline, practised by all simply because it appealed
to all! Youth acquired it from those of mature age, and the old were the
guardians of tradition. An entire people met together after travelling
and wandering from afar, as Mohammedans do to-day to Mecca, and
Christians to Rome, and Buddhists to the places where their Founder
dwelt.
Not only did visitors have before their eyes the sacred spring of
life in the throng of competitors, an impression which anyone may feel
who experiences the Olympic Games to-day, but they also heard the intellectual elite of their people, and saw face to face at the lectures for
which people gathered together in the Altis. These lectures were delivered from the top of the steps of the Opisthodomos to the surrounding
crowd. We know what great men showed themselves there, such as
Miltiades, the victor of Marathon, whose helmet was found in the course
of our excavations, Themistocles the victor of Salamis, philosophers
and artists of all ages, from Cheiron and Thaïes (who both died in Olympia) to Plato, poets such as Simonides and Euripides, artists such as
Phidias and Aethion, and writers such as Lucían, who claimed to have
been there eight times. Similar lectures were also held at Elis in the
period of preparation. Herodotus read the nine books of his history from
the temple of Zeus, and it was here that Thucydides conceived the idea
of his research into the causes and effects of the Peloponnesian War.
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In the temple of Hera. The ceremony of the sacred Olympic Flame.

Prof. Carl Diem (left) and Dr. O. Misangyi listen with approbation.

The Curator, Prof. Diem and Dr. Misangyi enjoy a visit.to the sea shore.

Sophists spoko from here, poets sang their verses, scholars announced
their theses. High politics were carried on here, and treaties were sworn
between States. On the occasion of the 114th Olympiad (324 B.C.)
Alexander the Great announced peace between the Greek States, thus
demonstrating his supreme lordship over them.
In the year 97 A.D. (219th Olympiad) the Cynic Philosopher Dion
Chrysostom delivered from this pulpit his 12th Olympic Address, consisting the most comprehensive statement of the meaning of the Olympic Games, and of their importance for education. This is an indication
that in the first century of the Christian era sport was still asserting
its value in the intellectual worlds and that we are not entitled to generalise from isolated condemnations such as those of Euripides and
Plato. His contemporary Apollonius of Tyana, the Great Magician, is
said by Philostratus (Vita Apollonii IV, 31) to have aroused equal
admiration in the audience by his Olympic Addresses; so much so that
the Spartans awarded him the freedom of their city. He is said to have
lectured on wisdom, courage, self-control, and all the virtues.
You see that there was already an "Olympic Academy" in Olympia
in those times, and that we are the attempt at a modest but necessary
successor.
They taught laws of humanity here, which were not only binding
upon all Greeks, but attractive to them. They taught laws of justice,
valid for all contestants, laws of unselfishness and contempt for shallow
profit, laws of solemn obersvance which bound together a whole people
and other contemporaries into a cultural unity. Is there not here an
achievement and a tradition of astounding moral force?
A merciful history offered us Coubertin, who was at the same time
philosopher and teacher, historical researcher and psychologist, a teacher
and a researcher in gymnastics and in sport. He was a talented speaker
and a fluent writer, a tireless and inspiring campaigner for a new education for the human race. But above all he was a moral prophet, nay
more, a pattern and a teacher of morality. He gave an example of selfsacrifice, even to the sacrifice of his fortune. This he did with a deliberate aristocratic pride, when it was needed.
Love of peace and respect for life were the mainsprings which drove
Coubertin to the idea of reviving the ancient Olympic Games. He travelled to Greece in order to dedicate himself to the task on the spot. He
tells us that long before the plan had taken clear shape in his mind, the
excavations which Germany had undertaken on the site of this "city
of dreams", this "factory of life-force" had made him ask himself "Why
should not France restore this ancient glory, once again?" This thought
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was decisive in leading him from the paths of musing to creative action.
Others had cherished similar thoughts. The name of the Olympic, Festival had long flitted through the minds of thinkers. The Italian doctor
Mercurialis mentioned it briefly in 1562; the French doctor Petrus Faber
gave a description of the antique Games in his book "Agonist icon"
in 1500; the German popular poet Hans Sachs speaks of them with sure
knowledge about 1545. In England about the same time the English
dramatist Thomas Kyd (1588-1594) speaks of "Olympian sports". A
little later an English lawyer called Robert Dover won the approval
of King James the First to found in south-west Warwickshire the Cotswold Games; a development from ancient animal-baiting pastimes, these
English Olympic Games were intended for the participation of all classes, nobility, middle-class and peasants. On the death of the founder
they were interrupted by civil war; after the Restoration in 1660 they
were resumed, but soon petered out. They comprised an abundant
sporting programme with a wide variety of popular exercises and dances.
From the name was handed on like a relay-baton down to Duke Leopold
Friedrich Franz von Dessau, the patron of Basedow, who between 1772
and 1779 instituted annual "Olympic Games" near Worlitz on the 24th
of September, in honour of his wife. Similar games were held not far
from there in the Herrenhuter School near Niesky (Dresden), and finally
in Greece itself. There one of the Freedom Fighters of 1821 named
Zappas financed a building near the Panathenean Stadium for Olympic
Games and also for competitions in folk-art. Competitions in sport,
intellectual matters, arts and crafts were held. King Otto Ist distributed
the prizes. The victors received olive branches of an entirely Olympic
kind, but also money-prizes, not-at-all of an Olympic kind. There was
a repetition in 1875, but nothing permanent was achieved.
Coubertin had to come. He it was who transformed the fundamental conceptions of antiquity, clothing them in a guise suitable to the new
age and lending them the nobility of a loftier spiritual content.
He realised that the first necessity was to secure the participation
of all peoples and all modern forms of sports. For the peoples of the world
were now much more closely knit together and had got to know each
other better; they were trying by various international encounters such
as world exhibitions to effect comparisons among themselves. Everywhere the same needs, the same desires, the same standards of judgement
were to be encountered. A moral affinity had thus arisen which could
guide international rivalry along the path of peaceful comparison.
Coubertin knew that the gradual spread of sport all over the world
excluded the idea of a permanent fixed location for the festival, and that
a variable location was appropriate to the standardisation of rules,
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which was under way. It also seemed fair that the various climates and
seasons and heights above sea-level should balance one another ont
through the successive changes of location. So he proposed the third
important deviation from antique usage. In this way he avoided disagreement and harvested the influence of various cultures upon the
character of the Games. The whole world felt that it belonged to them.
The cycle of locations thus repeated itself over a longer period of time
for the participating territories.
The Olympic palette was more multi-coloured than it had been in
the ancient world, and each new festival attracted new countries. The
newcomers might be distinguished by a turban or some external sign.
But though at their first appearance they seemed inexperienced and shy,
at their second they were already habituated to things and absorbed into
the general unity.
While preparing the first Olympiad of modern times at Athens in
1896, Coubertin also made acquaintance with difficulties which since
then have multiplied. Collective sports-festivals have indeed since then
become a matter of course. But on the other hand every form of sport
has its own association and its own bureaucracy. There the sense of
community stops short; particular interests begin, and the fight for
them is carried on with no regard for the good of the whole. Alongside
this are national interests. When an Olympic Committee smells a success,
it tries by all means to put the event in question on the programme.
The various forms of sport struggle among themselves for new
events, each wanting to have as many medals to distribute as possible.
The Olympic programme suffers from a disease which in men is known
to medicine as elephantiasis. Meetings have been called to reduce the
programme, but thanks to compromises and outside agreements they
have all ended in increasing it.
Coubertin's conception of the International Olympic Committee as
a circle of completely independent friends of sport, owing allegiance
only to the Olympic Idea, and rich enough to bear the costs of membership from their own pockets, was right at the start but has subsequently
been stifled by the decline of idealism. Only a part shows this independence. Another type of member feels himself to be the representative
of the interests of his country, accepts his assignments from it, and even
submits his intended attitude to the sports authorities of his country.
Nothing remains in this situation but to "make the best of it" and
to trust to the inner health of the Olympic Idea.
Let me close with a general reflection on the festival. In a festival
one rises above existence and steps outside everyday life. The mind is
liberated from physical compulsion, the body relaxes from toil, the heart
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is freed from the cares of the day. It is a weapon of the human spirit
against fate.
To celebrate a festival means to cast a collective thought in a visible form. Man demonstrates thereby his free will and his artistic power.
He proves to himself that he is stronger than fate.
The essence of the festival is form. It is not joy in itself, but the
ceremonial shaping of joy. To create form means at once to shape and
to limit. One builds a festival upwards and out. At the same time one
gives it a firm framework as its boundary. A site for the festival comes
into existence only when it is not merely chosen but also defined. It is
necessary to limit its size in such a way that the participants can be
accommodated and yet the framework remain intact; the festival does
not brim over its banks, flood away, and dissipate itself. The same is
true of time. It too must be chosen and limited. In fixing the spatial
limit the number of spectators and the range of human contacts are
decisive - that is the distance within which people can see and be aware
of one another. In the same way the length of the festival is fixed by
the law of spiritual concentration. A festival can only last as long as
spiritual stamina allows, and errors made in this respect take their
revenge.
The same is true of repetition. When the interval of time is too
short one festival kills the next. Such reflections are necessary in the
age of the entertainment industry and of lust for profit, an age when
entrepreneurs at all levels, including local administration, are keen to
make money out of festivals, and particularly out of sports festivals.
The content of a festival has to be shaped. The human instruments
to this end are adornment of the participants and of the locality, attractive buildings, colours, flags, flowers, light, fire, smoke, exhibition,
bodily movement, dance, speech, song, music, dramatic events, food
and drink.
The rising of the human spirit above its fate is noteworthy if it
occurs only once; the capacity for repetition shows that whatever may
later lie in store, the idea of the festival has shown itself stronger than
fate.
The time interval is fixed in the certainty that with such a scale
of values the future can and will always be mastered. By so doing one
lifts one's relation to fate, and that means to God, into the sphere of
solemnity and religion.
Such festivals are not merely an announcement of community, they
are a source of strength to that community. In them the feeling of belonging together is strengthened. A solemn excitement possesses the
participants and elevates their mood. Man bows before the annunciation
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of his thousandfold kinship. It is a moment that takes one's breath away
when in the Olympic Games the teams from nearly a hundred nations
enter the stadium.
The mere fact that a ceremony looks back over a period of time, and
that it was not merely capable of repetition but actually repeated, gives
it a certain consecration.
The rhythm of repetition obeys a secret law. The history of this
festival in both classical and modern times has shown how very right
this rhythm is, and how apt to raise expectations to the highest pitch
and to gather all the world's strength in the festival. It has also shown
that the interval must not be so over-stretched as to lose the sense of
continuity.
The revival of the Olympic idea is in itself a festival. The genial
creative achievement of the French philanthropist Pierre de Coubertin
is in no way diminished by having been in the air for centuries. The
thought of the ancient festival was never lost, but was handed on as
a mere word from mind to mind; only under Coubertin's breath did it
flare up to a bright flame.
II
THE OLYMPIC IDEA AND THE FELLOWSHIP OF MANKIND

by
Dr. CARL DIEM
Sport is an expression of the social instinct as well as of the urge
to movement. Both aspects are among the spontaneous and inherent
characteristics of all living things. But man alone is endowed with reason
and free-will. This endowment makes possible, and hence sets before
him as a duty, the task of controlling this instinct by reason, and indeed
of striving thereby towards self-perfection.
Towards what a perfection, the Olympic Games have shown us.
They are one of the most precious blossoms on the tree of human fellowship. In them man clearly lifts himself above the community life of
animals, which has its instinctive rules too, and its periodicity, but is
strictly limited by inherited impulses, and does not permit us to discern
any shaping by the conscious will.
The previous (first) lecture was an attempt to demonstrate the
moral challenge which this implied. It discussed the forms in which
the Olympic Games had developed, and deduced the nature of a Festival as a form of human self-expression. How it looked in classical times
we can imagine if we study the representation of a procession 160 m.
long in the frieze of the Parthenon on the Acropolis at Athens. The
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sculptor is Phidias, that same Phidias who carved the portrait of Zeus
here in Olympia, and whose drinking-cup we can see here with his mark
of ownership engraved, by himself upon it. We can read a description of
such a festival in the travel-author Pausanias, who wandered through
the grove here 1800 years ago. Then we can also feed our imagination
with a lively description by the novelist Heliodor, not indeed of the
Olympic but of the Pythian Games. The author lived in the third century A.D. He wrote the first pirate-story which in the history of literature
has been much imitated. In it he shows us everything that made such a
festival picturesque.
He begins with the entry of one of the sports-teams accompanied
by their fellow-countrymen in traditional costume, leading 100 sacrificial animals. Two choirs of prettily-adorned girls with bare legs and
shoulders and loosely flowing hair moved among the shepherds and the
walking and mounted athletes, bearing vases of frankincense and plates
of sacrificial cakes. Musicians came between them playing flutes and
and double-flutes. The choirs of girls sang an alternating song. "The
choirs were so perfectly harmonious and matched, and their bearing
was so well suited to the melody, that the eyes of the spectators were
distracted by their ears from all else that was to be seen, and they followed the entrance of the girls as though drawn out of themselves by the
sound of their singing." There were 50 riders and 50 foot-athletes in
the Thessalian team, shining with beauty. The horses were decked with
silver and golden bridles, and with medals on head and brow. The men
were bare-headed, but had purple cloaks with amber buckles over their
shoulders. The most handsome of all was the "Chef de Mission", himself
an active athlete and the best middle-distance runner in his country so superbly built and thoroughly trained that the priestess called to
distribute the prizes promptly fell in love with him.
That makes your mouths water; though whoever has epxerienced
the indeed impressive entry of the modern Olympic teams will admit that
part of them does not enchant at first sight.
But the magic did not die with the collapse of classical civilisation.
Despite the interval of one and a half millenia it has endured to our time.
Because of that magic we are gathered here to-day. It is our task to build
the Olynlpic Festival, and to build ourselves too, in such a way that
its influence will stretch imperishably into the future.
The magic lies, as we have just heard, in the inspiring culture of
the men of that time, in the moral force of the Olympic Idea - and in
the social instinct of man. This instinct unites him characteristically
with his fellow-sportsmen, creates among them an ethic of their own,
and finally bestowes the culmination of the Olympic Games, returning
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(in Coubertin's words) with astronomic accuracy.
Nature therefore makes use of opposing faculties in society. The
"unsocial sociability of man", i.e. his tendency to form societies, but to
assert himself m society-will be encountered in Olympic history up
to to-day.
The outstanding discussion of the problem of the social instinct
is that by Aristotle in the first Book (2nd Chapeter, line 1253). Man is
a more social being "than any bee and any animal that lives in swarms
or herds". His argument in support of this assertion is the gift of speech,
for Nature makes nothing in vain. Speech is there in order to point out
what is useful and harmful, just and unjust. "But the collective nature
of these ideas was the foundation of the family and the state" and in
my opinion of sport and the Olympic Games too. I hope you won't
interject that the only exception to this natural law is the use I make
of the gift of speech.
The social nature of sport has two roots. One is the power that a
spontaneous activity arising from an identical urge has to bind people
together; the other arises from the fact that it is carried on in public,
and is therefore subject to rules.
Any happening which people share in common, which enriches their
fund of experience, whether gay or sad, gives them a feeling of belonging
together. It may be a disaster suffered together, the fear of death, the
hardship of war, family joys or family sorrows. Yes, there is a selfdefence in collective mourning, which even among sensitive people
often expresses itself in a joyful festival, as one occasionally finds at
funerals, and also at the death of heroes. We thus know that death too
can be one of the causes of such memorial celebrations. "Mortis causa"
was the laconic roman description of such sport-filled ceremonies. I
have already quoted the lines from the 23rd canto of the Iliad (XXIII,
646). There are other similar references. Hesiod also reports it to us.
We know of 35 heroes to whom sports ceremonies were dedicated. In
my "World-History" I have devoted 14 pages to the "Epitaphioi Agones" whose organisation Plato included in his Laws. The custom appears
in the earliest vases, and even on cave-paintings. It manifests itself
unmistakably in four continents around the earth. In Europe as late
as the 1st century A.D. it was still associated with a sacrifice to the dead,
a thing in which the Greeks of Plato's time were already unwilling to
believe.
The deeper meaning of the sporting funeral ceremonies which include the "sacred" all-Greek ceremonies and many others, is a salutation to life. Youth striving by the funeral bier acquired the powers
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of the departed, grew strong in recalling the dead, and carried his qualities on into the future. As a symbol of this the eternal fire was kept
burning at Olympia, and the victor in the sprint had the privilege of
kindling it, in the name of his generation here beside us on the altar
of Zeus.
Anybody may experience the binding force of sport clearly in his
own sport-club. Unlike war and military service, which deal with matters of life and death, this peaceful collective pursuit has an atmosphere
of release from care. But alike in both is the feeling of power, which
strengthens the bonds between men, in contrast may be to the feelings
obtained in a hospital ward. Alike too is the sense of radiant courage in
the face of danger. There are enough forms of sport - from ski-ing,
mountaineering, and gliding to boxing, football and hockey - carrying
danger to limbs and even to life. They are the kind of dangers in the
face of which one relies upon skill, speed of reactions, and ability to
endure pain. There is a collective forment implicit in this psychological
situation.
Where sport takes place in natural surroundings it generates a
shared romanticism, a romanticism fearless and delighting in action.
Where it calls only for athlete achievement, there is a ruthless collective
urge to perfection.
The area of influcence of sports contests extends beyond thé competitors themselves. The symbolic value of sport lies in its public character
as a trial of youth's strength. Its performance affords a clue to the virility of a people. One may doubt the validity of the clue, but that does
not alter the fact that wherever sport is practised it is looked upon in
this way, even in these quarters which reject it as trifling. It is naturally not a proof of attainment in all departments of life, but the great
German poet Friedrich Schiller as a young doctor once said "all human
perfection is gathered together in the improvement of the body".
Thus clubs and associations for all forms of physical exercise have
come into being.
In 1608 King James II of England founded the first golf club. The
first yacht club came into being in Cork (Ireland) in 1720. In 1814
the Pugilistic Club was founded in London with the particiapation of
Lord Byron and other members of the nobility, but also of some good
professionals. In 1816 the first gymnastic club came into being in Hamburg, and in 1839 the first Belgian gymnastic club, but only in 1848 the
first attempt at a regional gymnastic association. Only in 1860 was the
foundation-stone of the German Gymnastic Association laid in Coburg,
the formal foundation coming another 8 years later. Before this in 1859
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came the first polo-club in the Anglo-Indian Army and the first Rugby
Club "Old Blackheath Football Club". In 1863 came the first Athletic
Club (Mincing Lane) in London. In 1871 the German and Austrian Alpine Clubs joined forces. In 1883 came the first Sports Association, the
German Rowing Association.
On 23rd June 1894 Coubertin founded the International Olympic
Committee in the lecture-hall at the Sorbonne. This marks the beginning of that world-organisation of sport, which in 1962 was able to
welcome the 100th National Olympic Committee into its fold - only
four less than the number of member-states in UNO.Meanwhile individual
sports associations have been formed for all the forms of sport which
are played internationally, with the IOC as the connecting body. From
time to time the attempt has been made to found a special international
sports-league, but it did not last long in the artificial lung, since the
Olympic Games have become the universally-accepted festival and on
Coubertin's suggestion all kinds of international congresses have also
come into being. A proposal by the Russians to create such a league
and to reform the organisation of the IOC has up to now encountered
overwhelming rejection.
III
THE OLYMPIC IDEA AND THE PRESENT-DAY REALITY
The Problem of Amateurism

by
Dr. CARL DIEM
What gives us the right to call our world-festival the Olympic
Games? Some know-betters have appeared who have contested it. The
fact remains that they were revived under this name in 1894, and the
man who revived them believed he would be able to re-create their
essential features.
He was a very conscientious historian. Nothing lay further from
his nature than the usurpation of a consecrated name for an unconsecrated undertaking, in the way, for example, that the publicity agents
of a town much visited by tourists wanted to organise a "Music-Olympiad.
It was not easy to dissuade them from this advertisement, until they
were finally induced to believe that although there had been a lot of
art at Olympia there had never been an art-competition. In the Pythian
Games, on the other hand, there had been such competitions, but a
"music-Pythiad" did not seem to them to be sound publicity.
No, Coubertin believed that under this name he would be able
to quicken the spirit of Olympia again. He though he could restore the
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equilibrium of Greek culture and attain once more that harmonious
human development which he had observed in a few educational establishments in England, the Public Schools on the pattern of Rugby, where
the spirit of the teacher Thomas Arnold still lived, and in the universities
of America, where among others the physical educationist, doctor, and
sculptor McKenzie (Pennsylvannia) was active. One other point; he was
patriot enough not to suffer from the defective humanity which pure
intellectualism had caused in the French schools. The aim which he set
himself in his life was to "rebroncher la patrie".
The Olympic Games to which he aspired were to be, like those
of old, a clarion call to the nations, the teachers, and above all to you.
"Begin in the schools" Goethe had advised 70 years before, when he
was trying to spread the sport of archery. Coubertin's warmest endeavour,
in which he collaborated with his learned friend the Benedictine Father
Didon, Director of the College d'Aréneil was therefore to promote gymnastics in schools and give them a sporting content, as we had to do in
Germany too. One has to think oneself back into the ignorance about
sport of that decade in order to assess the full boldness of the plan.
It did not escape his keen eye that the revival of antique sport
depended upon success in renewing its moral outlook. Blocking this
goal lay the hyena of materialism, snuffing future business in boredom
and empty-mindedness, and ready then as now to fight the Olympic
Idea to the death.
But Coubertin too wasted no time in putting his lance into action.
Ho began in November 1892 by calling a conference in the Sorbonne;
he linked it with a cross-country run in which he and Didon took part
at the head of the schoolboys. He invited two scholars of repute, the
classical philologist Bourdon and the mod ieval historian Jusserand
(whose book is still authoritative today). He himself spoke on modern
times, and announced his plan for the Olympic Games. None of the listeners understood him, but they applauded.
He came to the heart of the matter; the Games were to be only
for amateurs of sport. For there were already professional - wrestlers
boxers, strong men, frequenters of fairs etc. There were also the men
with whom he was to have a bitter encounter in the 1900 Olympic Games the "Managers" - the people who made a business of sport.
Such sports clubs as there were had no contact with one another
because there were no common tasks linking them. In particular the
different forms of sport still lacked links with one another, partly because it was believed that training should be restricted to a few special
exercises for each sport, and that any other form of exercises was harmful to performance. In this narrow-minded atmosphere other barriers
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were going up, and especially social barriers.
Therefore he called the Foundation-Congress for June 1894. He did
so shortly after his return from a second study-visit to the U.S.A. The
venue was again the Sorbonne. He gave it the theme "Unification of
Amateur Rules". Right into the wasps' nest! The first seven items on
the agenda dealt with problems of amateurism; improbably as no 8,
in small letters, stood "Concerning the possibility of reviving the Olympic Games". In a second invitation to the Congress he took as his heading "The Problem of the Olympic Games" but the order of the points
on the agenda remained the same. As expected, much water had flowed
down the Seine by the time point 8 came up for discusión. The meeting
was tired. The proposal was accepted.
Anyhow, who could have given good advice? To do that Coubertin's
universal learning and inventive genius and shrewdness were necessary.
68 years have elasped since them. Wars have interrupted the Games
three times. The world has changed. From 13 states in the 1896 Olympic
Games the number grew to 84 in the XIIIth Olympiad in Rome.
In this age of technical advance, of conveyor-belt methods, and
of rapid communications, work itself has been considerably reduced.
In 1896 there was a 64 hour week. To-day we have the 5 day week of
40 hours. Holidays with pay and other benefits for the worker have been
achieved. As a result many problems have solved themselves. The distinctions between manual worker and clerk have vanished. All distinction will never be set aside. But time for sport is generally available
without interfering with one's occupation, or even with training for one's
occupation. We therefore come back to the heart of the problem: Are we
going to keep the noble character of sport and renounce all monetary
reward while pursuing it, or not ?
Properly speaking, there should not be any such problem as long
as a game is played honourably. For however one may stand on the
question, the amateur restrictions apply at present, and amateur sport
is carried on under the amateur statute, the Olympic Games are convoked
under this statute, and applications are made subject to recognition of
it. This is ensured in three independent ways, first through the athlete,
second through his association, and thirdly through the Olympic Committee. Whoever makes a false application is a games cheat and a particularly shabby cheat, because he decides everywhere of his own freewill; he is his own master, and even the authoritarian states ensure this.
Furthermore there is a perfectly simple self-imposed check: - I must
not take more money home from the sports-field than I took to it. I
do not lose anything either. The Olympic athlete is sent to the Games
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at the expense of his National Olympic Committee, receives sportsclothes and apparatus at their expense (and no small amount either),
enjoys a free journey, free board and lodging and drink in the OlympicVillage, all local journeys at the expense of the organisers, and pocketmoney for small expenses — gain not a little. Including the journey both
ways it is therefore a cost-free and sometimes generously paid holiday.
If there are still occupations which stop an Olympic competitor's pay
while he is taking part in the Games, these cases usually disappear on
closer investigation. The same is true outside the Olympic Games for
top athletes, as far as each occupation makes it possible - and sport
is not supposed to be a substitute for an occupation. Therefore anyone
who wants to be an honourable amateur can be, and can even extend
his enjoyment of sport considerably.
Where does the conflict lie? There happen to be "workers" who
prefer to engage in sport rather than to do their stint of work, and
sufficient dishonourable people who gloss this over or share in the profit
from it.
As soon as greed takes the upper hand lies and deceit begin. One
athlete who is on a round trip of sports-engagements takes at each place
the money for a return journey from home and back. Another draws
money for a companion who is not there. A third draws expenses for a
car-journey, but also money for companions who travelled in the same
car. A favourite device was to demand an honorarium for a lecture from
the Youth section in return for one's presence. Some give advertising
testimonials to suppliers of sports-equipment or luxury-goods, some take
payment for modest talents as stage-artists or pop-singers, and exploit
their sporting reputation. The film has enough collaborators who prefer
to film sensational trash rather than human events of value or artistic
works of repute. There the avaricious athlete is at hand. Motor-car
salesmen make publicity with him. Good figure-skaters wait for Olympic
victory in order to turn it into money in the next ice-show.
What a sorry fate is that of the top-class athlete, an idol of youth,
acclaimed by the sportsmen of the gallery, surrounded by brides and
admirers, who then slithers into an occupation for which no training
appears necessary - a petrol-station, a pub, a cigarette-shop. That lasts
a while, then the appeal fades, and in the end one observes that it is
the "trained" people in the calling who make best progress.
Sport is a game under self-chosen rules. These forbid every sideprofit from sporting activity. They permit only the requital of expenses
incurred in the competition which the athlete could not be expected
to bear himself. The sportsman should be lord of the higher life and not
slave of gain.
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The rules also forbid the conversion of prizes into money, whatever
their value may be. Anyone who fails to honour these regulations scrupulously and according to their spirit is a gamecheat of a particularly
despicable kind because he does harm to the sense and the sanctity of
games. Instead of attaining through the game to a higher development,
he lets himself be pulled down.Everyone knows that such behaviour
dishonours not only the person concerned, but all connected with him.
Dishonesty in sport effects wide circles and corrupts young people
just at the time when their ideals are forming and when the good in
them needs to be strengthened into a general rule of life. They not only
suffer irreparable damage to their honesty but are endangered in their
whole being. In the period of their professional training they are led
astray into devoting the greater part of their time to pleasure. So long
as they have top performance they can find money, friends, distraction
and lush pastures enough. But when the phase of brilliance is over they
are "cast aside like old clothes" as Euripides already remarked of aging
sportsmen. (Frgm, 281).
Professional sport does indeed base itself upon apparently sporting
activity i.e. competition or physical activity carried on with the aim
of top performance, and it is conducted more or less reliably according
to the letter of the same rules; but the spirit is different, and diametrically opposed. The same activity is for the one a recreation and a form of
leisure, for the other a source of money and a day's work; for the one
an inward uplift and for the other a better financial support.
Apart from that a commercial dishonesty arises. We know that
results are agreed and fixed by the organizer in all sorts of contests in
the ring and in six-day races. Even in boxing there is underhand dealing, as Carpentier has revealed, The contract-player football clubs
(German, professional footballers) deal with one case after another of
result-fixing.
Why is there such a campaign in the press to obscure these distinctions? As though with one accord the professional sports spectacles
are mixed up with true sport! With what obstinacy they fly from reflection and conscience and seek out borderline cases of alleged injustice
to show that the well-off amateur may in some circumstances be able to
devote his life more fully to sport than the wretched professional! For
all these journalists do not look at things in the light of their responsibility towards the civilian career of young sportsmen, but from the point
of view of the spectator whose itch for sensation knows no limits. To
such a man it is a matter of complete indifference whether the sportsman
he is watching is paid or not, he looks on the contest as a spectacle. His
restless being has lost all feeling for values. He simply wants to be enter109

tained by an alternation of sporting events, which are able to entertain
him precisely because they are a mere semblance of reality, and often
a mere semblance of the thing they pretend to be - the contention of
strong and generous youth.
I do not wish to be accused of painting things black. I know that the
majority of the 5000 athletes in the Olympic Games kept their honour
untarnished, and among them performers of the top rank. No-one can
dare to say any longer that an Olympic standard of performance is not
attainable without release from professional duties. "What am I to do
all day" asked Zatopek, when they wanted to free him from military
service. There are enough indisputable amateurs who only trained in the
time left over from their profession. Roger Bannister, for example, who
became the fastest man in the world. A daily training of about two
hours is enough in all forms of sport, and modern hours of work permit
this without difficulty. The man who idles around all day in the ostensible interest of sport finds it much more difficult to spend his free time
without loss of form. Anything else is obscured by the hangers-on who
want to share in his idleness.
That is the ignoble and mendacious sump of sport, for the most
part predatory on body and soul.
That is the thraldom of evil to which the covetous soul delivers itself, instead of following incorruptibly and unerringly the advice of
Coubertin, which he gave when he retired from office as President of
the IOC at the Olympic Congress at Prague in 1925 (he retired early,
for he was only 62 years old, and wished still to propose his successor
himself): - "Market or temple! Sportsmen have to choose. They cannot
have both. They must decide for one or the other. Sportsmen, make
your choice!"
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ADHESION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF
THE OLYMPIC IDEALS
By
OTTO SZYMICZEK
Curator of the Olympic Academy
President of the Int. Τ. & F. Coaches Association
The Aims of the International Olympic Academy as they have
been laid down in the Articles of the Constitution of this institution are
to uphold and maintain the spread of the Olympic Spirit and the study
and application of the educational and social principles of the Games, in
accordance with the principles which were established by the ancient
Greeks and by those who revived the contemporary Olympic Movement
through the initiative of the Baron de Coubertin.
I trust that the outstanding talks which have been heard in this
sacred athletic lieu, both during this Course, as also during the course
of the Olympic Academy of the past year, will have sufficiently clarified
the aims of this significant endeavour. These, under the sponsorship
of the Hellenic Olympic Committee and under the auspices of the International Olympic Committee, have been taken in hand by the Olympic
Academy. At the same there has been marked goodwill by the authorities while full confidence exists in the Olympic Spirit.
I think that a good purpose might be served if I add certain texts
which express characteristically the high objectives embraced in the
term Olympic Ideology.
Herewith is an extract from a letter which the Baron de Coubertin
circulated to the amateur organisation of Sport throughout the world
on the 15th of June 1894: "Above all it is necessary that we maintain
in Sport all the characteristics of nobility and chivalry which have distinguished it in the past in such a way that they continue to form
part of the education of the peoples of today just as they served so
admirably in the times of ancient Greece. Humanity on the other hand
has the tendency to transform the athlete into a paid gladiator. These
two tendencies are incompatible.
In another letter De Coubertin writes: "The Olympic movement
tends to collect as in a resplendant torch all those principles which compete to the perfectionment of Man".
The Constitution of the International Olympic Academy gives the
following interpretation of the Olympic Spirit:
"The National Olympic Committees should encourage the develop111

ment of the Olympic Spirit among the youth of each country and should
further disseminate a programme with the purpose of elucidating the
public as also the Press in matters pertaining to the philosophy of
amateur principles. There is a tendency to stress unduly the devotion
to training and to the achievement of performances, whereas on the
other hand insufficient importance is attached to upbringing and to
the social, aesthetic, moral and intellectual values of amateur sport".
In the same Articles of the Constitution the following are included
with regard to the Olympic Movement:
The Olympic Games were not revived by the Baron de Coubertin
with the purpose of giving the possibility to competitors of wining medals or of breaking records, nor to amuse the public, nor to serve as a
step for the competitors to further their professional careers, nor still
less so to attempt to prove that one political regime may be superior
to some other.
The purpose of the Baron de Coubertin was:
1. To draw the attention of the world to the fact that a national
programme consisting of physical training and of competitive sport
develops not only the health and strength of the youth of both sexes but,
what is even more important, creates better citizens, since their parti
cipation in properly managed amateur sport can have a happy influence
on the formation of character and personality.
2. To teach the principles of loyalty and good companionship, which
could be followed most profitably in many other spheres of activity.
3. To stimulate the Fine Arts by the organisation of exhibitions or
of displays so as to broaden ones outlook and contribute thus towards
a happier life.
4. To teach that Sport is a game and a passtime and not an excuse
1o gain money and that devotion to it is in itself its own recompense
since the philosophy of amateurism is opposed to materialism.
5. To create a spirit of international amity and goodwill, so as to
offer its contribution to the pacification of the world and of making it
an happier place.
The great problem is to apply the principles of the Olympic Spirit
under the conditions of contemporary life, since there can be no denying
the fact that contemporary life imposes the need of the creation of good
and perfect citizens, as was required in ancient times. The connotation
of the good citizen is to be found even today in the perfection of his
bodily, intellectual and spiritual abilities, however much tremendous
achievements may have been made in our technical civilisation. Only
the citizen who has been brought up with these principles can prove
useful to contemporary society, and only through the application of the
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principles of the Olympic ideology is it possible to assure the creation
of the perfect human type.
I do not overlook the fact that the principles of the Olympic Ideology are very elevated and one might even say almost unattainable,
yet I am obliged to stress that the continual pursuit of their realisation
constitutes an endeavour which brings a decisive benefit and a continual
improvement of individuals and consequently of society. The maintenance of the principles of the Olympic Spirit assures the objectives of the
whole Olympic Movement, the departure from which practically eliminates the basic conditions of existence and transforms competitive
sport into a cheap display of the professional arena.
The basic characteristic of the moral principles of competitive sport
is the application of the rule "to compete on equal terms". It is not,
however, sufficient for men only to compete on equal terms, a matter
which is foreseen and imposed by special regulations, but we are of the
opinion that equal conditions must also prevail in training for participation in the Games.
The rules for competitive Games give us the possibility of comparing
the competitors not merely of one place or of one country but from different parts of the globe. We can thus compare the achievements of
many parts of the world since the criteria of comparison are common
and the conditions under which they compete are clearly defined. The
recently developed science of statistics offers us invaluable assistance
in this comparison.
How is it possible, however, for us to accept that competitive endeavour is carried out and practiced throughout the world under equal
conditions, when it is known that there are athletes who have at their
disposal the whole of the day, and over a period of many years, for the
development alone of their bodily abilities and for the exploitation of
their abilities up to the very last particle that their bodies can render?
From the above fact it becomes clear that the principle of equal
terms is being completely upset and the question of not maintaining the
principles of the Olympic Spirit surges to the fore. It is markedly placed
to the fore since these divergences of the terms of training are self-evident.
It is beyond any doubt that if two athletes have the same potential
abilities of performance in athletics, the same appeal and interest and
the same technical and educational means of training at their disposal,
the equal terms would be upset should one of these two have at his
disposal all his time for an intensive and all-out training as his sole
occupation, bereft of all other cares or social obligations, while the other
was absorbed in training in an amateur capacity and only during his
leisure hours.
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The first of the above two will surely achieve a better performance,
yet he will remain only an athlete, whereas the second while he will lag
behind the first in performance, will none the less be created into a more
perfect man, as the principles of the Olympic movement require him
to be an useful member of his family, both useful to himself and to his
country.
The occasions of the differing terms of the conditions of training
are many.
The creation of such an unacceptible adoption of a position whereby
great and impressive performances are pursued, is due for the most
part to contemptible ambitions towards which athletes are conducted
by those who are far separated from the true athletic ideology.
The different presentation of the athletes of the first and of the
second cases in common competitive Games immediately creates an
erroneous impression among the onlookers, and of lovers of athletics who
are ignorant of the details, since a false criterion of judgement is offered
to them regarding the performance of each athlete. It is a matter of
palpable deceit which is extended not only to the athletes themselves
but also towards their fellow competitors and towards the public.
Towards themselves, because their premature victory is achieved
by the total sacrifice of their social future and towards their fellow copetitors, because their value is debased since the comparison is only
believed to be, but is not actually "on equal terms", and finally to the
public which renders praise and glory, believing that victory has been
achieved in accordance with the principles of Olympic Ideology, by him
who, without neglecting the carrying out of his social obligations, has
achieved as much as he has, since he overcame and cast aside human
weaknesses. He has also deprived himself of the small yet essential joys
of life, has sacrificed his leisure hours and has disposed of all his excess
energy to the altar of athletics in order to reach the highest possible
level of his performance.
Everyone of course knows that incredible will power is needed and
veritable ascetic devotion for an athlete to reach the level of great
performances.
The vast public admires and lauds those who have succeeded precisely because most men feel that they themselves would not have been
able to devote such faith, perseverance, devotion and patience. Many,
however, know that this is not always the truth. They know that many
athletes achieve their fantastic performances not because they are subservient to an idea, not because they adopt a behaviour as that which
was established by the ancient Greeks, but because they became slaves
to contemptible purposes, subjugating themselves solely to the cultiv-
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ation of their muscular constitution, making it able to render muscular
work for only a limited period of time.
As a result of all these occasions the worse of all of these factors is
created. National fanaticism is developed and deviation from the principles of the Olympic movement is engendered by every possible means
of the service of purely chauvinistic, political and racial aims.
During the great moments of the Olympic Games when all-absorbing rivaly and fantastic performances bring forth worthy victors, the
great yet anonymous public, far from any prejudice due to the colours
of the flag or the colour of the skin, hails the victor and vociferates its
delight for the great achievement, for the fine and thrilling contest and
wonderful performance.
This clearly proves that the great public is not interested in the
colour but in the contest, and in the fine competition and awards the
glory, the admiration and sincere acknowledgement of the worthiness
of the victor by remaining neutral and impartial.
This is precisely the strength in which the five Olympic circles are
linked and which express the continuance, the cooperation and the establishment of friendship among all humanity.
This is the reason therefore why the co-existence of national amateurs, semi-professionals and crypto-professionals is not compatible with
the Olympic Spirit.
The glory of the victor belongs only to that athlete who in parallel
with his duties as a good and perfect citizen, succeeds in developing his
bodily abilities so as to be able to distinguish himself in the contest.
The disposal of unlimited time for training and isolation from every
care of life's duties create unequal terms of competition and could be
compared to the dεceipt of utilising instruments below regulation weight
during a serious contest.
At this stage I must insert a question which I believe is one that
most of my listeners would wish to put forward.
Is it possible for great performances to be recorded by athletes who
consume a large part of their strength for carrying out their daily tasks
and who only during their leisure hours are able to devote themselves to
athletic training? Must we not also be interested in seeing to what height
of performance a man can attain, irrespective as to whether the athlete
in training is an amateur or a professional?
My answer to this question is both clear and categoric.
In the first place Olympic ideology embraces the basic principio
of endeavour. The full substance of a struggle of any kind lies in the
expression of the endeavour. But this is also precisely the substance of
the manifestation of life. The effort embraces the improvement of in117

dividual abilities and the motive power of suprememacy which urges
man to distinguish himself and place himself to the fore.
In order to satisfy this desire for distinction the athlete is submitted
to deprivations and labours of training which will insure him the improvement of his abilities. He is not urged to the distinction and improvement
by the material value of the award but by his esoteric need to satisfy
himself, to feel his strength improved and to distinguish himself.
His recompense is not the value of the award but the honour of
victory.
It has been proved that those athletes who only look to material
benefits curtail or postpone their further endeavours when they succeed
in achieving even only partial satisfaction of their material ambitions,
whereas on the contrary the athletes who are imbued with the true
ideology and attachment to athletics, continuously pursue their efforts
and continually advance to better performances.
The ancient Greeks were aware of this philosophy and for this
reason had attached supreme importance to the all-round upbringing
of youth.
This principle the Baron de Coubertin had in mind as also his collaborators who worked for the revival of the Olympic Games. Their
basic endeavour was constituted in promoting the desire to distinguish
oneself and succeed through such all-round upbringing of youth.
As regards the improvement of achievements of the human organism
the problem is not to be found in the greater number of daily hours of
training but in the skillful aim of obtaining the best advantage out of
the few leisure hours available for daily training.
The coaches who are preoccupied in the training of amateur athletes
in conjunction with the representatives of the branches of pertinent sciences and with analogies to athletics in paedagogics, medicine, biology,
psychology etc., have reached positive conclusions and pursue the correct paths which lead to the permanent solution of this problem. The
coaches are persuaded that adherence to the amateur status is the only
means for attaining improved performances under the prerequisities to
which we have referred, and we trust that the Olympic ideology is not
merely a mode of speech, but positive substance on the reliance of which
we will be able to hope for the development of athletics. We must lay
stress on this significant question, namely that the human organism
can only reach its maximum attainment if it has been previously developed harmoniously and its strength has been established in every
direction. This means that any one-sided development has as a result
the loss of general equilibrium and restricts the extent of a special
endeavour. There are infinite numbers of examples available to us in
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the history of athletics in which those who were able to survive the strong
pressure of critical moments and who, apart from the exertion of physical strength had based themselves on the foundations of strong moral
and spiritual forces.
It is true that many matters have been foreseen and reinforced by
regulations in force, but it is also true that regulations exist which result
in their infringement, both frequent and unavoidable.
The best means of preserving the healthy principles of athletics, in
my opinion, are not the regulations, ,as the preparation of the world
wide responsible factors in athletics and their elucidation regarding the
aims of athletics and intensive dissemination on a practical basis. This,
of course is the basic aim of the institution of the Olympic Academy.
You are all invited to common cooperation out of which the drawing
up of the simple and comprehensible chart of the true Olympic outlook
will emerge and which alone can lead to the assimilation of the high
meanings and principles of the Olympic spirit.
The President of the Iternational Olympic Committee, Mr. Avery
Brundage clearly defined in his speech delivered at the recent opening
of the 58th meeting of the International Olympic Committee at Athens,
on the 16th of June 1961, the needs for facing the problems which the
International Olympic Committee faces, stating the following:
"We have many problems due to the astonishingly rapid growth
of the Games since there has not been time with our organization of
volunteers to educate everyone in Olympic principles".
In this extract it is made abundantly clear how all, that is to say
all who are implicated in whatever manner in the Olympic Movement,
should ado pt the Olympic ideals for an united and uniform atmosphere
to attain the successful application and establishment of the principles
of the Olympic spirit. When Mr. Brundage says that our organization
of volunteers has not had the time margin to adhere, he means that
apart from the goodwill, there are also needed positive knowledge and
accurate directives in accordance with the Olympic principles.
We cannot demand of all these volunteers in athletic matters that
they study the ancient and the contemporary histories of athletics and
that they should transform themselves into carriers of its philosophy.
We have the duty to explain to them and prepare them so that they
should adopt our principles. An easy method towards this is that of
the drawing up of decalogues which will constitute the texts of faith of
all lovers of athletics.
The great family of the Olympic movement is constituted of various
carriers of athletic activities. It consists of athletes, judges, and umpires,
of organisers of athletic contests, of coaches, factors of organisations,
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clubs and federations, spectators, newsmen, broadcasters etc.
The ambitions of all these frequently are apparently contradictory.
Yet when all these adopt the Olympic Spirit, they will realise that they
follow a common path and their possible differences will be dispelled.
I preoccupied myself with the preparation of a little work to set
up the basic factors which each one of the above categories of carreers
could adopt so that that it should lead to their application;
This is why I have asked for your cooperation. This is, since all of
you can help in drawing up the articles of faith of lovers of athletics
of all categories. By this work of ours we will offer an invaluable and
positive service to the great endeavours of the International Olympic
Committee and it will fulfil one of the most fundamental aims of the
Olympic Academy.
I will now distribute to each one of you who constitute the members
of the second course of the Olympic Academy, my suggestions that I
have drawn up.
I dare to hope that the sacred lieu in which we are convened will
inspire you and strengthen your faith towards the Olympic Ideals so
that during the discussion which will take place on another day you
will present positive proposals so that we can bring to a conclusion the
work which we are undertaking.
I would wish to conclude my today's talk with a referene which has
the validity of an order from the President of the International Olympic
Committee, and taken from the same talk to which I referred previously.
"The International Olympic Committee was placed in charge of the
Olympic Movement, with the duty to maintain its ideals and to guard
and defend its principles."
"We must restate and clearly define our objectives and draft our
rules accordingly, and there is no better place to accomplish this than
in Greece, a truly Olympic country, with an Olympic champion as
Crown Prince."
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THE FOUR DECALOGUES
I
THE DECALOGUE OF THE SPECTATOR
1. Be aware that paid competitors do not participate in amateur
sports and that the purpose of these is not the organization of a
spectacle for amusement, but the display of noble endeavour in a
spirit of chivalry.
2. Remember that the ideals of amateur sports do not apply only
to the competitors, but also to the spectators.
3. Recollect that the decorous behaviour of the spectators is reflected
on the competitors.
4. Support the athletes and the club with which you sympathize with
decorum and politeness and do not get drawn into incompatible
behaviour.
5. Be objective in your judgement regarding the outcome of a contest
and do not forget that the competitor is also human and his per
formance is subject to physiological and phychological limitations.
6. Respect absolutely the decisions of the judges, have faith and con
fidence in the objectivity of their judgement.
7. Honour the victor and also aknowledge the endeavours and merits
of all the other competitors.
8. Respect the possible contrary judgement of other spectators. Do
not let yourself be drawn into purposeless arguments with them.
9. Behave politely during your arrival, stay and departure from the
stadium and thus contribute to the success of the impartial en
deavours of the organisers.
10. Always endeavour to contribute actively to the maintenance of
the principles of the Olympic Spirit to the benefit of all.
II

THE DECALOGUE OF THE COMPETITOR
1. Always "Play Fair".
2. You must always compete to the best of your abilities and do not
give up the contest even if the outcome is likely to be unfavourable.
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3. Keep cool during the contest and do not be drawn into ill considered
actions.
4. Uphold the regulations of the games in all circumstances and live
in accordance with the rules of a pure athletic life.
5. Acknowledge the merit of your opponent and congratulate the
victor. You should not try to find excuses for your defeat and should
not retain bitterness in your soul.
6. Remain modest when you are victorious and acknowledge the
efforts of the defeated.
7. Behave with decorum before the judges, the athletic authorities
and the public.
8. Do not neglect your private occupations since these will assure
you your social future. Do not seek your future rehabilitation through
athletics.
9. Never forget that the greater the performances which you achieve
the greater your responsibilities for the maintenance of the Olympic
Spirit as you will tend the more to become the idol of the youth
which will look to you as an example.
10. Take part in sports only out of love for them and always aim at
your personal improvement of achievement.
III
THE DECALOGUE OF OFFICIALS OF THE GAMES
1. Always aim at the maintenance of the Olympic Ideals in all your
actions and activities.
2. Carry out the tasks you have voluntarily undertaken without fa
naticism and absolutely objectively and impartially.
3. Do not demand of the athletes to devote more time than that which
their social obligations permit them (work, studies, familiy).
4. Judge the endeavours of all athletes by the same yardstick and
expect from all the same standards of maintenance of the rules
of the contests.
5. Acknowledge and respect the endeavours of all athletes to improve
their individual abilities and do not become a slave to great per
formances.
6. Do not concede privileges to athletes in infringement of the re
gulations.
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7. Take your decisions only after mature consideration and demand
that they should be upheld by all.
8. Work on the basis of a previously planned programme so that your
actions should have no forced elements and should not be based
on inspirations of the moment.
9. Always give first consideration to the application of the Olympic
Ideals in every athletic manifestation or display.
10. Give satisfaction to the athletic public and serve the high interests
of athletics by the strict adherence to all of the programme in every
organized display.

IV
THE DECALOGUE OF THE COACH
1. Bear in mind that you are the main responsible person for the up
bringing of the competitor in accordance with the true Olympic
Ideals.
2. Remember that you are the living example to the athletes who are
likely to copy your actions.
3. Never forget that the creation of a champion is preceded by the up
bringing and creation of a human being.
4. Endeavour to make it understood by all that athletics are
not an objective in themselves but only a means for the improve
ment oft he individual.
5. Do not overlook the fact that man is not a machine but a sensitive
organism which feels, thinks and activates.
O. Develop the bodily abilities of the athlete through simultaneous
development of his intellectual, moral and spiritual capacities.
7. Inculcate upon the athletes the maintenance of the rules of the
games in all circumstances.
8. Do not get led astray by professional zeal or belief that a single
exceptional performance may be the criterion of your abilities.
9. Respect the decisions of the athletic authorities even if you are in
disagreement with them.
10. Endeavour to bring out to the full advantage the educational principles of the Olympic Ideals during your activities.
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LES QUATRES DECALOGUES
I

LE DECALOGUE DU SPECTATEUR
1. N'oubliez pas qu'aux compétitions ne participent pas des mer
cenaires et que le but des compétitions n'est pas d'organiser un
spectacle de divertissement, mais la manifestation d'un noble effort
et d'un esprit chevaleresque.
2. Les idéaux des compétitions athlétiques sont valables non seulement
pour les athlètes qui y prennent part, mais pour les spectateurs aussi.
3. La conduite décente des spectateurs rejaillit aussi sur les athlètes
qui prennent part aux compétitions.
4. Soutenez les athlètes et l'association que vous sympathisez d'une
façon décente et noble et ne vous laissez pas entraîner à des actions
inconvenantes.
5. Soyez objectifs dans votre jugement pour le résultat d'une Compé
tition et n'oubliez pas que celui qui prend part à la compétition est
aussi un homme et que son rendement est soumis aux lois physio
logiques et psychologiques.
6. Ayez confiance en l'objectivité du Jury et respectez absolument
ses décisions.
7. Rendez honneur au vainqueur et reconnaissez l'effort et la valeur
des vaincus aussi.
8. Respectez l'avis éventuellement contraire des autres spectateurs.
9. Par votre conduite correcte au Stade, vous contribuez au succès
des épreuves et vous facilitez la tâche des organisateurs bénévoles.
10. Efforcez-vous toujours de contribuer d'une façon réelle à la sauvegarde des principes de l'esprit Olympique pour le bénéfice de l'ensemble de l'humanité.

II
LE DECALOGUE DE L'ATHLETE
1. Soyez toujours honnête.
2. Donnez toujours le meilleur de vous-même dans la compétition,
même si vous sentez la victoire vous échapper.
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3. Conservez votre sang froid pendant la compétition et ne vous laissez pas entraîner à des actes inconsidérés.
4. Conformez-vous aux règlements des Jeux en toute circonstance et
vivez conformément aux règles de la vie athlétique pure.
5. Reconnaissez la valeur de votre adversaire et félicitez le vainqueur.
Ne cherchez pas d'excuse à votre défaite et ne gardez pas d'amertune
dans votre âme.
6. Si vous êtres vainqueur demeurez modeste et reconnaisez les efforts
des vaincus.
7. Conduisez-vous d'une façon correcte envers les Jury, les autorités
athlétiques et le public.
8. Ne négligez pas votre occupation privée, car c'est elle qui vous
assurera votre avenir social. Ne cherchez pas à faire profession du
sport.
9. N'oubliez jamais que plus vous réussirez des meilleures performan
ces, plus vos obligations augmenteront quant à la sauvegarde des
principes de l'Esprit Olympique, parce que vous devenez un "idéal"
de la jeunesse qui prend vos actes en exemple.
10. Luttez uniquement par amour pour l'athlétisme et cherchez toujours
à vous améliorer vous-mêmes.

III
LE DECALOGUE DE L'ENTRAINEUR
1. Ayez toujours à l'esprit que vous êtes le principal responsable de
l'éducation des athlètes, conformément aux idéaux Olympiques.
2. N'oubliez pas que vous tes un exemple vivant pour les athlètes
qui ainsi imiteront vos actes.
3. N'oubliez jamais qu'avant de former un champion il faut créer et
élever un homme.
4. Faites comprendre à tous que le sport n'est pas un but mais un
moyen de perfectionner l'individu.
5. N'oubliez pas le fait que l'homme n'est pas une machine mais un
organisme vivant qui pense, sent et agit.
6. Prenez soin de développer toutes les possibilités corporelles de Γ
athlète et de favoriser ainsi le développement de ses facultés mentales.
7. Enseignez toujours aux athlètes la soumission aux règlements des
Jeux, en toutes circonstances.
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8. N'oubliez pas que la recherche unique du rendement n'est pas un
indice d'efficacité.
9. Respectez les décisions et les règles des Autorités Athlétiques,
même si vous n'êtes pas d'accord avec elles.
10. Essayez, pendant votre travail, d'appliquer les principes éducatifs
des idéaux Olympiques.

IV
LE DECALOGUE DES ORGANISATEURS ET DES JURY
1. Vos actes et votre activité doivent toujours viser à la sauvegarde
des idéaux Olympiques.
2. Exécutez les devoirs que vous assumez volontairement sans fana
tisme et d'une façon absolument objective.
3. Vous n'avez pas le droit d'exiger des athlètes de consacrer plus de
temps que celui que leur permet l'exécution consciencieuse de leurs
obligations sociales. (travail, études, famille).
4. Jugez l'effort de tous les athlètes avec la même mesure et exigez de
tous également de se conformer aux règlements des Jeux en toutes
circonstances.
5. Reconnaissez l'effort que les athlètes font pour l'amélioration de
leurs capacités personnelles et ne devenez pas esclave des grands
rendements.
6. Ne cédez pas aux athlètes des privilèges interdits par les règlements.
7. Prenez vos décisions après avoir mûerement pensé et exigez que
tous s'y conforment.
8. Travaillez sur la base d'un programme étudié d'avance, de sorte
(que vos activités n'aient rien de brusqué et ne résultent pas de
l'inspiration du moment.
9. Mettez toujours au premier rang l'intérêt de l'athlétisme pendant
les diverses manifestations et les divers jeux organisés.
10. En exécutant exactement ce qui a été programmatisé dans chaque
manifestation, vous satisfaisez la foule des amis de l'athlétisme,
vous divulguez et vous servez les idéaux élevés de l'athlétisme.
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THE MEANING OF THE (ANCIENT) OLYMPIC GAMES
by N. YALOURIS
Curator of Antiquities for the West Péloponnèse
Every fifth year the Greeks from all Greek lands and from their
most distant colonies foregathered at Olympia.
They came to honour the Gods of Olympia, Zeus above all, and
the heroes who founded the Sanctuary. They glorified all of them by
sacrificies, by ceremonies and by the famous Games, which have made
Olympia a symbol for the whole world in all epochs, and in our own
days the ideal of all noble athletic mouvement.
What was the first and real cause that lies behind the mythical
explanation of the games, we do not exactly know, yet in the historic
past they assumed perfectly their definite form. They were carried out
under protection of the priests of Zeus and were the principle manifestation of the Sanctuary,
The serene and idyllic Altis and its neighbouring valley which normally were only inhabited by the priests and their scant staff, were
filled during each Olympiad by thousands of Greeks. They came to
worship Zeus, bringing presents, to follow the Games, or to contest
for the simple yet invaluable branch of wild olive which Heracles is
reputed to have planted, and according to the legends, he had brought
from the happy lands of the Hyperboreans. The crowds of pilrgrims
invaded the site of the Games and encamped along the cool banks of
the Alpheus and the Cladeus in the shade of the enormous trees of this
blessed and fertile land.
For days upon days the smoke of innumerable sacrifices mounted
towards the skies while the plain resounded with the chanting and the
hymns to the gods which joined to the acclamations of the spectators for the victories of worthy young men. The victor at the Olympic
Games assumed some of the splendour of the gods and heroes who
were the first mythical victors at Olympia.
Glory surrounded the victors for life, they were the chosen, more
so than those who distinguished themselves in battle or in politics.
They incarnated an idea or message, which did not emanate so much
from the stadium, but from the Sanctuary itself, from the heart of
which the Games were sponsored.
This idea was precisely the main characteristic and aim of the
Games, to forge the body which was to embrace a clear spirit and an
elevated soul and to cultivate a positive attitude for man in life. To rein127

force and orientate the innate inclination of the Greek for action towards
adoration and competition and the Struggle for the Good.
This refers to a struggle which is not contented by the performance
or the exhibition of the body, but which extends to every level and in
all the domains of man's activities, equally of material acts as also of
intellectual ones.
What mattered was not the greatness of the performance but
Victory in itself.
That is why a desperate effort to break a record was unknown to
the ancients. They were content with VICTORY.
It was the desire for victory which emanated from the depth of
the being of the restless Greeks and this desire was guided by the priests
of the religious centres in a manner to direct endeavour towards the
conquest of what was beautiful and good.
The idea is expressed by a host of monuments at Olympia, but
above all by the two pediments of the great temple of Zeus and of its
metopes in relief.
On the East pediment the myth of Pelops is represented, the young
hero who was to take measure of his strength against Oenomaos, the
unjust King of the region.
The forces for Good should gain the ascendant and the valiant hero,
who is shown, must triumph.
On the West pediment there is another myth, the fight of the
Centaurs, which symbolises the same ideal. These beings, of monstrous
form, half man, half horse, violated the sacred laws of hospitality and
attacked the home of Pirithoös, King of the Lapiths. The profound
antithesis between the figures of the Centaurs and of the Lapiths is
depicted here in marvellous fashion. The faces of the latter, whose
bodies are well built and vigorous, shine with spiritual splendour. They
are the beings of spiritual creation, bearers of the divine flame. On the
other hand the bestial form of the bodies of the Centaurs, the flesh of
which is flabby, and the faces hideous, are full of sensuality and brutality. They are reflections of the repulsive ugliness of wild and uncultured nature. Between the combatants Apollon predominates, God of
light and reason, who intervenes to help honest men. The twelve labours
of Heracles, on the metopes, express the same religious idea by forming
together with the Gods of the pediment a well thought out triptych.
Heracles hewes down the wild animals, exterminates the beings
with human figures, which are outside the pale of the law, while at the
same time the greatest of heroes serves Eurystheus, an envious, unjust
and unworthy king. By this, however, he is granted that he should
ascend to Mt. Olympus and become immortal, added to which Hebe,
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the goddess of eternal youth, is given to him as bride.
In the fifth century B.C., to be more precise in 457 B.C.,from which
period the sculptures date, together with the entirety of the temple,
these mythical narrations did not empassion merely for their storytelling element of the fairy tale. They became symbols which expressed
the continuous struggle, which man pursues and must pursue to subjugate wild and chaotic nature which surrounds him as also lies within
him.
Besides, in all religions and in all civilisations man has as objective
to fight the various "centaurs" and is ever opposed to them. These
centaurs in their multifarious aspects take pride in maintaining at
a low level and dissipating the human creatures.
These myths, repsented at the most prominent place of the
Sanctuary, that is on its most majestic temple, proclaim and constantly
recall, by means of the Games, this basic ideal which the Sanctuary
cultivated among the Greeks in a systematic manner.
Thus the reason becomes evident why these panhellenic Games
took place in the Sanctuary under the protection of the Gods.
This is their true signification. That is why the victor is content
with this simple branch of the precious wild olive, which honoured
his victory in a simple manner, but for all that the more eloquent,
more eloquent than gold, or other attractive prizes of former times.
For this same reason it was not only those who rivalled each other
in physical strength that were admired at Olympia but everything that
the Greek spirit had of the best to offer in the realms of philosophy,
poetry and Art. During the influx of all the Greeks to Olympia, great
thinkers and supreme artists took the opportunity to teach or to show
the greatest works of their conception. Among these were Empedocles,
that penetrating spirit, and included Herodotus, father of history,
who had there read a part of his history which had made the then young
Thucydides, weep with emotion.
The historic work of Thucydides is more mature, but it was necessary that he should first admire Herodotus, and be moved, so that
later he should surpass the first ideal.
All, athletes, or simple spectators returned to their cities imbued
afresh with the deep message of the Games, which were a real method
of education. The Sanctuary had fulfilled its mission.
We should follow the bénéficient consequences of this activity of
the Sanctuary (and to a certain extent of other sanctuaries) and in
other manifestations of Greek history.
The Greeks foregathered in the sacred lieu having left behind the
frontiers of Elis, their hates and passion.
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From the moment that the priests announced the beginning of
the truce, all hostilities ceased, for the duration of the Games, and this
sacred prohibition was respected throughout all centuries, by all Greek
Cities, even the most powerful. Thus reconciled, the Greeks met each
other in the joyful atmosphere of the Sanctuary, which lent itself to
creative communications. The common language and religion, the
common ideals which had taken their definitive shape in the sacred
centres, the growing confidence in the worthiness of the race and its
civilisation,\vhich was strengthned after their victory over the Persians,
created, little by little, a favourable clime in which the Greeks could
lift themselves above base obstacles, and where the unity between all
the cities could be cultivated and ripen.
The high level of the Olympic Games and their prolonged moral
influcence none the less one day knew a decline.
In the IVth century B.C. the equilibrated development of the body
and the intellect started to totter. The athletes started to see the possibilities of a profession in athletics while the visitors to the sanctuary
started to make a display of their wealth in a vainglorious manner. The
infringements of regulations and the corruption of opponents by the
richer so that they should let themselves be beaten, were no longer
rare occurences. The rivalry of powerful States followed with the object
of exploiting the Sanctuary and the victories of the athletes.
Isocrates launched an attack against athletes who were no longer
like those of the good old times. He blamed all those who had as sole
occupation their diet and the exorcises of their muscles in order to be
victorious at Olympia, while at the same time they underfed their
intellect and spirit.
Olympia continued to exist for several centuries more. New monumental edifices completed its beautification, consacrated by both Greeks
and Romans, but the ancient spirit of the brilliant Games and their
bénéficient reflections disappeared for ever. The sight of their downfall caused bitterness to only a few who regretted the past splendour
of former days. If in spite of everything the Sanctuary continued to
exist, that was solely due to its past splendours. Thus when in 393 A.D.
the Games finally ceased, it formed merely an announcement of their
official death which had come to pass several centuries earlier.
None the less it was not Olympia of downfallen man which came
to life again, but Olympia of its most brilliant and richest phase which
had played the prime role in accomplished man, that is of the man who
discovers and puts to the best value his possibilities of limitless creation.
It is this last picture of Olympia which is immortal and which will
inspire humanity of the future, so long as humanity remains unaltered.
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BIRTH, ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES
Two Lectures (abridged)
By
CLEANTHIS PALAEOLOGOS
Honorary Principal, Greek Academy of Physical Culture
In his Olympic Speech (43rd. 2) Lysias refers to the whole region
of Olympia as the "most beautiful spot in Greece". This sacred land which
divine myths have immortalised and which the Games sanctified for
over one thousand years, enchants the visitor by its natural attractions,
its simple majesty and divine serenity. Here are not to be found limitless horizons, vast mountain ranges, terrific rocks or torrential rivers.
Everything has been created here to lull the soul and imbue feelings
of peace and contentment.
Olympia is protected from the angry winds which Boreas always
lets loose in his fury, by the Arcadian and Achaean ranges, as also by
Mount Pholoe where Heracles, passing through in his pursuit of the
Erymanthean bull, was welcomed by his friend the Centaur Pholos,
eater of raw foods. Simultaneously the Zephyr breezes, sweet and gently
invigorating, slither up from the sea along the waters of the broadflowing Alpheus to the idyllic valley. From the heights of Triphyllia,
however, during the summer months hot air descends heavily during
the noontide hours. From the south the land is protected by the Lapithus
and by mount Typaeus, precipitous and forbidding, a threat to women
who might dare to infringe the inexplicable Law and follow the Games.
At the foothills of the Typaeus the Selinous river trickles. Upon
its banks lies the hamlet of Skilus, where Xenophon eked out many
years of exile, pondering over and writing his wartime memories.
There smile pine covered slopes, hillocks and heights where shimmers the silvery fine foliage of the Sacred Tree of Sophia Athena, the
fruit-bearing olive. There are glens where the tall beach, brought back
by Heracles from the Acheron, proudly stands and glades in which the
eternal plane tree abounds. There are hillocks and slopes where, mingled
with the Vine, sacred to Dionysus, grows the fig tree of generous shade
and evergreen glades in which brooks and springs of cool waters bubble
midst myrtle and laurel and plentiful wild olive, destined to receive the
supreme honour of the Olympic crown, the dream of all athletes, and
embellished with oleander, with rushes and with palm and overall
with cool grass. As Strabo writes: "All the land is flourishing with groves
of the flowers of Artemis, of Aphrodite and of the Nymphs, while the
roads are bedecked with frequent Herms".
In this verdant valley, at a juncture of the small smiling stream
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of the Cladeus and of the broad flowing Alpheus, at the foothills of the
Cronion Hill, lies the Sacred Grove of Olympia. Never was it a City
but only a locality, a grove with sacred precincts, temples and altars,
statues, a host of buildings and offerings to the Gods. No one ever resided there other than the priests and the few servitors of the shrines
who were detailed for the performance of the sacrifices, once in every
month and entrusted with the duty of preserving the monuments and
sacred lieus.
Everything in this sacred vale, hillocks and rivers, is immersed
in myths and is intertwined with the legends of the Gods. The Cladeus,
whose source is to be found on Mount Pholoe, though small and insignificant in summer, in winter rushes down in wild contortions, torrential and mighty. The Cladeus was worshipped at an altar of its own,
situated behind the Temple of Hera and by a statue in the pediment of
the Temple of Zeus.
The Alpheus of the plentiful waters, which every morn glitter like
liquid silver, arises from its couch in the Arcadian mountains, king
of the rivers of the land of Pelops. He was a friend of Zeus. Rapidly
flowing he hastens to his tryst with the sea.
The ancient legend presents a charming idyll. Hastily, it is said,
he bears his waters down to the shores where diving below the crested
waves of the Ionian sea he reappears in the cool Isle of Sicily to his tryst
with his beloved, the most beauteous Nymph Arethousa, there to chant
to her his Ode of love, mingling his sweet waters wth those from her source
The Grove formed by the juncture of the two streams is crowned
by the Cronion Hill, the name of which originates in most ancient times
of yore, when priests known as Basils, sacrificed every springtime noon,
in honour of the Father of Zeus. This verdant grove, which Nature had
adorned with infinite solicitude and sense of beauty, was destined to
become the heart of Greece, its soul and its spirit.
Here foregathered every fourth year a concourse of free men from
every corner of the earth to admire beauty in all its grandeur and deification. The beauty of the comely contestants whose noble rivalry
engendered a lively and immaculate wealth of biological and civilizing
activity resulting in the great blessing of health, bodily supremacy and
the highest concept and refinement of spirit. This, in the form of artistic
works and creations of incredible majesty permitted the willing contact
by the Gods with human works bordering on the divine.
The temples of unsurpassable majesty, magnificent buildings, altars,
statues of Gods and Heroes, arcades, residences, the gymnasium, the
wrestling arena, the stadium, treasures, statues of athletes and of
Olympic victors, and a host of other votive offerings gradually decorat132

ed Olympia as time passed by and bestowed upon it a wondrous appearance for the erection of which the vast poetic range of colours of Greek
marbles was utilised, gold was lavished and so too was silver, copper,
ivory and evern ebony.
MYTHOLOGY
The excavations undertaken at Olympia have given clear proof of
the antiquity of the sacred lieu which archaeologists calculate to go as
far back as the geometric period and beyond, that is before the 10th
century B.C.
Let us see, however, what the myths and legends have to say about
the foundation of the sacred lieus of Olympia.
It is said that here was an altar to Gaea (Mother Earth) from a
mound that was called Gaios and an Oracle of Zeus. From the votive offerings that have been found, it is deduced that the worship of the
wife of Kronos and Mother of the Gods, Rhea, was indeed very old.
The traditions regarding the foundations of the sanctuary which
have come down to us were varied even among the ancients, surrounded
with legends, so that none can come to clear conclusions. This is of course
natural. Since Olympia was not founded in a single day, nor were there
founders. Olympia, the most splendid athletic festivity of ancient times,
developed into great athletic contests out of simple religious rituals.
It is said that it was here that Zeus wrestled with Kronos contesting the divine throne while Apollon was victorious over Hermes in a
running race and over Ares in boxing (Pausanias 5th 7,10).
The Idaean Dactyles, or Couretes, to whom Rhea, secretly from offspring-eating Kronos, had entrusted the guarding and rearing of Zeus,
found themselves, it is not known how, in Olympia. They were five.
Heracles, Paeonaeus, Epimedes, Jasius and Idas. The older of them,
Heracles (not the same as the known hero) for the sake of sport, challenged the others to a race in which he was victorious and was crowned
with a wreath of wild olive. In commemoration of this he ordained that
the race should be held fifth yearly,that is to say every four years (at
the beginning of the fifth year) and to be called the Games Olympia.
After Heracles the contest was carried on by Clymenus, son of
Cardyus, a descendant of Heracles, who also came from Crete. Later
Aethlius, first king of Elis, son of Zeus and of the first born daughter of
Deucalion, carried on with the Games, and from him the contestants
were called athletes and the contests were called athla (Eusebius, Edition
Shone, 10th page 192).
The son of Aethlius, Endymion, had three sons and he first staged
a running race between them. His sons were Epeius, Aetolus and Paeon.
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Epeius was victor and he assumed power and the inhabitants were called Epeians. Paeon made his way to the lands of the river Axios and
the land was named Paeonia, while Aetolus made his way to the lands
of the river Acheloos and the land was called Aetolia. According to
others, Endyrnion who was either a shepherd or a huntsman of unparalleled good looks, was favoured by Zeus in that he should live for ever
immortal and unageing. Through Selene he bore 50 daughters who
are represented by the 50 months of each Olympiad (Pausanias 6th 20,
9 and 5th 1,5). His grave lay at the end of the Stadium, where "the start
of the runners takes place" according to Pausanias.
Epeius did not leave any descendants and so Eleius, the son of his
sister Eurycydas assumed power and through him the Epeians were
renamed Elians. The son of Eleius was Augeas who is connected with
one of the tasks of the hero Heracles, the son of Zeus and AIcmene.
Augeas did not keep his promise as regards the reward due to the hero
and so Heracles declared war upon him, dethroned him and handed
over the power to Phyleas, the son of Augeas. Heracles in commemoration
of his victory founded Olympia.
Peisus, the grandson of Aeolus and husband of Olympia, is also
mentioned as one of the founders of the Games, as also Oenomaus,
king of Pisa, son of Ares, the God of War and father of Hippodamia;
Pelops, the victor of the legendary chariot race who conquered Hippodarnia and the throne; Amythaon, the son of Crithias; later Pelias, Neleus
and others.
What is stated regarding Oxylus would seem to be nearer to the
truth. When the Dorians were descending from the North (1104 B.C.)
they received a pronouncement from the Oracle of Delphi that they
were to use as guide the "Three-eyed". As they were in perplexity as
to the interpretation of the oracular pronouncement, they saw a man
leading a mule which had lost one of its eyes. According to Apollodorous
(2nd 8, 3, 4) they saw a man bereft of one eye riding a horse. It was
Oxylus, descendant of Aetolus, who was fleeing his country because
he had killed his brother by a discus. Oxylus undertook to lead the Dorians to the Peloponnesus on condition that he would be granted the
land of Elis. He brought the Dorians to Arcadia while he took over Elis
and founded the Games. His descendants reigned in Elis until 580 B.C.
when the State probably became a republic.
The myths of the Idaean Dactyles concerning Heracles, the son
of Amphitryon,cannot but hold truths, since even in the time of Pausanias
(2nd cent. A.D.) there were altars at which the people of Elis made
sacrifices to those five brothers.
The naming of the Cronion Hill and the fact that priests as Pausanias
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writes, sacrificed upon this hill to Kronos, is proof that rites were held
from most ancient times in honour of the father of Zeus. The Idaean
Heracles together with his brothers must be connected with the introduction of the worship of Zeus from Crete. The Ceremonies were conducted by the men of Pisa who were under the protection of Zeus and
according to Strabo and to Pausanias, did not participate in the
war waged against Troy ("It is said that the men of Pisa did not participate in the Trojan War, being considered as sacred to Zeus" - Strabo,
8th, 357). The relationship of Peisus, of Pelops and Oenomaus should
be explained from the position in charge of the Games that the men
of Pisa held.
Strabo, likewise, approaches the truth when he states that the
first Olympiads were held by the Aetolians with Oxylus. Since by the
descent of the Heraclidae and the admixture of the native Elians with
the vigorous and lively Aetolians who were led by Oxylus, the ceremonies
must have assumed a more festival character. Since in those times the
outstanding pleasure of those participating at festivities was the rivalry
in various contests in order to demonstrate their bodily assets, it was
but natural that, during the holding of the sacrifical ceremonies of
Olympia, a rite should be established of carrying out a race with the
crowing of the victor by a wreath of wild olive which had been transplanted from northern lands and was plentiful in the valley of Olympia.
This theory is also supported by Philostratos who is very explicit regarding the establishment of the race (Ex. 5). During the holding of
sacrifices to Zeus by the Elians a priest stood by the altar holding a
torch. The younger among the worshippers ran from the distance of
the stadium length to the altar, and the first had the right to light the
flame and be declared as Olympic victor. Thus the explanation can be
that, as the sacred ceremonies developed and the Games progressed,
the Dorian element which was the dynamic section of the land that it
had conquered, ascribed the establishment to their ancestor and beloved
hero Heracles, while the Aetolians and Elians ascribed it to Oxylus
HISTORY
Historic data regarding the great religious and athletic festival
of Olympia are available from the end of the 9th century or the beginning of the 8th century B.C. at a time when King of Elis was Iphitus.
The festivities had a narrow and limited interest confined to the men
of Elis and of Pisa, though Iphitus, realising that great advantages
could accrue to his country by the extension of the festival, contemplated giving the Fair a Peloponnesian character. It is clear none the

less that Iphitus did not create from the beginning, but pursued a tradition, nor did he initiate the celebrations or discover the idyllic valley,
but he found the existence of the traditions, of the sacrifices and the
Games and he sponsored their continuance. We have already stated
that Oxylus assumed power, with the help of the Dorians, around 1100
B.C. and he continued or initiated sacrifices, yet no confirmed information
exists regarding the form of the Games apart from the mention from
Philostrates about the race towards the altar of the God.
The Spartans were also able to analyse the fact that the sanctity
and the prohibition of trespassing of the district as also the neutrality
of Elis would assure to the Spartans the safeguarding of one of their
flanks in any case of war against the Argives or the Messenians.
It was on this neutrality that Iphitus took his stand and thus
renewed and gave more glamour to the Games of Olympia. It was not
only a question of the benefits of peace, not only the great honour of
the presidency of the Games, but also the inflow of wealth from the
thousands of worshippers, the exchange of goods, the work of the builders and of the artists. The men of Pisa continued with their privileges
and rights of the presidency and of control, which were ancient and unalienable rights. With the pressure of the Spartans the men of Pisa
gave way and then the great dream of Iphitus was realised.
In 884 B.C. when the renewed Games were carried out with grandeur
an agreement was signed which was called ekecheiria (truce) between
Iphitus on behalf of Elis and Lycourgus on behalf os Sparta and of
Cleosthenes on behalf of Pisa, which was incised on a metal disc.
The disc still existed in the time of Pausanias at the Heraeon (the
2nd cent. A.D.). The date of 884 B.C. is referred to by Polybius, Diodorus
the Sicilian, Julian the African, Phlegon and by Aristodemus the Elian.
With the truce the Spartans were added to the Elians and the men
of Pisa at the ceremonies and the Games. The others were hesitant and
the Games did not succeed in obtaining the Peloponnesian character
that the Elians desired. At that time there fell upon the land a period
of drought and a lack of corps and distress spread over the whole of the
Peloponnesus. The Elians took advantage of the difficult circumstances
and asked for the support of the Oracle of Delphi which, willing and
perspicacious, offered its support to impose the festival. The Oracle
referred to the fact, in its pronouncement, that Zeus was angry because
his festival was not properly honoured and summoned all to contribute
to the rehabilitation of the festival.
There were still, however, the doubters who suspected that the oracular pronouncement was faked and spurious. They sent further supplicants and this time the God was both severe and categoric.
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More recent writers rely on the fact that during the, .3rd Olympiad,
i.e. in 768 B.C. the Messenian Androclus was victor and contend that
from this Olympiad onwards the Games had started to have a Peloponnesian character. There is, however, in this contention a serious
misunderstanding. This is because they reckon that the start of the
Olympiads was in 776 B.C.. Whereas indeed the Olympiad of 776 is
designated as the "First", yet it is not, since 27 Olympiads were held
prior to it up to 884, the victors of which have remained unknown.
It is therefore evident that the Games must have assumed a Peloponnesian character long before 776 B.C., since the agreement of the truce
had created all the necessary prerequisites for the participation of the
peoples of the Peloponnesus.
The Games started to assume a Panhellenic character from 705
B.C. when during the 19th Olympiad, Menon the Megarean was victor,
while at the 21st and 22nd Olympiads Pantacles the Athenian was
victor and at the 23rd Olympiad Onomastus the Smyrniot was victor
in the boxing contest. From the 27th Olympiad onwards reference is
made to the colons. During this Olympiad Daippos from Crotón proved
himself victor in the boxing contest.
From Iphitus onwards the religious ceremonies and the Games
were held regularly every four years and the period between each four
yearly festival was called an Olympiad. In view of the Panhellenic significance that Olympia held, the Olympiad served as the common
chronology of the Hellenes. The calendar, as is known, did not then
exist and each City - that is the State of those times - took its date
bearing from the name of its archons, while Argos did so from its priestesses. The names of the victors from 884 B.C. onwards had not been
kept and for this reason the Olympiads had not been numbered. The
first of the victors whose names were registered were those of the Elians
Paravallon and Euanoridas. He, however, who regularised and numbered
the Olyinpiad, was Hippias the Elian,whose work was completed by Aristoteles. The Olympiad was designated by its number and by the name
of the victor of the stadium-length race. Principally the historical renewal took place in 776 B.C. and this Olympiad was placed as First.
The victor of the stadium length sprint was Coroebos the Elian. The
first historian to use the Olympiad systematically for chronological
purpose was Timaeus the Sicilian and he was copied by Diodorus the
Sicilian, Dionysius the Halicarnassian, Thucydides, Pausanias, Aclian etc.
HISTORIC COURSE AND EXTINCTION
In Greece the Temple was the symbol of a moral principle which
neither contained nor exercised a political power but which assured
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a moral discipline towards institutions and morals.
The Temple has democracy as a pre-requisite. A people who creates
temples is inspired by Philosophy. Philosophy connotes freedom of
thought. The Greeks had political liberty due to Democracy, freedom
of thought and worship, freedom in Art since they copied Nature, as
they were obliged to interpret Nature. The first Philosophy of the West
- the pre-Socratic - was purely a philosophy of Nature, it was the first
attempt by humanity to comprehend the character of Nature and explain its phenomena.
Art blossomed in Greece through the humble ceramic utensils which
first copied nature until it ascended to the comprehension of the divine
forms of Pheidias.
The Spirit was elevated through Philosophy and the Greeks arrived
at the discovery of freedom. Finally through the spirit and Art they
gave significance to the meaning of Man by the cultivation of noble
rivalry and by apotheosis of the Games.
The Greeks were not the inventors of the Games. The contest is
a phenomenon which was created simultaneously with life, for nature
leads to contest and nature is the same for all peoples. All peoples knew
about contests, but none other thought of making contests into an
established institution, to create a code of behaviour and form a civilization.
We can state that the development of the Greek Games created the
character of a whole epoch, a character which consisted in the humanisation of God and in the apotheosis of man.
This brilliant civilization progressed simultaneously with the Games
Their historic advancement is parallel and interdependent. It can follow
the wonderful picture that Hesiod gives us in his myth of the generations
which he includes in his work on "Works and Days".
The progress of the Games, which starts with the gods, the demigods and the heroes, reached the apotheosis of beauty and of its highest
virtue without any self-interested rivalry and concluded in the mire of
lowness and of the purchase of victory.
The institution of the Olympic truce, which must be considered
as of divine inspiration, confirmed the Games in the conscience of the
Greeks. This was so since the wars ceased and the Greeks from every
land, from seven different routes as it was said, hastened to Olympia
to enjoy the sight of the resplendant contestants.
The Games started with the contest of the sprint from the time of
Iphitus, and for 41 Olympiads only the race of the "stadium" length
was held, until 724 B.C. when the "diaulos", that is only two stadia
lengths, was added. In 720 B.C. the "dolichos" which had 24 stadia
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lengths was added, i.e. about 4 % kilometers. In 708 the wrestle and
the pentathlon were added, while in 688 the boxing match and in 680
the chariot races with the four horse chariots, the "tetrippon" and
in 648 the pankcation, i.e. wrestling and boxing simultaneously. Thenceforth and at different times various contests were added. A point had
been reached when there was a total of 23 contests, but such a total
was never carried out since, whereas new contests were added, others
were discarded.
I refer to the contests which were held from time to time at Olympia.
The Stadium length, the double length, the twenty-four lengths,
the wrestling, the pentathlon of men, boxing, the four horse chariots,
the pankration, the horse race, the stadium length for boys, the wrestling
for boys, the pentathlon for boys. This last contest was held only once,
as it was considered too strenuous for boys and because time would
not allow it.
"The Pentathlon for boys was introduced at the 38th Olympiad
and Eutelidas the Lacedaemonian was victorious but the Elians were
not pleased to see the boys contesting at the pentathlon", boxing for
boys, race with armour, the apene (a chariot drawn by two mules, the
synoris (a chariot drawn by two horses), the tetrippon polon (the four
colt chariot), the synoris polon (the two colt chariot), the colt race, the
pankration for boys, the kalpe (a peculiar contest in which the rider
runs the last curve holding the bridle of a mare). Finally in 396 B.C.,
that is as the 96th Olympiad, the contests of heralds and trumpeters
was introduced.
The prize at Olympia was a wreath of wild olive which grew close
to the temple of Zeus.
Phlegon writes that Iphitus established the wild olive wreath on
the advice of the Oracle of Delphi and that the first to be crowned was
the stadium length sprint winner Daicles from Messenia at the seventh
Olympiad, but if the oracular pronouncement was given to Iphitus, it
was given 100 years and over prior to the victory of Daicles (748 B.C.).
In consequence the tradition that the first to be crowned was the stadium
length sprint victor of the seventh Olympiad would refer to the seventh
from Iphitus and not by Coroebos.
Thus the name of the happy victor who first was crowned remains
unknown.
The athletes had the obligation to arrive at Elis one month prior
to the Games. This was a practice of fine inspiration. In this way a selection of the best took place and the unsuitable were eliminated so that
before the onlookers there appeared only those athletes who together
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with their powerful and fine rivals contributed to the magnificent sight
of the Games.
The athletes took part in the contests naked. It is said that the
Spartan Acanthus victor of the dolichos (24 stadia) during the 15th
Olympiad, that is in 720 B.C. was the first to have competed naked,
according to Dionysos the Halicarnassian (Roman Archaeology 7,12).
Pausanias, however, refers to Orsippus from Megara, the later general.
He does not disagree, however, regarding the Olympiad. Orsippus ran
the stadium length and during the race his belt fell. Pausanias suspects
that its fall was not fortuitous, but that Orsippus on purpose let his belt
fall so that he could run more freely. (Thucyd. 1,6,5 and Pausan. 1,44,1).
According to the testimony of Pausanias the Games until the 77th
Olympiad (472 B.C.) lasted but one day only. According to Robert
(Hermes 1900, page 161) until the introduction of the four horse chariot
race in 680 B.C. it probably lasted only one day. We, must, however
doubt if the fifteen events which were held in 472 B.C. were accomplished
in one day. According to Robert a second day was added in 688, a third
in 632 as also a day for the sacrifices prior and also a day subsequent
to the termination and thus the festival lasted five days.
The glory of an Olympian victory was tremendous. Enormous were
the crowds of onlookers, who came from all parts of the mainland of
Greece, from the colonies, from Ionia, from Italy, from Sicily, from
Egypt and from Libya and the Dneiper. They came to admire the statuesque men, the sturdy youths and the winged horses. Plato was seventy
years old when he came to Olympia and the sage Thaïes of Miletus died
an aged man through hardships. Great sages visited it such as Pythagoras and Anaxagoras and the cynic philosopher Diogenes, the orator
Demosthenes, the great Themistocles, Pindar, the author Simonides,
the sages Hippias, Prodicus, Anaximenes, Polus, Gorgias and Lucían.
Herodotus the Halicarnassian in 445 B.C. read at Olympia a part of his
History and received from the State an award of 10 talants... Fate
connived that among the crowd of his audience there should also be
the young lad Thucydides.
At Olympia artists exhibited their works and poets recited their
poetry. There was no Greek who was able to visit Olympia who did
not do so.
Thus Olympia had become a Panhellenic centre which alone expressed the common public opinion of the Greeks.
At Olympia King Philip was disapproved by the audience and so
too was the representation of Dionysus, Tyrant of Syracuse, who had
sent bards to sing his poems. The audience disapproved because he was
negotiating with the Persians to subjugate Greece (Dion. Sicyl. 14, 9).
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The gratitude of Greece was expressed at Olympia to Themistoeles.
at the appearance of whom the audience burst into cheers.
How was it, however, that this unsurpassable glory should be followed by stagnation, decline, decay and finally death?
The question is of exceeding interest, but it is vast.
Many ascribe the decline of athleticism to the great specialization
and the exclusive occupation with the training and the diet of the
athletes and the most categoric of these was Philostratus. This author
who is such a valuable supplier of information described the situation
in his days, he was influenced by his epoch and expressed his epoch,
i.e. the 2nd century A.D.
The decline had started much earlier, since the time when the gymnasia had become centres where philosophers concentrated, from the
time when the gymnasia had become places where they did not exercise
only, but had become a centre for all those who wished to discuss and
show off their knowledge.
Philosophy, rhetoric and logic became the ideal of the youth while
athletics were not brushed to the side, but found an opponent. The
"kalos k'agathos", that is the virtuous and good added to his bodily
assets those of the intellect. It was the beginning of the decline.
After them came the Macedonians. A warlike race is not happy with
peaceful contests. When Alexander was asked why he did not take part
in the Games he replied: "Only if I were to have kings as opponents"
It is known that Alexander the Great had Aristotle as his tutor. Alexander bore Hellenism into the depths of the East. The East took revenge by influencing seriously the morals and customs of the Greeks.
Later the Romans followed. They were not able to comprehend the
deeper meaning of the gymnastic contests, wrestling and boxing, bereft
of fighting and hate. The Romans exercised but only at military exercises and poked fun at the contests of the Greeks. In spite of this they
copied the Games but in them they only saw warfare and spectacle.
In the Hippodrome slaves performed and were killed. Ceasar offered 320
pairs of duellists. Pompey slaughtered 500 lions. They trod on the morals and customs of the Games and infringed the regulations. The fine
Games of the Greeks had become bloodthirsty spectacles.
Sallus transported the athletes of Greece to Rome to lend brilliance
to his triumph. Calligula threatened to transport the chryselephantine
statue of Zeus to Rome. Nero postponed the holding of the Games so
that he could participate in all and took part in the chariot race, fell
from the chariot and became a laughing stock, yet finally, though he
did not complete the course, was crowned victor and what is more not
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only in the chariot race but also as a tragedian and a Lyre player, for
the horse chariot and the chariot of ten colts.
Philostratos was right regarding the decline. He wrote that formerly practice created athletes like Milon and Hipposthenes, Polydamas, Promachus and Glaucus, whereas in his time so much had athletic
morals changed that many of the lovers of athletics were indignant.
Yet among the causes that brought about the decline and the disdain
for everything athletic, was the change of ideals.
Political considerations and the frightful struggle within the
armed forces between the idolaters and the crypto-christians compelled
the Emperor Theodosius, anyhow hostile to the Greeks, to issue the
terrible edict of 394 A.D., whereby idololatric worship was prohibited
and the Games were stopped at Olympia.
The beating of the heart of Greece was suddenly curtailed. Olympia
registered three hundred and twenty heart beats from the time of Iphitus and the three hundred and twentyieth happened to occur in the
year 393 A.D. From 394 A.D. the Games at Olympia had died.
And what about Olympia? Its first great destruction took place by
the incursion of the Goths under Alaric, in 395 A.D.
A year previously the majestic chryselephantine Zeus had been
transported to Constantinople, as is mentioned by the historians Cedrenus and Zonaras, it was destroyed during the great fire of the City
in 475 A.D.
After the Goths, destructions followed upon one another. A fire
destroyed the temple of Zeus in 426 and earthquakes in 522, while that
in 551 and the still more severe one of 580 brought down what had remained standing.
The Christians later built a church from the marbles of the monuments and the Byzantines completed the destruction.
A great flood of the Cladeus ensued with the result that the ruins
were submerged, while a second greater one engulfed all to a depth of
3 - 5 meters. The Alpheus continually deviating towards the north extinguished the hippodrome and a great part of the stadium. The brilliance was extinguished and the two historic rivers closed their arms and
handed over the ruins to the protection of Mother Gaia.
Yet from divine Olympia nothing was lost.
Here calm ever reigns, and calm is ever unassailable. The Altis is
dead, yet between the sacred ruins wander the shades of the contestants,
beautifully-bodied boys, virtuous and good youths, statuesque men,
glorious Olympic winners.
The Grove is dead, but Olympia has not died. Because there always
exists that which is everything. Its spirit. Its victory.
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THE ANCIENT GREEK PENTATHLON
by
EVANGELOS KALFARENTZOS
Director of the Dept. of Ph. Ed. of the Greek Ministry of Education
Introduction
Many different views of the pentathlon of antiquity have been
current both in Greece and other countries. All researchers are, however,
agreed that the pentathlon comprised five branches viz. running, jumping, discus, javelin, throwing and wrestling. Moreover, it is known that
wrestling was the last of the contests.
Respecting the sequence among the four other branches and the
procedure for the carrying out of the whole competition, as well as the
choosing of the victors, various opinions have been put forward. None
of these, in my opinion, has given a satisfactory answer to these questions.
In this address I shall try to solve these international controversies and
I hope that my view of the matter will be deemed correct, at least
until the contrary has been proved.
The sequence of the branches
Hitherto no one has ventured to deny that wrestling was the last
of the contests in the pentathlon. In order to determine the sequence of
the other four branches we must first realize that the ancient Greeks strove
to attain an all-round training of the competitors and furthermore desired
to introduce three new competitions which had no independent position
in the program of the games. As wrestling and running already had the status of special competitions,it was necessary to bring in the three other branches (jumping, discus and javelin) and for purposes of attraction to put
them first. If this view is correct,running would thus be the fourth branch.
These assumptions of mine are based on the following pronouncements by ancient Greek writers:
Polydeucus writes that a pentathlete is one who takes part in the
five competitions, above all in jumping, discus and javelin throwing.
Philostratos in his account of the qualifications which the Pentathlete
should possess does no mention running and wrestling but only the three
other contests. Socrates compares the victor in the pentathlon with
the runners and wrestlers and says that the victors in the pentathlon,even
if they are not the peers of the runners and wrestlers, are outstanding
and victorious anyhow, seeing that they are first in the other branches.
Over and above these testimonies it may also be stressed that in
most extant descriptions of the games the jump, discus and javelin
are dealt with connectedly.
We pass on to try and establish the sequence of the first three branches.
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In the aforementioned writers and in extant descriptions of the
first three branches, sometimes the jump is No 1, sometimes the discus
and sometimes javelin throwing. Hence we may draw the conclusion
that there was no fixed sequence between them, the sequence being
rather due to prevailing circumstances of a technical nature. We are
fully justified in making such an assumption as the games were intended
to be spectacular pageantry, not didactic exercises.

The carrying out of the pentathlon
The pentathlon commenced with the first three branches, a victor
being chosen in every branch. If the same competitor won all three,
the competition was closed and the victor was hailed as "Pentathlos".
If, on the other hand, one was victorious in two branches and another
in the third, the competition between these two was continued in the
fourth branch, i.e. running. If the one who had previously gained two
fictories was victorious in running, he was proclaimed victor (Pentathlos)
in the whole competition. If, on the other hand, there were three victors
in the first three branches, the competition was continued between the
victors in both running and wrestling. Should someone be victorious
in both branches, he was hailed Victor (Pentathlos). In the opposite
case no one was hailed as victor. It is exactly this circumstance which
is the probable reason why relatively few pentathlon victors are mentioned in the Olympic Games.
In this way the first three branches which were also called "Triagmos" made it possible to reduce the maximum number to three competitors who could take part in the last two branches if, indeed, they
were needed at all. The advantage of this was that the pentathlon could
be carried out in the shortest possible time.

The Pentathlon victor
From the foregoing it appears that unless the same competitor was
victorious in all the three first branches, the competition was continued
into branches 4 and 5; furthermore, that victory was necessary in three
branches of the five, in order to become the final victor. The Greek
poet Bacchylides points out e.g. that the pentathlete Automedes was
"Pentathlos" in the Nemean Games because he won the discus and
javelin throwing as well as wrestling.
By choosing the pentathlon victor in this way, an all-round training of the athletes was secured and the competition could be carried
out in the shortest possible time. We must also keep in mind what was
perhaps the most important circumstance for the organizers, that
during the whole competition the onlookers should be kept in a state
of tense excitement as to who would be the final victor.
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History

OLYMPIC GAMES AND PHILATELY
By
Mr. T. PAPASTEPITANOU
Director and Owner of the Olympic Games Museum, Olympia
The superhuman efforts and activities of the late Pierre de Coubertin are not unknown to you. He came to Greece towards the end of
1894 and through memoranda and other activities he endeavoured
to persuade the Greek Govt. under Mr. Harilaos Tricoupis, to assist
actively the organization and revival of the Olympic Games, by extending its support to the organization of the first Olympiad, then contemplated to be held in Athens.
It is an unquestionable fact that in the fine effort undertaken,
Pierre de Coubertin was not understood by anyone.
Only one man, the then Crown Prince Constantine, warmly offered
effective assistance to this effort.
There was however, a very important inducement which had helped
very much to make the Crown Prince undertake the necessary initiative.
To this purpose, he disolved the existing Committee and organized
another twelve-member one, under his presidency.
This secret inducement, we now disclose to you today.
The reasons why the official and responsible personalities had reacted adversely to the organization of the Olympic Games were above
all financial. The Govt. of the time, being faced with many financial
difficulties, felt that to assume the responsibility of organizing such
Games would mean a considerable burden on the limping Govt budget,
with a consequent risk of bankruptcy.
But the Crown Prince had in his pocket a very important memorandum from an enthusiastic Philatelist and Sportman, Mr. Demetrios
Sacorafos, who had submitted it in his capacity as Chairman of the Philatelic Organization then existing in Athens. This memorandum supported with unshakable arguments and convincingly what moral and material benefits would be gained by issuing a set of commemorative
postage stamps, illustrating Ancient Olympic subjects.
The Crown Prince grasped the idea, and no doubt his enthusiasm
and determination to undertake the responsibility of organizing the
Games of 1896 was derived from this, as he firmly believed that by
combining the issue of Olympic stamps with the Games,the Govt budget
would not only not suffer but financial benefits would be secured.
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He proved to be absolutely right.
Another distinguished man, Mr. Constantine Papamichalopoulos,
chariman of the Panhellenic Athletic Associations and Deputy for
Epidavros in the Greek Parliament of July 15, 1895, under Mr. Deliyannis's Cabinet, submitted the proposal of issuing commemorative
stamps for the benefit of the Games.
These stamps yielded some 400,000 drachmae a sum to which he
refers in his report as "Salutary Assistance". (£ 16,000 or $ 80,500).
Consequently, it is to be observed that Philately with its mite has
greatly contributed to the success of the first Olympic Games; after
this, the Govts of the world have again resorted from time to time to
Philately, to cover a large part of their Budget to pay for expenses of
Olympic games and other athletic manifestations.
I shall submit to you, gentlemen, the request and wish that the
Pioneers and Forerunners of the Olympic Athletic Philately:
1) Demetrios Sacorafos
2) Constantine Papamichalopoumos
be included in the list of those eminent men who have contributed to
the success of the first Olympic Games, and to their revival, thus paying
the tribute of honour which is due to their memory.
We would be thankless, however, if we failed to pay here the tribute of honour to the memory of the father of the revival of the Olympic
Games, Pierre de Coubertin, mentioned at the beginning of this talk,
whose heart lies here at Olympia, gentlemen, as a proof of exceptional
confidence and guarantee for the success of our noble objectives in the
future.
In 1962, 100 years have passed since the birth of this Great Man,
who consumed his lifetime for the revival of the Olympic Games. It
would be an official token of the respect due to his memory that the
building of the International Post Office should adorn this sacred site,
with the beginning of the festive manifestations for the fact; this building would be considered as an annexe to the Olympic Academy, the
idea for setting up of which belongs to this unforgettable Man.
Thus, the task of our gratitude to the Man would be made complete
by the International Office issuing a set of commemorative postage
stamps bearing his portrait.
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Dr. Misangyi speaks on athletic psychology in the shadows of the western slopes while
the setting sun casts added illumination.

Dr. Misangyi in the centre, with Prof. Carl Diem on his right find the blue waters of
the Mediterranean persuasive.

Participants of the I.O.A. visit the newly excavated ancient stadium of Olympia.

Coaching & Training

THE WILL POWER OF THE COMPETITOR
By
Dr. O. MISANGYI
National Athletics Coach of Switzerland
WHAT IS WILL POWER ?
If we follow everyday linguistic usage there will be no difficulty
in understanding what volition is:
"I want to start training at 6 o'clock".
"We want to run one fast lap".
"We now want to rest".
"He wishes to investigate the problem of rhythm".
We could connect every moment of our lives with the word and
thought of volition. Volition seems to us to be an intangible function
which enters into all parts of our psychic existence, which traverses all
the soul and which particularly in the case of athletics has validity as
an idea, so to speak, of independent existence.
Thus every competitor, and in general every athlete, feels what
volition and will power are, even if they cannot define the connotations
of these words. All the above know that they are important factors for a
victory and for the achievement of a good performance. Experience none the
less teaches that in a competition in which many are participating who
have the same natural abilities, the same technical knowledge and have
the same training, those will win who, amongst other things, have the
stronger will power.
How then does this force arise and become created?
If, for instance, we must decide one afternoon "whether we shall
train or not?" various feelings can arise in our soul. Some are favourable
and urging for activation (as to whether we should train?), while others
raise obstacles to do so. Some favourable or supporting feelings are:
Noble ambition, the combatitive spirit, a tendency to success, fraternal
sentiments, enthusiasm for the club and national colours etc.
On the contrary the following feelings will have an unfavourable
influence:
Unfavourable reputation, fear, cares, lack of disposition, instability,
distaste, indecision, absentmindedness, indifference, etc.
These sentiments of contrary influence then combat both consciously
and otherwise within us and the net result of this combat,e.g.as to whether
the first group of feelings will win, is the decision as to whether this action
should be taken. Volition and its strength is the strength of will-power.
It is a natural ability therefore, which helps the favourable feelings
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and the urging motivations to be victorious in favour of activation. We
could even call it the psychic ability to take a decision on the basis of
suitable motivations in favour of certain activities. This function of
volition is a psychical procedure incited by conscious and unconscious
motivations.
How does the physiologist explain the substance of volition?
Setschenow considers the action of volition as a conditional
reflection of a particularly complicated nature.
He accepts as the centre of the activation of volition to be movement
producing centre of the outside of the brain, to be more precise, in the
front central spiral particle. If the separate segments of the front central
spiral particle are irritated certain urges of movement are communicated
through seperate muscle groups.
Since, however, the movement producing centres of the outer portion
of the brain are immediately interconnected with all the organs of
sensation, it is possible that the latter bring about the emission of the
urges to movement.
On occasions of especially marked irritations of the nerve system,
such as that of calling upon volition, all the already existing and established links are placed upon a high level of function. Thus all the urges
emanating to the organs are carried out at a far higher intensity than
would otherwise have been the case, particularly so when the organs
would be threatening to cease functioning owing to being already overloaded.
Further to this he stresses that the good quality of the acquired
habits of movement play a part.
The more a certain movement has been disciplined so much the
better can it be utilised in the sphere of the invocation of the volition.
The person who in training acquires many useful habits of motion, not
only does he constitute greater bodily abilities and dexterities, but also
broadens the regions in which his volition can be called upon with
especially incurable results.
THE FORCE OF WILL-POWER
If we should wish to answer the question, I would like to stress
the existence and the importance of deeper sentiments. Inflammatory
feelings and not only the intellect impart dynamic force to volition.
Devotion with self denial and enthusiasm can work miracles. The measure
of intensity of such feelings determines the force of will-power.
Training of will-power - the possibility of the formulation of volition.
How can the force of will-power be trained? The duties of the coach during
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the training of the volition of the competitor.
The great question is often put as to whether the training of volition
is possible? According to psychological theory as also through the teachings of experience I would like to answer without any reservation, emphatically in the affirmative.
It is an important duty for the coach to bring out this volition.
The upbringing of volition must be a stable and systematic part
of the coaching and training programme. The preparations from the
point of view of inculcating volition must be closely correlated with the
technical, tactical and body training preparations.
It must be propounded that combatitive and competitive volition
are based on a series of full moral qualifications such as persistence, selfconfidence, belief in oneself, courage etc.
1) Each action of volition has three principle stages:
a) The justification of the action
b) The assumption of the decision, and
c) The execution of the decision.
Thus we have the duty above all to support and stregthen the favourable motivations, e.g. we seek companionship, friendships, readings
etc. which are favourably predisposed towards our cause. On the contrary we avoid the unfavourable!
2) Overcoming obstacles, of which the number is great. We must
seek to overcome them and this must become our second nature. The
relay teams and competitors in teams, in general, are subject to an in
fluence which dissolves such obstacles since through the teams their
immediate personal responsibilities diminishes.
Team compositions are most beneficial since the members of the
teams influence each other positively, before, during and after the events.
3) Through overcoming and defeating difficulties and obstacles achieveing objectives, dissolution of difficulties,hindrances, solution of difficult
problems and trials. In the choice of obstacles to be faced I would re
commend:
a) Beginning by calling upon small demands of volition.
b) A systematic gradual increase on the demands for overcoming
them, since too heavy demands paralyse volition.
c) Taking advantage of the above mentioned team spirit, since
the presence of the whole team increases the tendency to carry out
the assigned tasks.
At all costs we must urge the person in question to stand by the
decision he has taken, to achieve his objective - and to overcome by
all his strength all difficulties which may appear.
4) By acquiring the habit of practicing what is right. This is so self-
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evident that no further remarks are necessary.
5) We must also train under especially difficult conditions and to
train to overcome the greatest difficulties. The coach must systematically
habituate his trainees. The better he does this the more successfully
will the competitor perform in the games, more especially if during
the contest he is faced with more favourable conditions than those
which he was taught to overcome while training.
Let us not forget that the very high demands must not be included
very often during training, and that they must be accurately distributed
according to plan.
6) The coach must persuade the athlete as to the significance and
benefit of what is being done. The athlete should come to the right
conclusion on his own.
7) The behaviour of the competitor as regards determination is
one of the most important responsibilities of the coach. The athlete must
carry out the performance assigned to him overcoming incidental ob
stacles without lessening his energy and activity.
A further important means to acquire determination is for the
athlete to be included in training or with the system of including athletes
of higher performance, and above all by frequent participation in events
(but on an individual basis).
The coach must persuade the athlete to believe that greater athletic
performances can only be achieved by overcoming great difficulties and
obstacles and that many beginners with only minor talents have none the
less achieved great results through determination during training.
8) Both courage and daring must be increased, but this is a matter
that comes under another chapter.
9) Faith in one's own strength bears great influence and effects de
cisively the results of a competition.
A competitor who has no confidence in himself will suffer defeats.
Confidence in one's own powers will, on the contrary, lend support in
the struggle against fatigue, in favour of records and victories. For this
reason the coach attempts to bring the athlete to believe absolutely
in his own possibilities.
The coach influences the athlete through persuasive talk which
is done privately.
Self-confidence must be especially supported on such occasions when
an athlete cannot overcome certain limitations of performances (time,
distance, numbers of marks). We speak of, in this circumstance, a psychological barrier. The coach will find no difficulty in showing that the
top performers never lost their self-confidence after poor performances,
but directed all their will power and achieved their desired results
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10) The roach trains his athlete however difficult it may he, to
fight on to the bitter end.
11) The coach trains his athletes at the same time to act independent
ly and to take decisions. This indépendance must be taught to them con
sciously and as a result of this the coach leaves them to carry out mat
ters of training on their own.
12) The self-command of the athlete (and this comes under this
heading) over irritation, during intensive training and fatigue and during
lack of success certain feelings and actions must be cooled down. Selfcommand during the competition - which has an underlying strong
layer of feelings, many improper sentiments are frequently engendered
(such as are fury, despair and fear) - plays a special part. Endeavour
should be made to train the athlete to observe strictly and maintain
the regulations in vigour as also the moral rules during competitions.
13) The transfer of the faith in Ideals by the person in charge to the
competitors. The person in charge of the training must not confine him
self to technical training alone because it is not only the bodies but the
spirits which must be formed. Many miracles have aready been achieved
by training in will-power, yet it cannot be said that the urge to reinforce
will-power always succeeds since sometimes it gets the objective side
tracked to the formation of an unfavourable character. In other words
the basic character cannot be changed. Psychic factors which are totally
lacking, cannot be born, but those which exist can be cultivated. As a
result of this it is a matter of significance for the coach to know the
psychical composition of his trainee.
CRITERIA FOR THE TRAINING OF VOLITION

These are:
1) The degree and manner in which the trainee carries out the duties
assigned to him by the person in charge of the training (number of runs,
speed, performances).
2) Indenpendent carrying out of duties according to the demands
set (fulfilment).
3) Attention to and carrying out the rules of the competition.
4) The willingness of the competitors to participate in training and
competitions under adverse conditions.
5) The strict attention and adherence to an athletic mode of life.
The qualities of volition of a competitor
(according to A.Z. Pano)
Aspects, definition, positive and negative qualifications.
Aspects:
a) pursuance of the objective
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b)
c)
d)
e)

self-sufficiency
resoluteness
determination
self-ctsmmand.

a) Pursuance of objective
This is the ability to impose upon oneself clear cut objectives and
deeds for energeticness through carrying out volition and for good
appearance.
Positive qualifications: When actions, thoughts and feelings are
concentrated on the achievement of the set objective.
Negative qualifications: Insufficient development.
1) Inability for one to set a main objective.
2) Insufficient concentration - Deviation and secondary thoughts
3) Inability to follow the objective to adjust oneself to new con
ditions.
b) Self sufficiency
This is the ability to activate creatively in the direction of the set
objective.
Positive qualifications: He does not allow himself to be influenced by
others or by the activities of others.
Negative qualifications: insufficient development:
1) Stylised activities, regulated usage of existing knowledge, abi
lities and dexterities.
2) Inability to adjust oneself inventively in action to re-adjusted
conditions.
3) Insufficient mobility relative to changes in accepted methods
4) Inability to take independent decisions, what should be done
due to change of conditions.
5) Lack of a critical stand as against outside advisers.
6) Lack of critical imitation of the activities of a rival.
7) Lack of self confidence in the correctness of his own decisions,
thoughts, activities and dread of the consequences flowing therefrom.
c) Ability to take decisions
This is the ability to make the timely solutions of problems and
obligations.
Positive qualifications : Assumption of responsability for an action.
Negative qualifications: insufficient development.
1) Hesitation to take decisions.
2) Tardy taking of decisions.
3) Very slow activity.
4) Fear of independent action at decisive moments.
5) Indecision on taking decisions and action.
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6) Inability and incertitude in overcoming doubts and fear.
d) Determination
It is the ability to carry out a long term struggle, for achieving the set.
objectives.
Positive qualifications: In this struggle neither activity nor action
should be diminished,as also that incidental difficulties in all circumstances
should be overcome.
Negative qualifications: Insufficient development.
1) Withdrawal in front of difficulties arising during the development
of training and during the competition.
2) Attempts to put aside difficulties arising during training and
competition.
3) Reduction of energy and activity or indeed the loss of both of
these following failures or the making of mistakes.
4) Reduction of energy and activity as a result of the appearance
of unexpected difficulties and obstacles.
e) Self-command
Positive qualifications: the great ability to impose oneself over
feelings and activities under irritations or bad tidings, severe strain,
fatigue, unexpected actions, failures etc.
Negative qualifications: insufficient development.
1) Lack of interest in starting.
2) Confusion, indeed panic in front of unforeseen incidents in the
competition.
3) Despair through failures in the competitions.
4) Lowering of morale after failure in the first part, half time, etc.
5) Despair and confusion if the opponent obtains a good result,
especially if this were unexpected.
6) Emotion as a result of erroneous decisions by the judge, despond
ency at rising fatigue, especially if there were need of intensive continu
ation of the competition.
8) Inability to overcome confliting desires, e.g. the competitor
wants to give up since he feels that continuation is pointless - objectively,
however it is necessary that the competition must be concluded with
the best possible results.
Bibliography: A.Z. Pano: "The particularities of the volition of the Athlete."
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PRELIMINARY STATE AT THE START
by
Dr. O.MISANGYI
PREPARAΤΙΟΝ FOR THE START — EXCITEMENT— NERVES — AΡATHΥ

Let us suppose that we are attending a big athletic meet. We will
examine the precise behaviours of each athlete.
a) In the changing room
b) On the training ground
c.) On the competition field.
I
Some get dressed without a feeling of strain, calm and with a pleasant
expression, talk in a friendly manner with their colleagues then they
take careful stock of their equipment, put their things in order and give
themselves a rub. Then they proceed to the track or training grounds
where the participants warm up. They then follow up with a well prepared programme for getting into form:
Light runs, general physical exercises, accelerated bursts of speed,
appropriate exercises, start trials, throwing without a run, hurdle
vaulting, etc.
They concentrate their attention on a precise carrying out of mouvements, style, control their breathing, take note of the time of the competition which they should know precisely. They take stock of themselves
(the opponents interest them but little), but they talk to them in a
friendly manner. One concludes that these athletes know what they
are doing and that they work in a systematic manner. Such general
state is good and favourable.
This is an exellent preparation for the start.
II
Others walk and run in all directions, speak excitedly, discussing
in an ill considered way, are noisy, tell stories, sing, whistle and all this
to cover their excitement...

III
Competition fever, the gitters
Among the third type this competition fever is even more pronounced, and is so strong that they behave almost as if doped. They
have a blue fear. They wish that the whole competition were already
over... These nerves change into apathy.
To these three numerous "inbetween" types should be added.
Preparation for the start, is most important and is influential to
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obtaining best performances.
Slight excitement, a light attack of nerves, are generally favourable
specially in the case of speed races.
A severe attack of gitters, apathy, can be detrimental to good performances, or even annul them.
DESCRIPTION OF OVER-EXCITEMENT BEFORE THE START.

1. What is most noticeable is the "psycho-motor" enervation. As
we saw earlier, excitement is manifested with certain athletes several
hours before the competition and increases as the hour approaches.
Even perhaps on the eve the athlete cannot sleep well...
2. A general excitement is often noticed in his conversation with
friends or with the coach...
3. In many cases the athlete complains of his psychic state, although
he does not manage to describe it...
4. A psychic ill-feeing follows in trying to concentrate his attention
since the athlete carries out his movements in front of the public in a
different manner to while training. This disarranges the co-ordination
of his movements. Even more so the very thought of the endeavour
increases his state of excitement.
5. The feeling of remaining below capacity is closely connected with
this psycho-physical state of uncertainty...
6. A symptom which is often noticed is the appearance of the
vegetative processus. Heart-beats, derangement of the circulatory sys
tem (hot head and cold feet and hands) perspiration, diarrhoea, and
all this increases the feeling of failure and insecurity...
7. In this state of high physical tension the competitor is tortured
by fatigue...
After the start of the competition
In track and field: False starts, too fast at the start, errors in coordination of movement in the jumping and throwing events. In boxing:
A non-coordinated conduct of the combat or an exaggerated withholding..
This difference between the performance during competition and
while training is not only noticed by the coach and the public but also
enters into the centre of the faculties of the enervated boxer.
How does Prof. Knocker explain this state?
He says:
This state does not represent anything other than a transformation
of the nervous system which especially touches the nervous motor centre
and most especially the great sympathetic... Such an excitement strongly
diminishes the possibilities of the performances of the competitor.
This diminution can find its explanation in the fact that there is
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a Jiinit set up to the possibilities of the brain cells. By additonal excitements at the time of maximum performances this limit is surpassed.
From excitement one passes to gitters. These gitters lead to a trouble of
coordination, and this fact to a diminution of the posibilities of performance...
SOME CAUSES OF "NERVES" AND OVER-EXCITEMENT.

1. A common, and so to speak natural, cause is the realisation of
being out of form, or suffering from an insufficiency of training. Latent
diseases can increase this feeling of insufficiency.
2. Bad memories. The competitor may have already received certain
checks at a certain point. He had a fall, was wounded, was badly re
ceived, etc. These memories may cause nervous reactions. The compe
titor fears the return of these situations or similar checks.
3. An important cause may lie in successive defeats...
4. In boxing, wrestling, fencing (and in other sports), the competi
tor must await his turn. But previously he may have been present at
the participation of his comrades, which increased his excitement,
especially if the victory of his team depended on the sesult.
5. The presence of the nublic or certain persons, newspaper articles
prognostications, can also play an important role.
6. This indisposition and feeling of heaviness is often increased
by fear of the adversary...
The timorous types are preoccupied with their adversaries, see
themselves defeated and assume a false attitude which then becomes
an obstacle to performance....
7. The feeling of responsability before international matches, Eu
ropean championships, Olympic Games, etc. are also causes.
8. Problems extraneous to sports may also be the cause of nerves.
For example; It is astonishing that a young boxer, excellent during the
course of training, becomes confused during the match, distracted and
somewhat timid. But in talking it over with him one will realise immedia
tely that the relationship with his parents has been disturbed because
the latter do not like to see their young son taking up boxing...
How can one fight excessive nerves?
This matter will preoccupy the coach and the competitor equally
and will be brought up during each discussion. There is no universal
cure for nervous symptoms, any more than to cure psychic troubles.
Practice has proved the success of the following methods:
1. The essential is to have a sound psychological preparation.
The coach will neither over-estimate nor underestimate the strength
of. the opponent. This naturally is a very individual matter and opinions differ. Certain competitors want to know the details of the oppo160

nent, while others shy from such discussions. The coach acts in accordance with their attitudes.
2. We will obtain good results in habituating the competitor to
physical constraints and to the various situations of the competition.
If the player or competitor accustoms himself to the atmosphere and
conditions of the lieu of the venue, he will acquire the requisite calm
and assurance. This is of enormous importance in football.
3. It is of major importance to distract the competitor before the
competition. Cinema, walk, lectures, a game of chess or cards, music,
especially classical, discussions on other subjects, amusing or otherwise,
have a healthy effect on the competitor...
4. A well understood taking up of the matter will have a healthy
effect. It is a determinant factor. Psychology tells us: It is a safety valve
for over-excitement and inside tension.
5. In the same order of ideas, massage will have a favourable re
action on many sportsmen, both physically and psychologically...
6. For most competitors the suggestions of the coach are cloacked with
a particular significance.We are referring to averbal intervention which will
have its influence on the competitor. The effect of this method will depend
in the first instance on the relationship between the coach and the athlete...
It will be necessary on the other hand to get our competitors to
work independently, which will allow them to take decisions without
being obliged to consult the coach and thus to get over obstacles.

With correct behaviour at the competitions
The athlete must never give up at the start. He may not be able to change anything,but by his behaviour and opinion he may be able to diminish
the nervous tension. Yet what is this correct and desired behaviour?
I would say - and it is my personal opinion - we should not take
too seriously, that which, according to its nature, is not the essential
in life. We remind the competitors that the greatest competition must
remain in the field of the games. It is true that victory must be sought
with all one's forces, but not at all costs, because a victory is fine, but
yet more fine is a noble victory, in a spirit of friendship. Those who will
find a fair reason in the games themselves or in noble competitions and
see in victory but a fine recompense, will only be liable to slight nervous
tension. They will do their most in a more calm spirit and will attain
their capacities with more certainty, which means that they will only
have bearable nerves. Getting accustomed also tones down "nerves",
yet even for the most regular of competitors nerves cannot be entirely
eliminated.
Literary reference: Siegfried Miller: Vorstartwustand bei Boxern 1961.
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Coaching & 'I'raining

ROTATIONAL MOVEMENT IN HUMAN LOCOMOTION
(Some Aspects)
By
Mr. GEOFFREY H.G. DYSON
Former Chief National Athletics Coach of Great Britain
A precis of three lectures accompanied by demonstrations, diagrams
and loop films.
(The International Olympic Academy and Mr. G.H.G. Dyson wish
to thank the University of London Press Ltd. for permission to use
parts of his lectures which are also similar to extracts from his book
"The Mechanics of Athletics".
INTRODUCTION
The mechanics of human movement in general and of Track and
Field events in particular, has been a special interest of mine for over
25 years, and a spreading of a knowledge of the mechanical principles
essential to the skills of Track and Field athletics was certainly an
important part of my job as Chief National Coach in Britain for 14 1/2
years. For human motion obeys the laws of all motion and athletic skill
at the highest level applies these same principles to the utmost advantage.
In the classroom, the subject can be used to relate psychics to physical education, for athletic examples are more alive and meaningful than
those normally used in the physics lesson. However, in teaching gymnastic, swimming, diving, trampoline, track and field and many other
skills mechanical explanation should be used with discretion, since
athletes differ widely in intelligence, education and interests. They learn
their skills mainly through their kinaesthetic sensations - through what
the movements 'feel like' - so that more descriptive, if mechanically
inaccurate, language is often preferable to the jargon of mechanics.
Herein lies the art, as opposed to the science of coaching these skills.
Speaking generally, all athletes are best left unaware of the precise
nature of their skill and need only sufficient detail to correct faults,
satisfy curiosity and inspire confidence.
It is different with teachers and coaches, however. With them, a
knowledge of mechanics is an essential tool with which to distinguish
between important and unimportant, correct and incorrect, cause and
effect, possible and impossible. With such knowledge they can observe
and deduce much more than otherwise.
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In this field there is a multiplicity of unknown, or only partially
known, factors. Here, too, we are applying principles applicable to
rigid bodies, to bodies which (we hope!) are far from rigid! And accuracy
has sometimes to be sacrificed in order to reduce the irregular human
shape to more convenient geometric forms. However, educations and
rough estimates have their real value in this field - provided that they
are the result of careful observation and unbiased interpretation; and
provided that allowances are made for laws other than those of mechanics
(e.g. biological laws) which also play a part in an examination of athletic
performance.
In these three lectures I will deal with some aspects of rotational
movement in certain kinds of games and sports - for rotational motion
is of particular importance to human motion.

CENTRE OF GRAVITY
Every part of an athlete is attracted by Gravity, and if we think
of all these separate attractions added together to make orte resultant
force - i.e. the weight of the athlete - the point where this force acts
will be his Centre of Gravity; a point where we consider his mass to be
concentrated. In an erect position, with arms to his sides, a man's
Centre of Gravity will average 57 per cent of his height, approximately
an inch below the navel, roughly midway between the belly and his
back. For our later observations it will be necessary to know only the
approximate position of this point, and to understand that it moves
with the movements of different parts of the body; yet, despite its
comparative instability, it seldom leaves the pelvic cavity.
By moving when in contact with the ground, an athlete changes the
position of his Centre of Gravity both in relation to his body and the
ground; and this applies whether he is in direct contact (as, for example,
when he is actually touching the ground) or indirect contact (as in pole
vaulting - when he is off the ground but still holding the pole).
But once he breaks contact with the ground the flight-curve of his
Centre of Gravity is pre-determined; no movement off the ground by
the athlete can disturb its path, unless (in the air) the athlete changes
his mass. His movements in the air change his body-position only in
relation to his Centre of Gravity; movements in high jumping, diving,
etc., do not jet-propel the athlete.

AXES (ON AND OFF THE GROUND)
The axis of a revolving body is a straight line, itself at rest in the
body, about which all other parts rotate or spin. We know that different
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parts of an athlete have their own axes-the joints-but here we shall
consider the revolution of the whole body in (a) contact with the ground
and (b) the air, with that contact broken.
When in contact with the ground and rotating in a horizontal or nearhorizontal plane (as, for example, in the pirouetting of a skater (fig. 1) the
body-axis passes through the point of support and the athlete's
Centre of Gravity (the latter including clothing worn and equipment
held). But in other exercises (handsprings, (fig. 2,) cartwheels (fig. 3,)
headsprings (fig. 4) etc.,) the performer revolves in a
vertical or nearvertical plane about an axis which passes
through their point of contact with the ground, horizontally. Most athletic events combine motion about
both types of axis.
In the air, it is convenient to consider the rotation
of the whole body about an axis which passes through
the athlete's Centre of Gravity. The position of this
axis relative to the ground will depend upon the body's
turning movements before leaving the ground - but the
axis (an axis of momentum) will remain fixed in direction throughout a jump or dive until ground-contact is
regained, provided air-resistance may be disregarded.
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
With angular motion, the resistance offered by the body to acceleration depends not only upon its mass, but upon the distribution of
that mass about the axis - its "moment of inertia". The closer the mass
to the axis, the easier it is to turn it, and vice versa. In sport, the distribution of mass can obviously be varied by changing shape. With the
human body it is impossible to calculate precisely the moment of inertia
- for an accurate calculation would involve taking each particle of mass
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separately, multiplying it by the square of the distance to the axis.
Since this is impossible, useful, if not wholly accurate, estimates can
be made by using the figure in the fiagram (fig. 5 ) for the relative average
masses of different parts of an adult, male body - remembering that
each separate part has its, own Centre of Gravity lying fairly exactly
along a longtidunal line, but always slightly nearer the proximal joint.

Head

.071

Trunk

.427

Thigh

.116

Lower Leg .053
Foot

.017

Upper arm .034
Forearm
Hand

.023
.008

ANGULAR VELOCITY
The angular velocity of a body moving uniformally is the angle
it turns in a second. It may also be thought of in terms of revolutions
per second, and there are other units in which it can be measured. In
athletic movement, angular velocities are rarely uniform - so that if
we wish to determine the angular velocity of a body at a given instant
of acceleration, we must assume it to be moving uniformly for a short
while - the shorter the period, the more accurate the calculation,
CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
The product of a turning body's moment of inertia multiplied by
its angular velocity is its angular momentum - a concept of great importance in analysing movement in sport: Like momentum, it is a vector
quantity, possessing both magnitude and direction. According to the
law of the conservation of angular momentum, a turning body isolated
from external forces will have constant angular momentum; the product
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of inertia and angular velocity about the axis is constant.
By this token, the angular momenta of divers, high jumpers,
trampoline exponents, etc., whose bodies turn in the air 'free' in space,
may - for all practical purposes - be considered constant in both magnitude and direction (for the force of Gravity, which acts equally on all
parts of a revolving body, can be ignored). An athlete's total angular
momentum in the air is therefore totally unaffected by any movements
made with his arms, legs or any other body-part. But by changing the
moment of inertia of his body, he can speed up his turns or slow them
down.
DETERMINING THE AXIS OF MOMENTUM
The position of the axis of momentum can be calculated, provided
the body's separate momenta about a vertical, transverse-horizontal
and medial-horizontal axis at the instant of take-off are known (fig. 6.)
As angular momentum is a vector quantity, each of these three seperate
turns is represented by a straight line which, in length is equal to the
magnitude of the corresponding angular momentum. For a resultant

to be found, the direction of each separate turn must also be known.
Conventionally, positive direction is that which makes the turning
movement look clockwise and, therefore, each axis is looked along so
that this is so (fig. 7) and arrow-heads are then added accordingly.
By using the parallelogram method, the magnitude and direction of
the total angular momentum and the position of the axis of momentum
can then be established.
In many athletic activities, the axis of momentum is not perceptible
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Morning Exercises

Evening recreation

Mr. Geoffrey Dyson determines the axis of momentum.

In the amphitheatre Mr. G. Dyson propounds the mechanics of rotational movement

in more than a theoretical sense and, in the air, the performer appears
to turn separatrly, but simultaneously, about his longest and shortest
axes - i.e. his axes minimum and maximum moment of inertia, respectively. Given sufficient time the human body moving freely through
space will finally settle down to spin with stable equilibrium, selecting
its axis of greatest moment of inertia.
TURNS ORIGINATING ON THE GROUND
Although in athletic movement turns can be originated in the air
(as we shall see later), most are built up while the athlete is in contact
with the ground - when angular momentum can be acquired in the
following ways; checking linear movement, transference and eccentric
thrust. Usually, at least two of these sources of rotation are combined
in an activity.

Checking linear movement : When a body, moving in a straight path,
is suddenly checked at an extremity, a hinged moment results and angular momentum is developed figs. 8-10. Transference: Momentum, linear
or angular, can be transferred from one object to another and from
a part of an athlete to his whole body fig. 11. Eccentric thrust: As, in
successive take-offs, an athlete's line of thrust moves progressively
further from his Centre of Gravity. So will more of the force be used
for turning his body and less to project its Centre of Gravity. Thus, angular momentum can be acquired by driving "off centre", i.e. eccentrically (fig. 12).
TURNS ORIGINATING IN THE AIR
Whereas, with turns originating on the ground, take-off surfaces
an absorb the reactions, the body alone can do this when movement
is originated in the air. Thus, when a diver 'pikes' in the air, the muscles
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which pull the trunk down and forward, clockwise, act simultanously
on the thighs pulling the legs upward in a counter-clockwise direction
fig. 13. With such movement, action and reaction occur in the same plane
or in planes that are parallel, and are about an axis of displacement
always at right angles and passing through the performers' Centre of
Gravity (but not necessarily coinciding with his axis of momentum, of
course). But it is possible that some minor reactions to movement can
be taken up internally, and therefore invisibly.
The angular velocity of the moving body-parts is
inversely proportional to their moments of inertia,
however. In the pike dive, for example; if we consider
the moment of inertia of arms, head and trunk about
the Centre of Gravity to be three times greater than
that of the often difficult for even an experienced
person to detect, because of legs - then the
contracting muscles impart angular velocities in the ratio
of 1 : 3; i.e. while the trunk rotates through 30
degrees, the legs describe 90 degrees.
Within certain limits, the location of body-reaction can be controlled; reaction can be absorbed in different parts of the body. While, doubtless, a working knowledge of the mechanics of movement improves what
has been called the 'coaching eye', action and reaction in the air are
rotation developed at take-off. For example, when a pike dive is well
executed, it appears that throughout the upward part of the flight the
diver brings his trunk down towards fixed legs and then, keeping the
arms, head and trunk still, throws the legs back on a fixed trunk to
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assume the straight position for entry. Trunk and leg motions seem
isolated; this is because the diver leaves the board with forward rotation.

EXPLOITATION OF RELATIVE MOMENTS OF INERTIA
We know that movement originating in the air cannot change
an athlete's total angular momentum because the action of one part
of his body is 'cancelled out' by the reaction of another. Hence it might
appear that it is impossible to turn the whole body in the air. However, a complete turn is possible by exploiting relative moments
of inertia.
If a man, freely falling through space or standing on a frictionless
turntalbe, extends his arms and then swings them horizontally in, say,
a clockwise direction, the lower parts of his body will then turn in a
counter-clockwise direction. And when he lowers his arms and takes the
twist out of his abdominal muscles by turning his shoulders counterclockwise, a clockwise re action is produced in his hips and legs. However,
now that the moment of inertia of the shoulders and arms is so much
smaller than when the arms were extended the clockwise reaction of
his lower body is slight. In consequence, the whole of his body has
turned counter-clockwise.
The process is similar to that by menas of which a cat or rabbit,
dropped from an upside-down position, twists in the air to land on its
feet.
This process is similar to that which enables a cat or rabbit, dropped
from an upside-down position, to twist in the air and land on its feet
(Fig. 14). During the first stage of its fall the animal "pikes" or bends
in the middle and stretches out its hind legs almost perpendicular to
an axis passing through its trunk. It then twists the fore part of its body
through 180 deg.; the head, fore legs and upper trunk are now ready
for the landing. The hind parts react by being displaced through a
much smaller angle, because of their much greater moment of inertia
about this axis.
During the second stage of the animal's fall twisting takes place
about a new axis parallel to its hind legs, the twist being in the same
direction as that of the head and trunk during the first phase. Therefore the hind legs now turn through the larger angle, for the moment
of its upper body about this new axis is much greater. At the completion
of this series of movements the animal's whole body is free from deformation and has turned through 180 deg. Animals perform these
movements without conscious analysis of the mechanic involved, so do
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trampoline exponents, divers, etc. Moreover, just as animals do not
all conform to precisely the same movements when faced with problems
of balance and safety in the air, so too, in diving and other activities do
the methods of exploitation vary from person to person.

SECONDARY AXES
With motion of a part of an athlete
about an axis distant from the main
axis (passing through his Centre of
Gravity), the turning effect on the
whole body is in proportion to the
distance of this 'secondary' axis from
the main axis and to the mart's distance from the axis of displacement.

BALANCE IN THE AIR
Movements which exploit relative
moments of inertia are of particular
importance to the maintenance of balance in the air, for they can be used
to counter-act embarrassing rotations
developed at take off or caused by
air resistance in flight. Ski jumping,
a hitch-kick in long jumping, arm movements used in balancing on beams,
in gymnastics, and other examples
spring readily to mind; here, the arms
and legs "take up" the embarrassing
rotation; or, if they are moved with
sufficient vigour, will rotate the athlete
in an opposite direction - since angular momentum cannot be generated
in the air.
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WELCOME ADDRESS BY H.R.H. THE CROWN
PRINCE CONSTANTINE PRESIDENT OF THE
HELLENIC OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Ladies and Gentlemen, Lecturers and Participants of the 2nd
Annual Course of the Olympic Academy!
I regret that unforeseen circumstances prevent me from having the
pleasure of taking part with you to-day in this friendly, yet so assiduously working gathering, which is being convened amid the beautiful historic and elevating landscape of Olympia.
In expressing the feelings of all Greeks, I assure you that we feel
most happy by your presence in our land. Be assured that the immortal
Olympic Spirit, which finds so clear an expression in the site and
among the vestiges of the venerable monuments which surround you,
still enlivens all contemporary Greeks just as in the yore.
Dear Lecturers!
I thank you for your acceptance of Our invitation and for your
kind contribution to the conservation and dissemination of the Olympic
Spirit. Your participation in the Olympic Academy certainly does you
credit, yet, at the same time, also your presence here bestows a special
honour upon Greece.
My Friends participants!
I extend my wishes to you for a pleasant sojourn, for your spiritual
enjoyment and for creative work. The future leaders of your countries
are to be found among you. May the Sacred Flame fill you with the noble
Olympic Ideals, during your sojourn in this venerable place, and make
you indefatigable apostles of Freedom, of friendly rivalry and of Peace!
Olympia, July the 10th 1962
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FAREWELL SPEECH

by
Prof. CARL DIEM
on the occasion of the Olympic Academy dinner
Olympia July 20th 1962
(abridged)
I consider it my duty in the first instance to express my thanks
to Mr. Szyrniczek for his indefatiguable solicitude, his exceptional understanding and delicate administration in the work of the Olympic
Academy, etc. etc...
My next thanks are for you, my good friends the participants, for
your fraternity. You fulfilled the hopes that we had in human collaboration. It was truly a case of the Olympic Spirit.
My thanks must also be directed to the group of lecturers. The
talks were distinguished by their high spiritual level, and were full of
vitality and instructive value. They formed a mosaic pattern engendering
fruitful thoughts and this was demonstrated by the questions put by
the participants...
The meaning of the Academy is fulfilled by thought, work and enthusiasm which will follow upon your stay here. An Academy does not
constitute an endless objectvive. It is the base upon which human progress
is cemented.
The Academy of Plato too, which was once founded by the greatest Philosophers of the World's History, has continued to spread its
influence upon scientific societies the only aims of which are the search
for truth.
In this session we were principally concerned with the meaning
of the Academy which means nothing more nor less but that we should
have diligently examined the meaning of athletics in the service of civilization.
We will adopt this course again and anew and we would ask the
lecturers to draw up themselves directive principles which we will
elaborate in common.
The other problem which always exists is that of the definition of
the limits, both physical and ethical of the highest human attainments.
The third problem is that of the combination of athletics in the
further developments of civilization.
The present opportunity we owe to the Hellenic Olympic Committee
and to the Greek Government which, in spite of its gigantic work of
reconstruction, approved the necessary large funds for this Academy
in a manner which fully expresses Greek traditional hospitality.
We should express our gratitude for this in the best manner by
remaining faithful to the idea of the Olympic Academy, I call upon all
of you to pursue in common these objectives.
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THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Honorary Members
Mr. Avery BRUNDAGE, President of the I.O.C.
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Student of Ph. Ed. Ankara
U.A.R.
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Police Officer
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A. Samir M. RIAD
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Teacher
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PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS
OF THE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY
Article 1. ESTABLISHMENT AND TITLE. The "International Olympic
Academy" the headquarters of which is at Olympia, Greece, has been
established in accordance with Law No. 3148/1955. para 2, regarding
the activities of the Hellenic Olympic Committee and with the unanimous approval of the International Olympic Committee.
Article 2. OBJECTIVES AND JURISDICTION, The objectives of the
Olympic Academy are: a) to create an international cultural centre
at Olympia, where the ideals of athletic games were first conceived
and realized; b) to study and apply the educational and social principles of
competitive sports, and c) the scientific consolidation of the Olympic
concept, in accordance with the principles established by the ancient
Greeks, as also by those who revived the modern Olympic movement
initiated by Baron Pierre de Coubertin.
Article 3. BOARD OF TRUSTEES . The Olympic Academy is established under the patronage of the International Olympic Committee
(I.O.C.) and takes its directives from the Hellenic Olympic Committee
(H.O.C.) and is managed by a three member Board of Trustees (EFORIA) from within the H.O.C., elected for four years-each Olympiad-by
the Hellenic Olympic Committee, one of whom shall be ex officio the
I.O.C. member for Greece.
Members and Honorary Members, with or without vote, may
participate on this board, after specific decision of the H.O.C.
The Board of Trustees shall convene at least once a month at the
offices of the H.O.C. Its decisions shall be taken by a majority vote
and Minutes shall be kept at each meeting.
Article 4. ACTIVITIES. 1. In order to achieve the above mentioned
objectives, the Olympic Academy shall institute annual sessions of
about two to four weeks duration which shall be held during summer at
Olympia, the headquarters of the Olympic Academy. Students
nominated by the I.O.C. shall participate at these courses, so that they
may become worthy promoters of the Olympic Ideals.
2. The I.O.A., in agreement with the I.O.C., shall invite every
year prominent lecturers on pertinent subjects, proposed by the Board
of Trustees of the Olympic Academy in accordance with Art. 5 of the
present regulations.
3. Individuals connected with the Olympic Movement may be
invited through their National Olympic Committees to attend these
annual courses should they have qualifications for the special courses
and their aims.
4. Meetings may also be held for the purpose of investigating
and discussing matters connected with the Olympic Mouvement, and
at which experts shall participate.
5. The Olympic Academy may also function at periods other than
those mentioned above.
6. Additionally, and in order to develop fraternal sentiments and
at the same time revive the Olympic spirit among the students, the
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methods most appropriate to these ends shall be applied to their comnnuial life. (see art. 7.)
Article 5. PARTICIPANTS . Participants at the Olympic Academy
shall he required to have the following qualifications in order to participate:
a) They shall not exceed 30 years of age except in special circum
stances.
b) Preference shall be given to students or graduates of Univer
sities, of Colleges or Institutes of Physical Culture, and also to coaches
or to officials of various sports.
Article 6. LECTURES . The I.O.A., in agreement with the President of the I.O.C. shall choose competent lecturers for the courses
of the Olympic Academy of the following session.
The lecturers shall be requested to submit their lectures in English or French to the Olympic Academy at the latest during the month
of February preceding the summer session of the same year.
The text of the lectures, in both English and French (or even in
other languages, provided by the lecturers concerned) shall be at the
disposal of the participants at the Olympic Academy.
Article 7. COURSE CURRICULUM. The subject matter of the lectures
and lessons at the Olympic Academy sessions shall be selected from
the following:
1. The History of the ancient Olympic Games.
2. The true spirit of the Olympic Idea.
3. The contribution of Baron de Coubertin and other personalities
in the revival of the Olympic Games. The history and evolution of
modern sports.
4. The contribution of sports and Games to the education of youth.
The philosophy of the Games, its influence on the Arts and Social
Sciences, and its evolution.
5. The moral principles of sports and the creation of spiritual values
through them (Amateur aspect).
6. The evolution of the theory and technique of coaching and
training in the various sports.
7. Scientific subjects related to athletics (Psychology, Education,
Medicine, Biology, Biophysics, etc.)
Article 8. MODE OF LIFE AT THE OLYMPIC ACADEMY . The
mode of life at the Olympic Academy of both lecturers and participants
shall be simple and conducted in an atmosphere suitable to their
mission.
A general programme shall be planned: Lecture hours, physical
training, recreation, rest and leisure. The programme shall make provision for both regular and optional activities.
Respect for the regulations is essential.
Article 9. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION . Lecturers and participants shall be domiciled at the establishments of the Olympic Academy. (Until such time as the final installations shall be completed,
the lecturers may be installed at hotels at Olympia). The expenses of
transport and sojourn of the invited lecturers shall be born by the
Olympic Academy. The participants shall be liable for their own travel
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expenses. They shall pay a daily sum for their sojourn, as fixed by the
Olympic Academy for each year.
The number of participants is fixed each year by the Board of
Trustees. The Board, with the approval of the H.O.C., may facilitate
financially or otherwise the sojourn of groups from the High Schools
and Institutes of Physical Culture both from abroad and from Greece,
as also of qualified coaches, educators and officials connected with
sports, for a short stay.
On the basis of the above principles, the programme of education
and conditions of stay shall be drawn up annually, in accordance with
Arts. 6 & 7 for submission to the National Olympic Committees.
Article 10. DIPLOMAS AND AWARDS . At the closing ceremony of
each course, Diplomas and Awards shall be presented to the lecturers
and also to the participants.
The nature and type of such awards shall be approved in due course
by the Hellenic Olympic Committee.
Article 11. OFFICIALS OF THE OLYMPIC ACADEMY. Founders, Members, Honorary Members and Associates shall be nominated by the
Board of Trustes. These may be appointed from among those persons
who have contributed actively to the work of the Olympic Academy, or might offer such future eminent services.
Article 12. BENEFACTORS - DONORS . The title of Benefactor, or
Donor of the Olympic Academy shall be awarded after proposal by
the Hellenic Olympic Committee.
Article 13. MANAGEMENT . The programme of studies is directed
by a Curator (Kosmitor) and the executive functions are managed by
a "Grounds Manager". These two officials are nominated by the H.O.C.
During the period that the Olympic Academy is functioning the
Curator shall be resident in Olympia.
Article 14. ESTABLISHMENTS. Essential establishments for the
Olympic Academy shall be erected following a general plan on the appropriate sites. In the meanwhile arrangements shall be made in temporary buildings or even tents, until the completion of the installations.
In this plan provision shall be made for training grounds and playing fields, a museum, Treasuries (on the ancient model),statues, steles etc.
Article 15. REVENUES AND BUDGET. The revenues of the Olympic
Academy shall be ordained as follows:
a) Annual grant from the H.O.C.
b) Income derived from special postage stamps, through the
establishment of a special Post Office at Olympia.
c) Voluntary donations.
d) Fees payed by the participants.
The Board of Trustees of the Olympic Academy shall decide its
programme for the following year in agreement with the H.O.C. and
draw up its budget for the following year. This budget shall be submitted to the H.O.C. during December for its inclusion in the general
budget of the Committee.
At the end of each year's activities the Olympic Academy submits
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its balance sheet to the H.O.C. It also draws up a report on the year's
activities.
Article 16. PERSONNEL . In order that the Olympic Academy
may function properly, the Board of Trustees can utilise the personnel
of the H.O.C. or, in addition to the Curator and Grounds Manager it
may take on other permanent or temporary staff.
These may include:
a) A Secretary and shorthand-typist for foreign languages.
b) An assistant Grounds Manager and Storekeeper,
c) Camp manager and groundsman,
d) According to needs, cleaners, cooks, workmen, etc.
Travel expences, salaries, wages of the staff will be fixed on each
occasion by the Board of Trustees of the Olympic Academy.
L'ACADEMIE OLYMPIQUE INTERNATIONALE
REGLEMENT PROVISOIRE
Article i. FONDATION ET DENOMINATION. "L'Académie Olympique
Internationale" dont le siège est à Olympie a été fondée conformément
à La Loi No. 3148/1955 - para 2, concernant les activités du Comité
Olympique Hellénique et à l'approbation unanime du Comité International Olympique (C.I.O.).
Article 2. BUTS - COMPETENCES . Les buts poursuivis par l'Académie Olympique sont: a) la création d'un centre culturel international
à Olympie, où s'est éclose et réalisée l'idée des Jeux Athlétiques, b)
l'étude et l'application des principes pédagogiques et sociaux des sports
compétitifs et c) la consolidation scientifique de l'Idée Olympique,
suivant les principes institués par les anciens Hellènes et les rénovateurs
du mouvement Olympique moderne, d'après l'initiative du Baron de
Coubertin.
Article 3. CONSEIL DE DIRECTION. L'Académie Olympique, patronnée par le Comité Olympique International, est placée sous les
directives du Comité Olympique Hellénique et est administrée par un
Conseil de Direction (EFORIA) de trois membres élus au sein du Comité Olympique Hellénique pour quatre ans (durée de chaque Olympiade)
Des trois membres le composant, l'un est d'office le membre de C.I.O.
pour la Grèce. Suivant une décision motivée du Comité Olympique
Hellénique, peuvent participer au Conseil de Direction "honoris causa"
avec ou sans droit de cote, les membres honoraires ou réguliers. (voir
Article 11).
Le Conseil de Direction se réunit aux Bureaux du Comité Olympique
Hellénique au moins une fois par mois. Les décisions sont prises à la
majorité des voix, et procès-verbal est tenu pour chaque séance.
Article 4. ACTIVITES. 1. Pour atteindre les buts précités des cours
annuels d'une durée de 2 - 4 semaines auront lieu pendant l'été à Olympie
(siège de l'Académie Olympique). A ces cours assisteront des auditeurs
désignés par les Comités Olympiques des diverses Nations, afin qu'ils
deviennent par la suite les apôtres prepagateurs des idéux Olympiques.
2. L'Académie International Olympique, en accord avec le C.I.O.
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invitera chaque année, sur la proposition du Counseil de Direction de
l'Académie Olympique, des personnalités qui feront des conférences,
comme stipulé à l'art. 5 de ce règlement.
3. Pendant les réunions annuelles de l'Académie Olympique, on
pourra inviter par le truchement des Comités Olympiques, des per
sonnalités intéressées au mouvement Olympique, compétentes sur les
sujets compris dans le programme de ces réunions.
4. Des réunions pourraient être effectuées aussi pour l'étude et
l'échange d'opinions sur des sujets se rapportant à l'olympisme, aux
quelles prendront part des spécialistes en matière.
5. Suivant le cas, l'Académie Olympique pourrait fonctionner
aussi hors de la période sus-mentionnée.
6. En plus des cours, et afin de développer les sentiments de frater
nisation et rarniner en même temps l'esprit Olympique parmi les étu
diants, on appliquera dans leur vie commune les méthodes les plus
appropriées à ces fins (voir Article 7).
Article 5. PARTICIPANTS . Les participants des deux sexes, pour
être admis à participer aux cours de l'Académie Olympique, doivent:
a) Ne pas dépasser l'âge de 30 ans, sauf dans des cas spéciaux.
b) Etre de préférence des étudiants ou des licenciés d'Ecoles Supé
rieures ou d'Instituts d'Education Physique, des entraîneurs, ou enfin
des Champions ou des officiels des différents sports.
Article 6. PROFESSEURS ET CONFERENCIERS. L'Académie Intern.
Olympique, après accord avec le Président du C.I.O. choisit les personnalités compétentes pour enseigner pendant le cours de la saison à suivre.
Les personnalités choisies seront priées de préparer leur thèses
en langue française ou anglaise et les envoyer aux Bureaux de l'Académie Olympique, au plus tard dans le courant du mois de Février
précédant le session estivale de la même année.
Les textes des conférences, rédigés en français et en anglais (ou
même en d'autres langues, par les soins des conférenciers intéressés)
seront toujours à la disposition des étudiants à l'Académie Olympique.
Les conférenciers qui enseigneront à ces cours auront le titre de
Sociétaires de l'Académie Olympique.
Article 7. PROGRAMME DES COURS. Les thèses des conférences et
des leçons des cours de l'Académie Olympique seront choisies et fixées
dans le cercle des sujets suivants:
1. L'essence morale de l'idée Olympique.
2. La contribution des sports et des Jeux à l'éducation de la Jeu
nesse, la philosophie des Jeux, des Arts, des Sciences Sociales et leur
évolution.
3. Le principe moral des sports et son influence sur le développe
ment des vertues morales (Principe d'amateurisme).
4. La contribution de Baron de Coubertin, ainsi que d'autres
personnalités à la rénovation des Jeux Olympiques.L'Histoire et l'évo
lution des disciplines modernes.
5. Histoire des Jeux Olympiques dans l'antiquité.
6. Thèmes scientifiques relatifs à l'athlétisme (Psychologie, pé
dagogie, médecine, biologie, biophysique, etc.).
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7. L'évolution de la théorie et de la technique de l'entrainement
dans les divers sports.
Article 8. SEJOUR . Les Professeurs, conférenciers et élèves mèneront une vie simple, dans une atmosphère appropriée à leur mission.
Un programme général sera prévu pour leurs occupations: heures
d'enseignement, d'exercices physiques, de récréation, de repos et heures
libres. Le programme comprendra des occupations réglementaires et
facultatives.
Le respect envers les règ ements est expressément requis.
Article 9. CONDITIONS DE SEJOUR . Les Professeurs et les auditeurs participant aux cours de l'Académie Olympique séjourneront aux
installations de l'Académie. (Jusqu'à ce que les installations définitives
soient complétées, les professeurs pourront s'installer dans des Hôtels
d'Olympie). Les frais de déplacement et de séjour des professeurs invités
seront à la charge de l'Académie Olympique.
Les participants voyagent à leur frais. Le Conseil de Direction
de l'Académie fixera chaque année la somme journalière que les participants devront verser pour frais de séjour à l'Académie Olympique.
Le nombre des participants est fixé chaque année par le Conseil
de Direction. Ce Conseil, après approbation du Comité Olympique
Hellénique pourra, pour un bref séjour, concéder des facilités de caractère financier ou d'autre nature à des équipes universitaires ou d'Instituts d'Education Physique, Grecs ou de l'étranger, ainsi qu'à des
professeurs, entraîneurs, pédagogues, sportifs, etc.
En conformité avec ce qui précède on complétera chaque année
le programme d'enseignement et de séjour, comme stipulé dans les
art. 6 et 7, pour qu'il soit envoyé aux Comités Nationaux Olympiques.
Article 10. DIPLOMES - DISTINCTIONS. Aux collaborateurs, professeurs et participants aux cours de l'Académie Olympique, seront
remis à la cérémonie de clôture des cours des Diplômes et des insiges
commémoratifs. L'Académie Olympique fixera à temps leurs modèles
respectifs.
Article 11. DIGNITAIRES DE L ' ACADEMIE OLYMPIQUE . Le Conseil
de Direction pourra décerner, sur décision motivée, le titre de Fondateur,
membre Honoraire ou régulier, ainsi que de Sociétaire de l'Académie
Olympique, aux personnalités qui ont contribué au progrès de l'oeuvre
de l'Académie Olympique ou bien efficacement pourraient offrir
des services éminents dans l'avenir.
Article 12. BIENFAITEURS - DONATEURS . Le titre de Bienfaiteur
ou Donateur de l'Académie Olympique est décerné, après décision motivée du Comité Olympique Hellénique.
Article 13. ADMINISTRATION . Le Programme éducatif est
confié à un "Commissaire pour les Etudes" (Kosmitor) et les fonctions
executives sont administrées par un "Intendant des Installations".
Ces deux fonctionnaires sont nommés par le Comité Olympique
Hellénique.
Durant la période de fonctionnement de l'Académie Olympique,
le Commissaire pour les études réside à Olympie.
Article 14. INSTALLATIONS . Suivant un plan général, seront
contruits au fur et à mesure sur l'emplacement prévu les bâtiments
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requis pour le fonctionnement de l'Académie Olympique. Entrelemps
(et. jusqu'à ce que ces constructions soient complétées, le logement se
fera dans des installations provisoires, ou même sous des tentes.
Dans le plan seront prévus aussi des terrains de sport, Musée, Trésors (sur le type des anciens monuments), des statues, stèles, etc.
Article 15. REVENUS ET BUDGET . Les revenus de l'Académie
Olympique sont les suivants:
a) Subvention annuelle du Comité Olympique Hellénique
b) Recettes provenant de l'émission de timbres-poste spéciaux,
par l'institution d'un Bureau de Poste spécial à Olympie.
c) Donations.
d) Les versements des participants pour leurs frais de séjour.
Chaque année le Conseil de Direction de l'Académie Olympique
décide sur son programme d'activité pour l'année suivante et de concert
avec le Comité Olympique Hellénique dresse le budget pour l'année
prochaine. Ce budget est remis au Comité Olympique Hellénique dans
le courant du mois de décembre, pour qu'il soit inclus au budget général
du Comité.
A la fin de chaque exercice annuel, le Conseil de Direction de l'Académie Olympique remet au Comité Olympique Hellénique le bilan relatif. Il rédige aussi un rapport sur les activités de l'année.
Article 16. PERSONNEL ET FONCTIONNEMENT . Pour le fonctionnement régulier de l'Académie Olympique, le Conseil de Direction peut
employer le personnel du Comité Olympique Hellénique, ou, en plus
du Commissaire pour les Etudes et de l'Intendant des Installations,
il peut s'adjoindre d'autres employés permanents ou temporaires.
Sont considérés comme tels:
a) Secrétaire et stenodactylographe pour les langues étrangères
b) Aide-Intendant et magasinier.
c) Gérant et gardien du campement.
d) Suivant le cas, femmes de charges, cuisiniers, ouvriers, etc.
Les frais de déplacement, les appointements, les salaires de ce personnel seront fixés chaque fois par le Conseil de Direction de l'Académie
Olympique.
Texte approuvé par le Comité Olympique Hellénique - Athènes
le 8.10.62
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